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Kansai Paint Group Corporate Philosophy

We leverage superior technology to contribute to our Customers and Society in a sustainable manner, with 
innovative Products and Services, through a competent workforce, built on a culture of Customer focus, 
Integrity, and Respect to our Stakeholders.

Corporate 
Mission
(Established in 
January 1967)

Core Values

For more than a century since its establishment in 1918, the  
Kansai Paint Group has been providing technologies cultivated  
in the paint and coating business.

Our founder, IWAI Katsujiro, was a manager with an ESG perspective,  
someone who emphasized manufacturing and trustworthy relationships,  
as well as long-term outlooks and social contributions.

Today, the Kansai Paint Group continues to live up to this spirit. With this 
as our driving force, we will take on the challenge of creating new  
value and solving global issues.

1. To further build company credibility with the public and to contribute to society by providing products and 
services that achieve customer satisfaction.

2. To build on our knowledge and strive for technological innovations in order to improve the company’s 
performance.

3. To harness the collective efforts of all individuals in order to maximize company returns.

Kansai Paint’s Corporate Mission is the spiritual backbone of Kansai Paint and has been handed down since 
the company’s foundation, forming the bedrock of the Kansai Paint Group Corporate Philosophy.

We build strong trust with all stakeholders, by doing the right thing and by taking decisions that enhance 
the reputation of the organization in Society.

We continuously strive to understand and exceed Customer expectations.

We encourage organization members to take responsibility for their own actions and decisions, show 
commitment to all stakeholders, and accomplish work in an appropriate and efficient manner.

We respect diversity and embrace cultural and individual characteristics of organization members, 
customers and communities by showing empathy and understanding the viewpoints of distinct beliefs, 
philosophies and cultures. We encourage and foster an environment of learning, teamwork and 
cooperation, that enables the development of all organization members.

We facilitate the emergence of entrepreneurial ideas that have a long-term perspective, originality in thinking, 
and practicality of execution, taking responsibility to see these ideas through, with ownership at all times. We 
shall continue contributing to People and Society by providing sustainable value to all stakeholders.

We pioneer Innovation by engaging our collective wisdom and knowledge to create new value propositions, 
and strive continuously to generate original and novel solutions for products, services, and work processes. 
We experiment in different and groundbreaking ways to deal with value creation opportunities and 
challenges, through a deep understanding of the issue at hand.

•  Greater scope of reporting in line with global information sharing 
within the Group

•  Consideration of climate change risks and endorsement of the 
TCFD’s recommendations

• Interviews with the president, vice president, and outside directors

Improvements from the Previous Fiscal Year’s  
Integrated Report

•  The International Integrated Reporting Framework, published by 
the IFRS Foundation

•  Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
•  GRI Standards, published by the Global Reporting Initiative
•  SASB Standards, published by the IFRS Foundation

Key Initiatives Referenced

Reporting Period: FY2021 (April 1, 2021 to March 31, 2022), including 
some content for FY2022.
Scope of the Report: Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. and the Kansai Paint 
Group (consolidated subsidiaries) are included in the scope of this 
report. Matters that fall outside the scope of this report shall be clearly 
indicated as such.

Reporting Period and Scope

This report contains forward-looking statements based on plans, forecasts, 
and management plans and policies as of the date of publication. 
Forward-looking statements are based on judgments made at the time of 
creating the statements. Changes in various conditions may cause the 
results of future business activities or events to differ from the forecasts.

Disclaimer

With respect to the Group’s value creation model as a corporate group transforming itself from Good to Great, Integrated Report 2022 has been 
formulated in accordance with the International Integrated Reporting Framework of the IFRS Foundation. The report also highlights the Kansai 
Paint Group’s efforts, centered on the 17th Medium-term Management Plan announced in November 2021, to continuously increase its corporate 
value. The report aims to create a virtuous cycle of enhancing our business and fostering mutual understanding through dialogue with all stakeholders, 
including our shareholders.

Editorial Policy

Contents

IWAI Katsujiro, 
Founder

Mission  
Statement
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At a Glance

We supply environmentally friendly products 
and color matching systems for automobile 
dealers and body repair shops. We also 
propose solutions for a safer and more 
comfortable workplace.

We offer a stable supply of high-quality 
industrial coatings used in a broad range 
of fields, including construction machinery, 
industrial vehicles, electronics, and the 
inner coating and surface design of 
beverage cans.

We offer high-quality, high-performance, and 
advanced design products globally, ranging 
from automotive OEM coatings to plastic 
coatings.

We provide coatings for plants, bridges and 
ships. We also supply environmentally friendly 
and high-weather-resistant products for social 
infrastructure.

We supply a number of high-performance and 
advanced design products covering antiviral, 
deodorizing, insulating, and mosquito-repellent 
coatings, which support comfortable and safe 
living.

Diversified Business Management Diversified Global Portfolio

High Global Market Share

Others

8.1% (¥34.0 billion)

Auto Refinish

5.1% (¥21.6 billion)

Architectural

28.6% (¥119.8 billion)

Industrial

24.4% (¥102.2 billion)

Marine and  
Protective

5.4% (¥22.5 billion)

Automotive

28.4% (¥119.1 billion)

FY2021
Net Sales

¥419.2 billion

Japan

33.1%

Others

1.3%

Africa

8.6%

Asia

13.7%

India

23.2%

Europe

20.1%

Percentage of
Sales by Region

Africa  No. 1

 No. 1India  No. 3
Market Share

Japan  No. 2

No. 8 in the world

Japan Automotive, Auto Refinish
India Automotive
Asia Automotive
Africa Architectural

No. 1 Market Share
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Financial and Non-Financial Highlights

Financial Highlights

Non-Financial Highlights

Net sales recovered amid the resumption of economic activities despite lingering 
impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic. There was a significant uptick year on 
year, mainly reflecting contributions from increased net sales overseas after 
sales volume rose on higher demand and our ability to pass through prices in 
response to soaring raw materials prices.

The ratio of employees dispatched from Head Office as directors of overseas 
subsidiaries was 48%, while the ratio for managers* was 5%. While local 
operations are carried out predominantly by locally hired employees, we dispatch 
directors depending upon our investment ratio to ensure effective governance.

Although operating income decreased, EPS increased by 25.32 yen to 103.23 
yen. This was due to better non-operating income figures including an increase 
in equity in earnings of unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates and foreign 
currency exchange gains, an improvement in extraordinary income/losses owing 
to a gain on the sale of tangible fixed assets, and a decrease in tax expenses.

Despite an increase in equity, adjusted ROE rose 1.5 points, exceeding our target 
of over 10% amid the increase in net income attributable to owners of the parent.
* Adjusted ROE =  (Net income attributable to owners of the parent + Amortization of 

goodwill) / Equity (the average shareholders’ equity at the beginning 
and end of the fiscal year)

In November 2018, the Group formulated and introduced a unified corporate 
brand and logo for use in all Group operations. We are currently seeking to 
expand this corporate brand around the world, and are in the process of applying 
for registration of our logo as a means of improving our Group image. The number 
of applications is based on the number of countries and regions (EU and OAPI).

86 countries + 2 regionsThe ratio of female employees was 20% or more in Europe, Africa, and Asia 
(excluding Japan and India), but this same ratio was low in Japan and India, 
resulting in a ratio of 16.9% Group-wide. Equal opportunity in society and in 
economic activities is indispensable for the development of a sustainable society 
and the economy. We believe that the competitiveness of the Group as a whole 
will increase if our people are empowered to make full use of their skills in their 
respective fields, regardless of gender. Toward this end, we will promote the 
hiring of female employees and the development of female managers.

Despite a significant increase in net sales, EBITDA remained largely unchanged 
from the previous fiscal year due to the significant impact of soaring raw material 
costs, and the EBITDA margin declined by 2.0 points to 12.8%.
*  Consolidated EBITDA margin = 

(Consolidated operating income + Depreciation and amortization + Amortization of goodwill 
+ Equity in earnings of unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates) / Consolidated net sales

Net cash provided by operating activities declined by 27.1 billion yen compared 
to the previous fiscal year, due to higher working capital, reflecting soaring raw 
materials prices and an increase in income taxes paid. Net cash used in investing 
activities increased by 1.6 billion yen. This reflected lower proceeds from sale of 
investment securities and an increase in the purchase of tangible fixed assets, 
despite an increase in proceeds from sale of tangible fixed assets and a net 
decrease in securities. As a result, free cash flow totaled 13.4 billion yen.

Under our basic policy of stable and sustainable returns, we paid the same 
dividend as the previous term. The consolidated dividend payout ratio has been 
declining, but this is attributed to the increase in consolidated net income owing 
to extraordinary income from a gain on sale of fixed assets.

Equity increased due to the posting of net income attributable to owners of the 
parent, and the equity ratio stood at 53.3%, as we maintained a strong financial 
base.

FY2021 FY2030 Targets

Ratio of female 
employees 16.9% 20%

Ratio of female 
managers 14.6% 15%

To cope with increasing globalization and robust demand for our products and 
services, especially in developing nations, we are carrying out business activities 
rooted in regions, with local production for local consumption. We currently have 
90 bases in 31 countries, and have put in place systems for promptly providing 
products and services to global markets and customers of all kinds.

90 locations

¥419.2 billion 15.0% increase ¥103.23 ¥25.32 increase10.0% 1.5 pt. increase

Net interest-bearing debt increased slightly, but it has generally been on a 
downward trend. The net debt-to-equity ratio stood at 0.03 times, indicating that 
we maintain financial soundness and a financing capacity that enables us to 
pursue proactive investment and fund consistent dividends.
* Net debt-to-equity ratio =  Net interest-bearing debt (Interest-bearing debt – Cash and 

cash equivalents – Time deposits) / Equity

2.0 pt. decrease12.8%

¥28.7 billion decrease¥13.4 billion

* The company is currently examining whether to standardize the definition of managers Group-wide.

Dispatched from  
Head Office 

48%

Locally hired   
directors 

52%

Locally hired  
employees 

95%

Directors

Dispatched from  
Head Office 

5%

Managers

Consolidated Net Sales Adjusted Return on Equity (ROE)Consolidated EBITDA and EBITDA Margin* Earnings per Share (EPS)

Dividend per Share and Consolidated Dividend Payout Ratio Net Interest-Bearing Debt and Net Debt-to-Equity RatioFree Cash Flows Equity and Equity Ratio

29.1% 9.4 pt. decrease¥30 ± ¥0Per  
share

Dividend  
payout ratio ¥9.0 billion

Net interest- 
bearing debt ¥320.0 billion ¥33.2 billion increaseEquity

53.3% 6.0 pt. increaseEquity ratio

0.03 times
Net debt-to- 
equity ratio

Ratio of Locally Hired Employees in  
Important Positions Overseas

Human Capital Countries Where Our Corporate Brand  
Has Been Applied for Registration

Social and Relationship CapitalRatio of Female Employees and Managers*  
(Group)

Human Capital Manufacturing Bases (Group)Manufacturing Capital

(Billions of yen)
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Roadmap to Becoming a Great Company

For us, a Great Company is one that can both pursue profit and contribute to social 

development. Although this by itself is something that any company can deliver, we have 

spelled out a vision unique to Kansai Paint with the inclusion of two additional aspects: (1) 

We are paint professionals and (2) our global presence. Operating in the wide-ranging 

industry of paint and coatings, we can utilize our paint technologies to contribute to every 

imaginable opportunity. We can both pursue profit and contribute to social development by 

highlighting the regions and businesses that will enable us to maximize individual results. In 

the past, we did not have a deep understanding of our strengths, which lead to difficult 

times where just expanding became our goal. To overcome this difficulty, we held 

discussions internally and with various stakeholders such as shareholders and the Board of 

Directors, to clearly define who we are and what we want to achieve.

At the same time, by solving numerous issues such as reviewing the company’s assets 

and strengthening overseas governance, we were able to make a strong start to the 17th 

Medium-term Management Plan (“17th MTP”), enabling us to focus on becoming a Great 

Company. The 17th MTP is positioned as the starting point for the company to create a 

cycle of sustainable growth. Due to the management cycle from the 16th Medium-term 

Management Plan (“16th MTP”) we have reached the stage where we have increased 

profitability and generate strong cash flow, which allows us to reinvest in promising 

segments and create a path towards further growth. Profit and fairness are at the core of 

these activities, and I believe that the right path to becoming a Great Company is to 

transform ourselves by taking bold steps to confront the challenges ahead.

Changes in the External Environment

The COVID-19 pandemic, shortage of semiconductors, soaring raw material costs, supply 

chain disruptions, extreme weather, as well as various incidents and accidents, mean we 

are experiencing unprecedented challenges. In addition, with the Ukraine Russia crisis and 

the energy supply issue, we are having to deal with a very harsh business environment. 

These changes in the external environment used to occur once every few years or once in 

a decade, but now they are happening one after the other. It is no exaggeration to say that 

From Good 
to Great
FY2022 (ending March 31, 2023) is the first year 

of our 17th Medium-term Management Plan. 

This plan covers a very important three-year 

period in which we will create a new cycle of 

sustainable growth for the future, transforming 

the company from Good to Great. The plan fully 

promotes structural reform, digitalization, and 

portfolio improvement, clearly defining what 

kind of company Kansai Paint is and how we 

can contribute to the earth and society.

MORI Kunishi
Representative Director and 
President

Message from the President
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Message from the President

the survival of a company depends on how it deals with these changes in the external 

environment. For Kansai Paint, strategies have been formulated and are being implemented 

on the basis that such changes will continue to happen. No one knows what changes will 

occur in the external environment at any given time. By becoming a company that can face 

and adapt to the changes, we can look on those changes as opportunities for growth. On 

the other hand, for companies that cannot adjust to these changes, business will be difficult.

With the progress of globalization and increase in world population leading to climate 

change and rising geopolitical risks, we believe that it is our mission to pursue and 

contribute to the generation of sustainable society. Companies are responsible for achieving 

this important mission and have the opportunity to make contributions in scope that are 

beyond the reach of individuals.

The Significance of the 17th Medium-term 
Management Plan

The 17th MTP, which began in April 2022, has been positioned as the first three-year period 

for us to tackle our material issues. These three years will be extremely important for us, as 

they mark the start of a transformation that will strengthen the areas where we can contribute 

to society and maximize profits. Thanks to the 16th MTP, we made significant progress in 

reviewing our unprofitable assets, establishing a foundation for targeting our strengths in 

business-to-business (BtoB) operations, as well as in the regions of Europe and India. By 

divesting our African business (announced on June 1, 2022) to the company that we 

consider to be the best owner, AkzoNobel N.V., we have taken a major step forward in 

proactively changing our portfolio. In addition to continuing to strengthen the earning power 

that we established over the past three years, we will further advance structural reforms to 

boost profitability. At the same time, we will make maximum use of funds raised through the 

sale of real estate, cutting back cross-shareholdings and reducing assets, to actively invest 

in promising growth areas.

This investment, in addition to M&A and other business investment, will be used to 

strengthen our foundation. In this way, from a global perspective, we can become a leading 

company and revamp our supply chains to make them more sustainable. The 17th MTP 

clearly conceptualizes the ideal state of Kansai Paint and promotes initiatives to realize this 

vision, something that is very different from previous medium-term management plans, 

which focused solely on operational aspects.

The Value of Paint and Understanding the Issues

The coatings industry naturally contributes to sustainability by achieving low emissions of 

CO2 during the manufacturing process, in addition to extending the durability of objects and 

surfaces. Even before sustainability management became an issue, we were developing 

coatings that emit less CO2 when applied and promoting environmentally friendly coatings 

such as waterborne coatings and powder coatings in collaboration with customers. 

However, humankind is now facing environmental difficulties that we had never thought of 

and this has prompted us to review the nature of social development. The chemical 

industry, which is derived from mineral resources such as petroleum, requires discontinuous 

change in various fields such as product design, procurement, manufacturing, distribution, 

and sales.

We believe that it is both a challenge and an opportunity to review and adjust our value 

chain to social demands and create new value.

Kansai Paint has updated its Materiality to address these issues. We will review and 

organize the value creation process to connect our business practices to our long-term goals.

Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. Integrated Report 202208 09



who are determined to support and lead the company. To enable these talents to play an 

active role, in the 17th MTP we have set out career plans for individuals and succession plans 

for the organization. And as another aspect of our human resources strategy, we have focused 

in recent years on bringing together a broad range of personnel from outside the company 

who are essential for responding to the changes that are taking place. We have already seen 

significant results, so we will continue to push ahead with this approach.

Toward a Great Kansai Paint

I feel that the essence of change is to keep what we have promised through dialogue with 

our stakeholders, while continuing to evolve as a company. So once again I thank all of our 

stakeholders for their continued support. Going forward, we will continue to meet the 

expectations of our stakeholders by carrying out our business responsibly as professionals 

with the same objectives as all of our stakeholders. I believe that by promoting management 

through dialogue with everyone, we can become a Great Company that continues to grow 

sustainably. Please expect great things from Kansai Paint in the years to come.

Strengthening Governance

In the 2010s, we acquired a number of overseas companies and rapidly expanded our sales. It 

was a challenging experience at the time, because we could not maintain efforts to strengthen 

our management foundation and governance, and this resulted in a decline in profitability. We 

were able to break this vicious cycle in the 16th MTP by incorporating knowledge from external 

experts. But this proves the need to return to the basics of profit and fairness, and to rigorously 

adhere to the principle that “what is right is right, and what must not be done must not be done.” 

These words encapsulate the essence of what is called governance. To properly reflect on the 

past and turn this into a major success, we will prioritize the strengthening of our management 

foundation and governance, maintaining a state of control that enables us to once again steer 

the Group toward expansion. On top of this, we will bolster the comprehensive strengths of the 

Group by enhancing our competitiveness and focusing on regions and businesses where we 

can demonstrate our cohesive capabilities.

Digitalization is also crucial to strengthening the management foundation, especially 

governance. There are many reasons why we should push ahead with digital transformation, 

but the most important is that the power of digital technology is essential when specifically 

promoting each aspect of environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG). So that 

we can properly share information within the Group to ensure that correct management 

decisions are made, we are proceeding with a number of projects to promote digitalization, 

including the construction of a Group-wide platform for finance, human resources, and 

ESG-related information.

Governance is an extremely important part of all our corporate activities and sustainability 

management, so we will continue to strengthen it, sparing no effort, manpower, or expense.

Human Resources Strategy

All strategies, and all of our many different activities, are driven by our people. The most 

important thing for us is a long-term strategy and plan to continuously develop our human 

resources and the organization. The Group has more than 15,000 talented people around the 

world, people who work hard each and every day. We will clarify the type of human resources 

that the company desires, selecting and appointing employees regardless of age, gender, 

nationality, or other such traits, to positions that are vital to the growth of the company. We will 

create numerous opportunities for talent with true drive to take on challenges and, by 

overcoming numerous difficulties through the pressures of their work, we will develop people 

Growth Strategy and Business Portfolio

Business growth is the source of all our activities. With the aim of reaching record highs in all 

metrics, targets have been set for the final year of the 17th MTP to include net sales of 500 

billion yen, an earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) margin 

of 17%, and an adjusted return on equity (ROE) of 13%. We will further refine our strengths in 

automotive coatings, which is the backbone of the Group, while developing the automotive 

parts and electric vehicle-related markets where there is scope for expansion. In our fast-

growing International Business Unit, we will focus on the industrial segment as well as 

European and Indian operations to capitalize on strong market growth. In our Japan Business 

Unit, we will push through with structural reforms to make the business unit a source of growth 

investment. In both business units we will strengthen our portfolio by proceeding with business 

divesture and making acquisitions based on a foundation of growth through our own efforts.

Message from the President
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A H
istory of Taking on C

hallenges
W

orld E
vents

1918  
IWAI Katsujiro founded the company in Kanzaki, 
Amagasaki (with 500,000 yen in capital)

1926  
Released CELVA, Japan’s first domestically 
produced lacquer

1931  
Released FTALIT, a phthalic resin paint

1933  
Completed the Tokyo plant

1940  
Opened the Shanghai plant

1987  
Established Kansai Paint (America), Inc.

1990  
Established Kansai Paint Europe Limited

1992  
Established Tianjin Kansai Paint & Chemicals 
Co., Ltd., a joint venture in Tianjin, China

1996  
Established Sime Kansai Paint Sdn. Bhd. as a 
joint venture in Klang, Malaysia

1999  
Converted Goodlass Nerolac Paints Ltd. (India) 
into a subsidiary (now Kansai Nerolac Paints Ltd.)

1989 Japan introduced the consumption tax (3%)
Fall of the Berlin Wall

1995 Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake
2001 September 11 terrorist attacks

2008 Global financial crisis

Key Principles

1.  Cash generation by increasing 
profitability

2.  Aggressive investment in 
growing markets

3.  Strengthening the management 
infrastructure

 
 

Actions to be Taken

•  Capital investment and business 
investment for organic growth

•  Resumption of M&A
•  Renewal of supply chain
•  Human resources strategy
• IT reform

2019  
Established and launched the 16th Medium-
term Management Plan
• Realignment of low profit assets
• Strengthening of global governance
• Optimization of the balance sheet
• Reorganization
Released TAIKA TECT, a next-generation 
fire-resistant covering material
Released anti-contact infection tape

2020  
Released RUBIGOAL, a water-borne 
anticorrosive undercoat

2011  
Established Chongqing Alesco Kansai Paint 
Co., Ltd.

Acquired the shares of Freeworld Coatings 
Ltd. (South Africa) and converted it into a 
consolidated subsidiary (now Kansai Plascon 
Africa Ltd.)

2012  
Acquired the shares of PT Kansai Prakarsa 
Coatings (Indonesia) and converted it into a 
consolidated subsidiary

2014  
Converted Kansai PLC Sdn. Bhd. in 
Malaysia into a consolidated subsidiary

2017  
Acquired the shares of European paint 
manufacturer Helios Group and converted it 
into a consolidated subsidiary

•• Acceleration of the Internet of Things (IoT)
•• Full-scale utilization of artificial intelligence (AI)
•• Intensifying international competition
•• Cross-border production, procurement, and trade
•• Increasing complexity from borderless operations
•• Development of financial technology (fintech)
•• Global warming
•• Diversification of values, etc.

Constantly Changing Times

The Kansai Paint Group’s History of Taking on Challenges

For more than a century since its establishment in 1918, the Kansai Paint Group has been 
providing technologies cultivated in the paint and coatings business. Our journey thus far 
has not necessarily been easy, as we have survived and thrived despite truly turbulent 
times. Our founder, IWAI Katsujiro, pursued management with an environmental, social, 
and governance (ESG) perspective that emphasized manufacturing and trustworthy 
relationships, as well as long-term outlooks and social contributions. Today, we continue to 
live up to this spirit. With this as our driving force, we will take on the challenge of creating 
new value and resolving global issues in the years ahead.

Value Creation Journey

2022 –
2019 – 2021

Carving out the Future  
for Ourselves

2011 – 2018
Period of Accelerating 

Globalization

2011 Great East Japan Earthquake
     2015 Adoption of the Paris Agreement

2020 COVID-19 pandemic
  2021 Tokyo Olympics

Establishment and launch 
of the 17th Medium-term 
Management Plan

1918 End of World War I
1923 Great Kanto Earthquake

1927 Start of the Showa Financial Crisis
1939 Start of World War II

1945 End of World War II
1955  Start of Japan’s rapid economic 

growth period
1964  Inauguration of the bullet train 

and the Tokyo Olympics
1973 First oil crisis

1979 Second oil crisis

1987 – 2010
Overseas Expansion Period

1949 – 1986
Postwar Growth Period

1918 – 1948
Founding Period

1949  
Listed on the Osaka, Tokyo, and Kobe stock 
exchanges

1950  
Established the head office in the 
commercial center of Osaka

1955  
Released Zolacoat, a multi-color design 
finishing material

1965  
Established United Paints Pte. Ltd. (now 
Kansai Paint (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.), a joint 
venture in Singapore

1968  
Established Thai Kansai Paint Co., Ltd., a 
joint venture with Thai Huat Co., Ltd.

1985  
Established Taiwan Kansai Paint Co., Ltd., 
a joint venture in Taiwan

1986  
Invested in Goodlass Nerolac Paints Ltd. 
(India)

Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. Integrated Report 202212 13



Value Creation Process

                      Covernance

►  Cash generation through 
increased profitability

► Proactive investment in growth areas

►  Strengthening of the business 
management infrastructure

► Investment in IT transformation

Risk and Opportunities Strategy and Asset Allocation

Performance

►  Increasing uncertainties 
including climate change and 
natural disasters

→  Supply chain reform and 
streamlining production plant

►  Constantly changing market 
needs

→  Optimization of the business 
portfolio and new business 
development

► Diversification of talent
→  Appropriate assignments and 

continuous talent development

2021 Results

EBITDA: 12.8%

ROE: 10.0%

2025 Targets

EBITDA: over 18%

ROE: over 13%

Input

Business Activities
Financial capital

Manufacturing 
capital

Intellectual capital

Human capital

Social and 
relationship  
capital

Natural capital

Financial capital

Manufacturing 
capital

Intellectual capital

Human capital

Social and 
relationship  
capital

Natural capital

Outcome

►  Paint and paint-related products 
Design of color and provision of  
color matching information

Out put

Licenced by 
Tokyo Tower

► Climate change

►  Transition to a sustainable world

►  Uncertainties (conflicts, epidemics,  
natural disasters, etc.)

► Digital shift

► Diversity

Outlook

Mission Statement
We leverage superior technology to contribute to our Customers and Society in a sustainable 
manner, with innovative Products and Services, through a competent workforce, built on a 
culture of Customer focus, Integrity and Respect to our Stakeholders.

Materiality
1. Realizing decarbonization
2. Improvement of QOL (Quality of Life)

3.  Enhancement of achieving resource and economic circulation
4.  Transformation into a Group where diverse people play active roles

Global Automotive 
Business Unit

International  
Business UnitJapan Business Unit

Corporate Research 
and Development

Corporate Production,  
Supply Chain Management,  

Procurement

Corporate Planning, 
Finance, HR & 
Administration

Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. Integrated Report 202214 15



Details of the Value Creation Process

Inputs Outcomes

Business Activities

Kansai Paint is a diversified paint manufacturer with operations 
worldwide. During our 14th and 15th Medium-term Management 
Plans, we expanded significantly in size and regional presence. 
Today, around 70.3% of our net sales originate from outside of 
Japan. Concurrently, there is rising uncertainty in the business 
environment caused by climate change and heightened geo-
political risks.

To address this external environment, we are transforming 
our business through multi-faceted dialogue with stakeholders 
including customers, investors, suppliers, and employees. We 
are promoting a paradigm shift from the conventional profit-
seeking approach to one that balances environmental and 
economic value.

Strategy and Asset Allocation

We will implement the management cycle detailed in the 16th 
Medium-term Management Plan to determine whether we are the 
best owner of each business, while taking comprehensive steps 

to strengthen the profitability of each business. For businesses 
where we are not the best owner, we will search for the best 
owner to continually improve our business portfolio.

In April 2021, we reorganized our organization, adopting a 
business unit structure.

In formulating our Growth Strategy to 2025, we reanalyzed 
our business and organization, and also examined the busi-
ness model, market, customer needs, applied technology, 
industry practices, and commercial channels. As a result, 
based on the characteristics of the business, we decided to 
restructure the automotive business as the “Global Automotive 
Business Unit” (composed of global operations), and the 
non-automotive business as the “Japan Business Unit” and the 
“International Business Unit,” as there are significant business 
culture differences between Japan and other regions. The three 
Group HQ business units of “Corporate Planning, Finance, HR 
& Administration,” “Corporate Production, Supply Chain 
Management, Procurement,” and “Corporate Research and 
Development” support the three business units men tioned 
above. This structure makes it possible to globally expand 
corporate functions and governance. The business unit system 
has enabled us to respond more quickly and accurately than 
ever before, according to the characteristics of each business, 
while avoiding organizational silos due to spin offs.

We will implement a cycle to increase profitability by 
withdrawing from businesses that do not generate sufficient 
profits and investing management resources such as people, 

goods, and money into businesses that generate greater value.
Using the profits generated, we will invest in areas with high 

growth potential to achieve continuous growth as a company.

Capital Input

Financial  
capital Net assets, interest-bearing debt, free cash flow, net income, equity ratio, issuer credit rating (A: Stable)

Manufacturing 
capital

Manufacturing bases (whole Group): 90 locations
Capital investment: ¥14,536 million

Human  
capital Number of employees (consolidated): 15,670, Ratio of managers who are locally hired: 95%

Intellectual  
capital

R&D expenses: ¥6,776 million, Number of patents: 1,323 (783 in Japan and 540 overseas)
R&D offices: 6 (whole Group), Joint development with industry, academia, and government

Social and 
relationship 

capital

Relationships with customers, stakeholder engagement
Number of countries/regions where products are sold: 121

Natural  
capital Energy consumption and water usage

Capital Outcome

Financial  
capital Increase in shareholder value and company profits

Manufacturing 
capital Increase in production volume and improvement in manufacturing efficiency

Human  
capital Improvement in experience and skills of employees, technical capabilities and organizational strengths

Intellectual  
capital Enhancement of the company’s know-how and culture

Social and 
Relationship 

capital

Promotion of information sharing, declining transaction costs, and improvement of brand power owing to increased trust
Economic growth across the value chain and network with customers
Contribution to a sustainable society

Natural  
capital Environmental conservation

Growth investment (including M&A and R&D)

Investment to upgrade supply chain management

Human capital investment

Aggressive 
investment  
in growing 

markets

•  Establishment of the business unit structure
• Strengthening governance
• Increasing engagement, etc.

Strengthening  
the management 

infrastructure

Investm
ent in  

IT transform
ation

2019

Good Good to Great Great

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2030 2050

Extent to which 
profits are generated 
(ROE)

Extent to which 
profits are generated 
(ROE)

Extent to which 
profits are generated 
(ROE)

Search for 
the best 
owner

Search for 
the best 
owner

Search for 
the best 
owner

①
② ②

Business A Business DBusiness B Business C

①
② ② ①

② ②

日本事業部門

Global Automotive 
Business Unit

Corporate Planning, Finance, 
HR & Administration

Group 
Companies

Corporate 
Planning

Legal

Group 
Companies

Procure ment

Asia

Design

Intellectual 
Property

Group 
Companies

HR

IT

Group 
Companies

Production

Safety

India

Fundamental 
Development

Analysis

Group 
Companies

Finance

M&A

Group 
Companies

SCM

Production & Supply 
Chain Planning

EMEA

Environment

Color

International  
Business Unit

Corporate Research and 
Development

Japan Business Unit

Corporate Production, Supply 
Chain Management, Procurement

Support

Business Unit

Group HQ Business Units

Automotive Industrial Architectural Marine & 
protective

Auto 
refinish

Japan

India

Europe

Asia

China

Africa

North 
America

Automotive Industrial Architectural Marine & 
protective

Auto 
refinish

Japan

India

Europe

Asia

China

Africa

North 
America

Japan Business Unit

International  
Business Unit

Global 
Automotive 
Business  

Unit

Cash generation  
by increasing 
profitability

• Price increase/cost reduction
• Improve CCC
• Divest non-core businesses
•  Sellout stocks and properties, 

etc.

Growth Growth GrowthInvesInvestmenttment
InvesInvestmenttment

InvesInvestmenttment
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Strengthening  
of strategy

Exco Meeting, 
BOD approval

Advice from outside 
directors and outside 
auditors

Business risks and 
opportunities prioritized 
from financial and 
non-financial 
perspectives

Sustainability 
Promotion 
Committee 
established

In updating our material issues, we held a management workshop 
under the guidance of external experts, confirmed the importance of 
initiatives, and established the Sustainability Promotion Committee 
through a resolution of the Board of Directors. Subsequently, the 
Sustainability Promotion Committee and management have 
identified issues for the Group and examined the direction of 
Materiality through dialogue with external advisors, shareholders, 
investors, and sustainability assessment organizations.

Kansai Paint recognizes and places importance on not only 
the general issues of compliance and governance as well as 
environmental and social concerns, but also the unique challenge 
of resolving social issues through its business and products, to 
fulfill its social responsibilities in all Group’s activities and realizing 
a sustainable society through its business.

To tackle these material issues, the Group will renew its 
commitment as well as setting KPIs, and based on this, will push 
ahead with an updated business model. We will increase the 
effectiveness of our business model updating through continuous 
monitoring and by disclosing information both inside and outside 
the company.

Digital transformation (DX) strategy  
and collaboration with IBM Japan, Ltd.

Organize our 
issues and prepare 
structure

Identify and select 
social issues 
surrounding the 
Group’s business

Invite external 
advisorsInitial analysis

Aug. 2020 Feb. 2021 Jun. 2021 Jul. 2021 Aug. 2021 Oct. 2021

Business and products 
that resolve social issues

Health/Medical
Infection
Industry/Tech progress
Cities and housing

Mobility
Resilient social 
infrastructure
Sustainable consumption
Climate change

Climate change
Resource circulation
Management of chemical 
substances

Human rights
Labor practices, Safety
Hire/Retain diverse people
Governance/Compliance

Environmental and social 
considerations (CSR)

Issues unique to 
K

ansai P
aint

G
eneral issues

Im
portance for stakeholders

Impact on Kansai PaintImportant  Highly important

Highly important

G. Business Model Resilience

A. Human Rights & Community Relations

D. Labor Practices

F. Employee Engagement, Diversity & Inclusion

E. Employee Health & Safety
O. Business Ethics

P.  Management of the 
Legal & Regulatory 
Environment
Q.  Systemic Risk 

Management

C. Product Quality & Safety

B. Data Security & Customer Privacy

K. GHG Emissions
M.  Waste & Hazardous 

Materials Management
N.  Water & Wastewater 

Management

L. Energy Management

H. Supply Chain Management

J. Product Design & Lifecycle Management

I. Material Sourcing & Efficiency

Kansai Paint’s Materiality

Improvement of Quality of Life 
(QOL)

Enhancement of achieving resource 
and economic circulation

Transform into a Group where 
diverse people play active roles

Tasks of social contribution (Offence)
—To realize a sustainable society through business

Tasks of social responsibility (Defense)
—To fulfill our social responsibilities in our own activities

Materiality Map

Social Capital Human Capital Environmental Business Model & 
Innovation

Leadership & 
Governance

A.  Human Rights & Community  
Relations

B. Data Security & Customer Privacy
C. Product Quality & Safety

K. GHG Emissions
L. Energy Management
M.  Waste & Hazardous Materials 

Management
N.  Water & Wastewater Management

O. Business Ethics
P.  Management of the Legal & 

Regulatory Environment
Q.  Systemic Risk Management

D. Labor Practices
E. Employee Health & Safety
F.  Employee Engagement, Diversity & 

Inclusion

G. Business Model Resilience
H. Supply Chain Management
I. Material Sourcing & Efficiency
J.  Product Design & Lifecycle  

Management

Actions toward realization

C. Product Quality & Safety E. Employee Health & Safety 
J. Product Design & Lifecycle Management
F. Employee Engagement, Diversity & Inclusion

Improvement of quality of life (QOL)

H. Supply Chain Management J. Product Design & Lifecycle Management
M. Waste & hazardous Materials Management
N. Water & & Wastewater Management

Enhancement of achieving resource 
and economic circulation

F. Employee Engagement, Diversity & InclusionTransform into a Group where 
diverse people play active roles

K. GHG EmissionsRealizing decarbonization

Establish ESG 
Working Team

Process

Structure of 
Materiality 
Selection

Management 
workshop

Kansai Paint’s Materiality  

Realizing decarbonization

Compliance
Governance

Formulation and promotion of execution 
strategies with Group companies

2.

3.

4.

1.
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Initiatives from Three Perspectives Initiatives

1. Change the kinds of energy used
(Non-fossil fuels, New energy utilization)

2.  Significantly reduce energy  
consumption
(Optimization of the entire supply chain)
(Innovation through investment in facilities)

Reduction of  
CO2 emission

Energy 
consumption

CO2 emission factor

Reduce energy 
consumption

Change the 
energy source

1. Realizing decarbonization

Achieve carbon-neutral as a whole Group by 2050

Commitment (To-be society and our role)

Group View
As the impact of climate change becomes more serious year by year, we will not only work to reduce the Group’s CO2 emissions to improve our 
resilience to the coming decarbonized society, but also take the view that this social transition to realize a decarbonized society through business is a 
new opportunity for us to build businesses in a wide range of fields.

To achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, we will contribute to decarbonization in the product field and make decarbonization part of our development, 
production, and sales activities.

Group View
As social trends change rapidly and environmental and social problems such as climate change and poverty grow more serious, we believe that—as a 
company rooted in society—we must play an important role in further improving the QOL, and the quality of lifestyles, through our products and 
business activities. We will contribute to a sustainable society through further efforts.

Working from four perspectives, we will contribute to improving the QOL of users, suppliers, and employees, and the quality of society as a whole.

Approach to decarbonization in development activities, production, and sales
We will reduce CO2 emissions through two approaches: transitioning to the use of non-fossil fuels and new energies, and significantly reducing energy 
consumption by way of innovation through capital investment and optimization throughout the supply chain.

►   Based on the long-term vision, change the energy type used from a decarbonization point of view (non-fossil fuel, renewable 
energy, next generation energy, etc.)

►  Drastically reduce the energy used by optimizing the business activities from a medium-term perspective

►  Reduce CO2 emission throughout the whole product lifecycle, in collaboration with our customers and suppliers

►  Transform energy usage, taking into account capital investment opportunities

Improve QOL of all stakeholders (society, users, suppliers, employees, etc.)

Commitment (To-be society and our role)

►  Improve people's QOL by making the whole of society beautiful and strong with painting/coating

►  Improve users’ QOL by providing the paints that contribute to health and hygiene.

►  Improve the safety of users, suppliers and employees, by establishing an appropriate occupational safety and health 
environment and working environment.

►  Contribute to reducing negative health effects (high temperature damage, deterioration of hygiene, etc.) related to climate changeWith above actions, aim the carbon-neutral by 2050

•  Contribute to the reduction of energy use at the customers’ 
paint application stage

•  Significantly reduce CO2 emissions during the lifecycle of products
Customers

•  Develop the products and technology that actively contribute 
to decarbonization

•  Contribute to net zero energy building (ZEB) and housing 
(ZEH) with paint

•  Develop the optimal paint that fits the overall transformation 
of the transportation system

• Expand business in the decarbonization domain

Society

• Change the kinds of energy used for production and distribution
• Significantly reduce energy consumption
•  Foster an internal environment and establish internal systems 

that facilitate the promotion of decarbonization
• Procure decarbonized and low carbon energy

Our company

Helios TBLUS in Slovenia built a solar power plant that 
generates an average of 290,000 kilowatts of electricity 
annually. The plant went into operation in March 2021. The 
plant also supplies 100% of the company’s electricity needs.

Case Example

Kansai Plascon Africa Ltd. (South Africa) is helping to 
create more comfortable lifestyles by adding unprecedented 
functions to paint in the architectural field, such as air 
purifying interior paint (left) and Africa’s first roof paint that is 
entirely free of harmful substances (right).

Case Example

E.g., antibacterial and antiviral, anti-pollen, anti-house dust
New functions and widespread use of peripheral technologies

■  Providing products and services that  
improve QOL

■  Improving the health, safety, and efficiency of 
people in the supply chain

■  Developing and providing sustainable products 
(mainly those that contribute to QOL)

Kansai Paint’s Materiality

Function of paints
— QOL improvement —

WELLNESS

Contribute to a healthy life

CONVENIENCE

Contribute to a convenient life

COMFORT

Contribute to a comfortable life

Contribute to a safe and secure life

SAFETY & SECURITY

2. Improvement of Quality of Life (QOL)
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3. Enhancement of achieving resource and 
economic circulation

Review the whole lifecycle of paint, effectively utilize resources, and 
sophisticate the circular economy

Commitment (To-be society and our role)

Group View
It is our mission to tackle climate change, effectively use resources, and contribute to a circular economy in order to realize a sustainable society. We 
aim to make effective use of existing resources and assets to recycle resources while producing positive economic effects.

►  Sophisticate the quality of resource circulation in the whole of society by reviewing all phases, including raw material 
procurement, production, usage, and the painted finished goods

►  Aim for a “Breakthrough” in the balance of resource circulation and economic circulation

►  Take on the challenge of improving the recycle rate of painted material and the paint itself

►  Promote thorough and effective resource utilization and recycle within the Group

Initiatives Initiatives to transform into a Group where diverse people play active roles

■  Striving to improve the effective use of resources in all stages of the supply chain

■ Fair human resource development and promotion

The balance of resource 
circulation and  

economic circulation

Resources and 
Materials

Money and 
Economy

Fair human resource  
development and promotion

Active roles played by globally 
minded persons

Realization of diverse  
ways of working

Equal opportunities for women  
in the workplace

Promotion of health and welfare
Creation of safer workplaces

Collaboration among people of  
different ages and passing on skills

The Kansai Paint Group contributes to the promotion of diversity of human resources from three viewpoints.

Improve the ratio of local managers at overseas sales bases
• Realize the enhancement of talent development and governance
• Promote the recruitment of overseas personnel through KPJ Training Program

Promote women’s empowerment in the workplace
• Increase the ratio of women among employees and in managerial positions
• Foster a working environment that empowers women

Develop management personnel at global production bases
• Conduct education of selected individuals from overseas Group companies
• Integrate management from headquarters and local management

Raw materials Production Use Disposal

E.g., Renewable raw materials
Utilize harmless components

E.g., Increased recycling rate
Develop zero-waste technology

E.g., Reduction of disposal during painting
Contribute to the long life of products

E.g., Peelable paint
Reduce recycling costs of products

To reduce the amount of waste plastic, Kansai Nerolac 
Paints Ltd.in India is using recycled plastics for containers of 
specific products, reusing 
large containers, and 
considering the use of 
alternative raw materials to 
replace plastics.

Case Example ■ Realization of diverse ways of working

• Pass on technologies by making use of reemployment system
•  Conduct internal awareness-raising activities to deepen the 

understanding of important issues
• Increase the rate of childcare leave utilization of male employees
•  Foster an environment, establish a system, and raise awareness so 

that diverse human resources can play active roles
• Set up an internal workshop to enhance the working environment

■  Promotion of health and welfare and Creation of  
safer workplaces

• Conduct health promotion activities at the workplace
• Create a workplace that enables good work-life balance
• Establish 4S, KY, and visualization activities

Kansai Paint’s Materiality

■  Promote the widespread use of products and services that 
encourage the recycling and reuse of paints and all objects 
to which paints are applied

■  Work with companies in our supply chain to enhance 
resource circulation

■  Promote effective resource utilization and recycling at our 
Group sites

■  Consider the cost of resource circulation at each stage of 
raw materials, production, and use

■  Reduce the amount of waste generated by customers when 
using paints

■  Develop paint and products that contribute to the effective 
use of resources in finished products

Group View
Respect is clearly stated in our Corporate Philosophy, and our Behavioral Drivers clearly state, “We will respect the fundamental human rights of the 
people we come into contact with in all situations” and “We will not discriminate on the basis of race, nationality, creed, religion, color, age, gender, 
sexual orientation, gender identity, social status, place of birth, disease, disability, or any other characteristic.” As such, we will respect diverse cultures 
and individuality to create a place where everyone can learn from one another with mutual respect, so that all employees may lead fulfilling lives in 
which they are free to be themselves. In such an environment, we aim to contribute to the development of a sustainable society in which the company 
can grow together with society to increase corporate value by having each and every employee demonstrate their individuality and abilities to the full.

Accept any difference (gender, nationality, race, religion, background, 
age, disability, sexual orientation), and promote the diversity of people

Commitment (To-be society and our role)

►  Share the philosophy globally, develop human resources, and promote the localization of operations

►  Aim to achieve a 20% ratio of women among global employees and a 15% ratio of women among global managers (by 2030), 
through fair human resource development and promotion

►  Aim to achieve a 25% ratio of women among BoD members (by 2030) through the promotion of women’s career development

►  Promote diverse people to play an active role through the realization of diverse ways of working

►  Maintain customers’ trust in Kansai Paint Group by passing down technologies and know-how over the ages

4. Transform into a Group where diverse people 
play active roles

Kansai Altan in Turkey has a high proportion of white-collar 
women at 40% and a ratio of women in R&D positions at 
48%. Efforts continue to be made to increase the number of 
women in all positions.

Other initiatives on Kansai Paint Japan’s human 
resource policy are summarized on page 69.

Case Example
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Message from Vice President TAKAHARA

About My Own Roles after Joining the 
Company as Managing Executive Officer 
in 2020 and Being Appointed as Vice 
President from FY2022

My current role can be summed up as “Kansai Paint’s 
administrator.” In general, administrators are often known to 
play defensive roles, but I believe that aggressive roles are 
becoming more ingrained to maximize corporate value while 
supporting the president and other management members as 
a business partner and working together with them.

In the two years since joining the company, I have made 
full use of the management knowledge and business 
management experience cultivated during my time at a global 
company in Japan and the United States, and strived to 
transform the company into one with a “strong business 
structure,” mainly by reforming the financial structure and 
creating a corporate structure through my position as CFO. 
Moving forward, I will work together with all employees to 

need for paint and coatings varies by region and country owing 
to differences in economic growth, overall demand continues 
to increase steadily coupled with the expansion of applications.

However, at present we are facing an extremely severe 
external environment, with problems such as the COVID-19 
pandemic, shortages and soaring price of raw materials 
including semiconductors, and supply chain disruptions. As a 
result, although demand for coatings themselves has been 
firm, we are temporarily facing a difficult situation in terms of 
profits due to the significant impact of soaring raw material 
costs, despite repeated management efforts such as price 
increases and cost reductions. However, I believe that the 
current headwind is an “opportunity” as demand continues to 
grow. We will take this opportunity to conduct a comprehensive 
review of our portfolio and reallocate valuable resources to our 
BtoB business or to business areas where we excel, such as 
Europe and India, in order to achieve profitable growth. By 
doing so, we can expect to reap huge benefits when the 
business environment bounces back.

Announcement of Support for TCFD in 2021 
Countermeasures against Climate Change

The Sustainability Promotion Committee at Kansai Paint plays 
a central role in evaluating and building systems in line with 
the TCFD recommendations and examines key factors while 
gaining knowledge from external experts. Some of the details 
of these examinations that have been resolved by the Board of 
Directors are included in this integrated report (page 57). In 
the future, we plan to make additional disclosures at our 
strategy briefings and on the company’s website, and we will 

strongly promote our medium- to long-term Growth Strategy. 
I am convinced that we can create something great by 
successfully combining the “wisdom we have gained in the 
past” with “the best parts of our company.”

And the cornerstone of all this is our human resources. Our 
Group has many employees who are motivated and have 
outstanding capabilities, so one of our major roles is to give 
these people opportunities and develop them as best as we can.

Recognizing the Environment Facing the 
Company and the Business Overview

The paint and coatings business in which the Group operates 
is supported by a broad range of demand from different 
industries, including the automotive, industrial, and architectural 
industries.

The coatings industry is basically a growth industry that 
has achieved tremendous growth along with the evolution of 
paint technologies. Looking around the world, although the 

continue to update and improve the content of our disclosures.
Specifically, with regard to current examinations on 

governance, the Board of Directors will strengthen the 
monitoring system, discuss and resolve important matters 
such as an overall environmental basic policy that includes 
tackling climate change issues, and resolve related matters 
when formulating the three-year medium-term management 
plans. The Board of Directors also receives quarterly progress 
reports from the Sustainability Promotion Committee, enabling 
us to provide, where appropriate, any necessary supervision 
and advice. Meanwhile, executive officers discuss and resolve 
measures at the Exco Meeting and ensure that these 
measures are put into practice.

Kansai Paint’s strategy is to clarify short-, medium-, and 
long-term climate-related risks and opportunities based on the 
1.5°C and 4°C scenarios, reviewing the scenario analysis as 
appropriate. We will also establish a system that can always factor 
in any impact on our business, business plans, and finances.

Financial Policies and Strategies

While we are required to disclose in an easy-to-understand 
manner what kind of financial impact climate-related risks and 
opportunities can have on the company and how they are 
reflected in our strategies, the way we respond to these risks 
and opportunities remains fundamentally the same. In other 
words, to minimize the risks we need to ensure that we do not 
carry too much on our own and we must keep things to the 
bare minimum. And to maximize opportunities, we need to 
have as many options open to us as possible. These 
strategies are the basis of our financial discipline.

To maximize corporate value, 
we will strongly promote our 
Growth Strategy with  
everyone working together.

TAKAHARA Shigeki
Representative Director of the Board,  
Vice President, Managing Executive Officer
Chief of Corporate Planning, Finance, HR & Administration
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The Japanese word mottainai (“too good to waste”) is 
attracting attention from around the world, along with interest in 
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This word is in line 
with the company’s financial policy, and with this thinking I 
believe we can eliminate “waste and irregularity” by focusing 
investment in the right places as and when necessary.

If we recover funds that lie dormant as company-owned 
real estate and cross-shareholdings within the Group, as well 
as surplus funds from subsidiaries, and effectively allocate 
them to our business as growth investments, we can expect to 
see high yields (consolidated ROIC for FY2021 was 6%).

Taking the transfer of our Africa business as an example, 
we judged that it was mottainai to spend the funds and human 
resources on business centered on architectural coatings in 
Africa, a region where we are not particularly strong. We 
therefore decided that we should maximize the efficiency of the 
entire Group by allocating these resources to our strongest 
portfolio. I believe that portfolio management is one of the most 
important roles of our management at the corporate level.

From the perspective of capital productivity, I believe that it 
would be mottainai not to utilize our solid financial position. 
Considering our currently high capital adequacy ratio, we can 
still leverage borrowed capital (debt) to raise large-scale 
growth investment funds for the Group. In addition, when 
raising funds, we are taking advantage of the historically low 
interest rates in the current Japanese financial markets to 
utilize commercial paper and short-term bank loans in order to 
diversify our fundraising options and give ourselves a variety 
of options when the time comes.

are taking place around the world. Examples include a renewal 
of domestic supply chains and reorganization of production 
sites, active investment in digital transformation, and 
continuous innovation initiatives that have led to the 
establishment and rollout of a new company dedicated to 
E-commerce. I am happy to note that all these initiatives are 
proceeding as planned. The entire Group is making concerted 
efforts to implement reforms as we benefit appropriately from 
the advice and knowledge of external experts.

At the same time, we continue to promote financial 
structural reforms. As mentioned above, our cutback of less 
efficient assets such as real estate and cross-shareholdings 
has been progressing steadily, but the remaining issue for us 
is to improve efficiency of current assets and the cash 
conversion cycle. Although there are differences in collection 
and payment terms as well as with production lead times 
owing to the differences in business practices in each country, 
there are two main issues facing the company: the long 
collection period for account receivables in Japan and the 
inefficient inventory turnover rate at overseas subsidiaries. For 
inventories, they can be improved through management 
efforts, so we will once again make every endeavor to improve 
them. However, for our accounts receivables in Japan, since 
there are limits to how much can be negotiated with our 
business partners, we will also seek to use financial 
arrangements such as factoring, where appropriate.

While, through these activities we will actively invest in 
our growth by raising funds in-house and through leveraged 
funding, the 17th Medium-term Management Plan calls for a 
combination of organic (self-growth) and inorganic growth 
(through M&A). With regard to M&A in particular, we are 
continuing to look at and carry out bolt-on acquisitions of 
small and medium-sized companies, as well as large-scale 
M&A at the corporate level. We intend to use the different 
means of funding appropriate to these two types of M&A as 
and when necessary.

Support for Business Units

As in my remarks above, I have discussed our financial 
strategy mainly at the corporate level, but since the bulk of our 
business is conducted through our business units, as well as 
on the ground in our Corporate Research and Development 
and our Corporate Production, Supply Chain Management, 
and Procurement, it is vital for us to have a system of 
collaboration and cooperation in place with all these units and 
functions. Since our organization was reorganized into 6 units 
and functions on April 2021, the Corporate Finance Division 
has adopted a so-called “business partner system” in which 
dedicated finance personnel located close by support the 

With the funds raised in this way, we will invest actively in 
business growth and post an appropriate shareholder return. 
Our basic approach to shareholder return is, in addition to 
improving corporate value through business growth, to give a 
direct return to our shareholders in the form of share buybacks 
and dividends in a balanced manner. Regarding dividends, for 
the time being we would like to set a dividend payout ratio of 
30% and a minimum annual dividend of 30 yen per share. We 
will also carry out share buybacks flexibly in response to 
changes in the business environment.

Progress on Each Measure

In response to the current decline in the business environment, 
we are focusing on two measures to quickly restore our 
profitability. The first measure is to pass on increased costs by 
raising selling prices. Unfortunately, we have no choice but to 
move to increase price while we seek to gain understanding 
from our customers in all business fields around the world. By 
leveraging Kansai Paint’s strengths in its advanced 
technological capabilities, customer support, and stable supply 
capacity, we hope to provide high added value. The other 
measure is cost reduction. Looking at our cost structure, raw 
material costs account for about 80% of the cost of sales. As 
an emergency response to the surge in purchase prices, the 
R&D function is leading the way and making every effort to cut 
costs from the design stage with all related business units.

Meanwhile, we are making steady progress with medium- 
to long-term structural reforms in response to the changes that 

heads of each business unit and staff. Although this approach 
is still in its infancy, we will be able to drive our business 
forward together mainly from a financial viewpoint, based on a 
thorough understanding of the business model.

Approach to Human Capital

I mentioned at the beginning that the Group has excellent 
human resources, and I am constantly reminded of this fact. 
However, there are some who may have a somewhat 
unconcerned attitude that comes from working under a typical 
Japanese company structure, such as a system of seniority 
based on lifetime employment. For us to transform into a true 
global company, we believe it is essential to develop internal 
human resources who have energy, enthusiasm, and ability, 
and at the same time, to fill any necessary positions with 
excellent external human resources as appropriate and give 
them the opportunity to play active roles.

We have developed a number of HR-related improvement 
measures, such as the introduction of an engagement survey 
two years ago, the introduction of a job-type employment 
system for managers from April 2022, and the shift to a 
performance-linked remuneration system, but I think there is still 
much room for improvement. It is vital that we actively choose 
and appoint young employees to important positions both in 
Japan and overseas, and for future executives it is essential to 
acquire the foresight, leadership, and attitude of innovation that 
can respond to changes in the business environment for the 
sustainable growth of the company. We also face challenges in 
terms of diversity and inclusion. At the management level, we 
have two foreign nationals and one female with the company as 
outside director/Audit & Supervisory Board members, but the 
ratio of women in managerial positions is particularly low, so we 
hope to achieve our firm target of 15% or more by 2030.

A Message to Shareholders and Investors

In terms of communication and providing information to 
everyone, we believe that many may not yet fully understand 
our fundamental strengths. To efficiently provide timely and 
useful information along with bolstering two-way communication, 
this year we have strengthened our investor relations and public 
relations systems and hired or reallocated human resources.

I believe that the most important thing for us is to meet the 
expectations of all stakeholders, providing an appropriate 
shareholder return while continuously improving corporate 
value. All management and employees will work together to 
transform ourselves so that we can reach new heights as a 
true global company, namely, going from Good to Great. 
I hope that we can count on your continued support.

Message from Vice President TAKAHARA
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Review of the 16th Medium-term Management Plan

The 16th Medium-term Management Plan started with the goals of net sales of 490 billion yen, an EBITDA margin of 15.5%, an 
adjusted ROE of more than 10%, and three-year cumulative cash flow of 140 billion yen. Although we made many acquisitions 
overseas as part of the 14th and 15th Medium-term Management Plans, rapidly expanding the scale of our sales, we were facing 
the challenge of declining profitability and governance overseas.

In the 16th Medium-term Management Plan, we tackled this issue head-on, establishing a management cycle and working with 
a sense of urgency to strengthen governance and improve our corporate structure to enhance our earning power.

We made many tough decisions, mainly overseas, such as disposition of low-profit assets, which enabled us to steadily 
increase profitability.

And in November 2020, we formulated our Growth Strategy, Good to Great, setting out the significance of the Group’s 
existence and our growth direction.

In this way, in the three years of the 16th Medium-term Management Plan we have significantly improved our weak infrastructure and 
profitability, while at the same time preparing for future growth through strategies, sustainability, IT reform, and talent development.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, soaring costs, and other 
factors in the final year of the plan, the results left us with 
quantitative issues. We needed to revise our sales targets during 
the fiscal year, and undershot the target profit margin for the final 
year of the plan.

On the other hand, activities that we started with the aim of 
resolving our own issues proved effective against the worsening 
business environment, which resulted from changes in the 
external environment. As such, we were able to tackle 
environmental changes at an early stage.

Moreover, as a result of financial structural reforms, strategic 
investments, and an improved balance sheet, we achieved the 
significant milestone of an adjusted ROE of 10%.

(FY)

Improving Capital Productivity

Kansai Paint has planned and implemented specific improvement measures after clarifying the issues that are important for the company 
from the perspectives of strategy, governance, and talent development.

At the same time, we made significant progress in improving our balance sheet with an eye toward future growth stages by 
implementing financial structure reforms, reducing total assets including cutting cross-shareholdings and selling real estate, and 
diversifying our fund raising methods.

With regard to causes and improvement measures, we optimized our scope and priorities by taking on board as much guidance and 
advice as possible from outside directors and investors.

Key Principles

1. Promotion of diversity
● Abolish boundaries: Nationalities/Gender/Age/Company background/others

2. Management of human resources
● Business planning based on KPI tree, coupled with highly transparent evaluation
● Promote global talent
● Optimum deployment of human resources

3. Change our consciousness
● Assign the highest priority to providing services and products that enrich customers

With the spirit of One Kansai we will implement promotion and cultivation of intensive customer-focused global talent

Improve comprehensive strength of the Group

Overseas governance strengthened
Selection/Promotion of talent
Formulated job-type employment 
system (Japan)
Strengthened collaborations in the 
Group

Insufficient awareness change
Implement job-type employment 
system (Japan)

Financial goals

Net sales

EBITDA margin

Adjusted ROE

Performance indicator

ROIC

Specific measures

Earnings 
growth

Share increase 

Enhance profitability by improving the product mix

Cost reduction

Develop high value-added technologies and 
products through Group-wide activities
Optimize sales, general and administrative 
expenses

Reduce logistics expenses, etc.

BS 
Optimization

Improve low profit assets

Optimize working capital

Optimize fixed asset turnover ratio, etc.

Steadily implement various measures in an optimum manner by concentrating our Group-wide best practices

Profit expansion followed by capital productivity and profitability improvement

Disposition of low-profit assets
Increased profitability
BS optimization  
(Reduction of total assets)

Insufficient ability to respond to 
the external environment changes

1

●  Leverage business that needs 
fundamental actions.

●  Optimize the distribution of assets 
and management resources.

●  Promote utilization of know-how and 
business models within the Group.

●  Create and explore business 
opportunities including inter-business.

Using the Group’s resources

Architectural 
coatings in 

India

Architectural 
coatings in 

Africa

Automotive 
coatings in 

Japan

Automotive 
coatings in 

Asia

Industrial 
coatings in 

Europe

Industrial 
coatings in 

Japan

Industrial 
coatings in 

Japan

Industrial 
coatings in 

Europe

Analyze the external environment and internal factors to optimize the portfolio and strengthen competitiveness

Improve business competitiveness

Leveraged business that needs 
fundamental actions

Response to structural demand 
changes has only just begun

Bold portfolio optimization

2

3

8.2％
8.7％

10.0％

8.5％

2018 2019 2020 2021

Adjusted ROE

Increasing Profitability and Strengthening Infrastructure 
for Future Continuous Growth

–13th  
Medium-term

14th,15th  
Medium-term

16th,17th  
Medium-term

Future

Company  
size

Income 
reduction

Increase 
profitability

Strengthen 
infrastructure

Strengthening Management Infrastructure and Increasing Profitability

As the first step in rotating the management cycle, in addition to 
efforts to realign low-profit assets to increase profitability, we 
brought in external experts to conduct a sweeping review of our 
overseas governance. We determined that the fundamental 

cause of the drop in profitability was weak governance. We 
succeeded in improving profitability within a short time by working 
to bolster overseas governance in tandem with reviewing 
business portfolio.

• Disposition of low-profit assets
• Performance Improvement Committee
•  Strengthening governance of overseas 

subsidiaries
•Assessment for next generation leaders
• Training for next generation leaders
• Strengthening the audit function
•  Increase of outside directors (foreign/female)
• Foreign auditors

• Reduction of total assets
•  Set up a team for the promotion of diversity
•  Reorganization based on the 

characteristics of each business
•  Establish Sustainability Promotion 

Committee
• Expansion of partnerships
• DX-overseas
• Establish M&A team
• Multiple fund-raising methods

Strengthening infrastructure

Continuous  Continuous  
growthgrowth

Continuous 
strengthening

Management Cycle
Rotation speed of the management cycle will determine future growth of the 
company and corporate value.

Re-investment in growing segments
• Business • M&A
• Alliances

Maximize cashExpansion 
of scale

Analyze
Realign 

low-profit 
assets

Improve ability to earn
• Topline growth
• Profit expansion
• Improve efficiency

Short-term 
business recovery

Management resource 
reorganization

Focus on profitable areas

 Net sales (left)  EBITDA margin (right)

(Billions of yen)

500

400

300

200

100

0

2018 2019 2020 2021

427.4 406.9 419.2
364.6

15.0

14.0

13.0

12.0

11.0

10.0

12.6

13.5

12.8

14.8
(%)

(FY)

16th Medium-term Management Plan Accomplished Issues and Remaining Issues

Three key principles were set out in the 16th Medium-term 
Management Plan.

Considerable progress has been made in all of the principles, 
but in each there are new challenges and remaining issues.

For example, to further enhance our strengths, we need to 
continue to make improvements to reach higher goals in the 
years ahead, such as going further to transform our portfolio. We 
will therefore work to improve these issues in the 17th Medium-
term Management Plan.
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Risks and Opportunities

Recognition of issues facing society and the environment is changing day by day. Amid this ever-changing social climate, the 
Group manages its business from both the perspective of responding to risks and providing opportunities for further growth.

In November 2021, Kansai Paint endorsed the TCFD recommendations (page 57). The Group is strengthening its risk 
management activities (page 84) by implementing a business continuity plan and measures against COVID-19 under the Risk 
Management Committee, and by setting up the Information Security Committee.

Period of stable expansion (pre-pandemic)

Impact on  
Kansai Paint

C
oatings industry 
environm

ent
B

usiness area

An essential business with stable growth

Soaring raw material and logistic costs due to 
resource and energy shift

A game change where sustainability is the source 
of competitive advantage

Economic slowdown in China and its impact on 
the global economy

Automotive
Volume continues to expand, mainly in China and 
India

Industrial
Green deals and innovation start from Europe

Architectural
Continued high growth in India, and gradual 
expansion in Africa

Market Environment Professionalism Required of Companies

Professionalism  
for management

Expansion and governance centered on economies of scale are the priority

Present and future

Professionalism 
for paint

Risks Opportunities

Climate change
Circular economy
Depletion of water resources
Environmental pollution
Biodiversity loss
Natural disasters

•  Costs associated with the introduction of the 
carbon tax and tackling climate change

•  Raw material supply issues due to 
restrictions on the use of chemicals and 
conversion of materials

•  Changes in the business environment with 
existing customers

•  Impact on the company and supply chains 
of abnormal weather, as well as wind and 
flood damage

•  Business continuity risks due to global 
warming and a rise in sea levels

• New demand for paint and coatings
•  New needs associated with tackling climate 

change and resource recycling
•  Emergence of new businesses due to 

changes in the industrial structure

Digitalization • Cyberattacks •  Production innovation incorporating the 
Internet of Things (IoT)

Tight supply of raw materials, 
and soaring prices • Economic stagnation due to inflation •  Differentiation through low-cost 

procurement and design

Conflict
Infection

• Increased geopolitical risk
•  Significant transport delays due to surge in 

traffic volume from Europe, the United 
States, and China

•  Withdrawal from business by a major raw 
material supplier

•  Increase in demand for products that 
improve QOL

Diversity

•  Drop in quality and competitiveness of 
human resources due to changes in the 
market and business environment

•  Outflow of talent due to loss of opportunities 
for diverse human resources

•  Enhanced corporate value due to securing  
diverse and highly capable human 
resources

• Wealth creation for workers and society

Increasing environmental and 
social responsibility in supply 
chains

•  Damage to credibility due to human rights 
violations and environmental impact

•  Improved corporate value and credibility 
due to consideration for the environment, 
human rights, labor, and communities 
throughout the supply chain

Our strength lies in the three forms of professionalism we 
have cultivated in our BtoB business, including automotive 
coatings.

The first is our technological capabilities. We have been 
refining our technological capabilities to enhance our customers’ 
competitiveness. We have the ability to manage the technologies 
and the technological capabilities that will contribute to future 
growth industries. The second is our ability to provide detailed 
service based on our thorough knowledge of what our customers 
expect from us as a coatings manufacturer. And the third is our 
ability to continue to supply paint, something we have cultivated 
by doing our very best to always keep the production line running.

Since our establishment, we have carefully nurtured our 
corporate culture and dependable, sincere employees.

In this time of great change, our professionalism, our 
people, and our culture are exactly what the world needs. We 
believe that taking on the challenge of dealing with the 
changing world offers an opportunity for significant growth.

After recognizing what our strengths are, in combination 
with an understanding of the ongoing changes, social issues, 
and our customer needs, we formulated a Growth Strategy 
centered on ESG management so that the Kansai Paint Group 
can make further strides in the years to come.

Based on our improved profitability, improved overseas 
governance, and organizational restructuring into business 
units that we had worked on during the 16th Medium-term 
Management Plan, we will progress further with the 17th 
Medium-term Management Plan to achieve our Growth 
Strategy of going from Good to Great.

Superior technological capabilities
●  Expand sales of products to reduce CO2 

emissions (Automotive / industrial)
● Transition to EV-related markets
●  Develop products to improve 

decarbonization/QOL (focus on mobility/ 
life/ infrastructure)

Service capabilities
●  Expand Automotive Parts Coatings 

business (global)
●  Expand Industrial Coatings business 

(Europe/ India)
●  Work to enter the BtoC market via 

E-commerce (Japan/ India/ Turkey/ other 
countries)

Paint supply capabilities
●  Expand Automotive/Automotive Parts 

Coatings business
● Expand Industrial Coatings business
● Post merger integration driver for M&A

►  Strategies and governance vary greatly depending on business 
characteristics.

►  Significant shifts in both demand (sustainability) and supply (resources/
energy)

► Utilizing “Professionalism for paint” for change is a success factor.

Professionalism  
for management

Professionalism 
for paint

Where to use our strengths

The Market Environment and Professionalism Required of Companies

The global coatings market continues to grow and expand.
However, the surge in raw material and logistic costs will 

not be temporary. It is expected to continue into the future, 
making it increasingly difficult to generate profits. And although 
demand will increase, the type of demand will change greatly 
with the need for sustainability. As such, a major change is 

taking place in which companies that continue to follow the 
status quo will fall out of favor with society.

What will be required of paint manufacturers in the years 
ahead is the professionalism to respond to changes in 
demand, to create and provide the products and services that 
the world needs in the future.
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Business strategy
Organic growth

M&A

Talent development
Training programs

Select/Promote talent

Projects Strengthen the functions of 
the Board Improve engagement

Stabilize new organization Strengthen risk 
management

Renew executive 
remuneration system Succession plan

Reform company 
regulations

Reform HR system (job-type 
employment system)

Innovation

Renewal of supply chain
Japan
Global

IT reforms (Japan, global)
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The 17th Medium-term Management Plan

Primary Measures

We are now implementing concrete measures based on three 
key principles.

We will allocate the funds obtained by increasing profitability 
to strengthening our management infrastructure and investing 
in growing markets. Starting with the paint business, including 
M&A, as a growth field, we will promote talent development 
and renewal of the supply chain to achieve both economic 
value and environmental value. With regard to strengthening of 
the management infrastructure, we will promote investments in 
corporate functions and human resources, including strengthening 
the functions of the Board of Directors, revising the executive 
remuneration system, revamping the human resource system, 
and increasing engagement.

To maximize the effects of these investments and help 
them take hold, we will invest continuously in IT to strengthen 
our management capabilities.

Long-term Goal
Sustainable improvement  

of corporate value

1. Realizing decarbonization
2.  Improvement of QOL (Quality of Life)
3.  Enhancement of achieving resource and economic circulation
4.  Transform into a Group where diverse people play active roles

Outcome

Investment

Increase prices, reduce costs

Improve CCC Dispose of non-core assets Sellout stocks and properties

Enhance funding capacityFocus on businesses and areas with strengths

►  Cash generation by  
increasing profitability

Business strategy
Organic growth

M&A

Talent development
Training programs

Select/Promote talent

Renewal of supply chain
Japan
Global

Projects Strengthen the functions 
of the Board Improve engagement

Renewal of executive 
remuneration system Succession plan

Innovation Stabilize new 
organization

Strengthen risk 
management

Reform company 
regulations

Reform HR system (job-type 
employment system)

►  Aggressive investment in 
growing markets

►  Strengthening the 
management infrastructure

Positioning of the 17th Medium-term Management Plan (17th MTP)

The 17th MTP, which kicked off in April 2022, is positioned as a 
turning point for Kansai Paint in creating a cycle of sustainable 
growth.

At the same time, the plan corresponds to the first three 
years of starting concrete activities to address Materiality 
issues, which is crucial to our efforts to boost corporate value. 

It literally represents a management strategy to transform from 
a Good to a Great Company.

The 17th MTP sets forth the key principles of cash generation 
by increasing profitability, aggressive investment in growing 
markets, and strengthening the management infrastructure, 
clearly laying out the Group’s direction.

(1) Business strategy (see pages 34 – 45)

(3) Renewal of supply chain (see pages 46 – 47)

(2) IT reforms (see pages 52 – 55)

Investment in business: ¥60 billion (3 years)
Bolt-on M&A: ¥20 billion (3 years in total)
Large-scale M&A: To be determined
Divest non-core business: To be determined
Optimize portfolio through above measures

Master plan for renewal of supply chain in Japan
• Consolidate locations into 3 districts (15-year plan)
• Achieve both BCP and productivity improvement
• Decarbonize production and logistics (Scope 1 and 2)
• EBITDA margin raised by 5% after the renewal

Japan, a leading country in the issue, will implement first, and 
measures will expand globally after 2030.

IT mid-term plan started in April 2022

Business strategy
Organic growth

M&A

Talent development
Training programs

Select/Promote talent

Talent development
Training programs

Select/Promote talent

Projects
Strengthen risk management

(4) Projects (see pages 72 – 75)

Renewal of supply chain
Japan
Global

We will reach to the IT standard level or higher in three years based on three pillars 
and make it the core of governance. Priority will be given to cybersecurity amid 
sharply increased risks in recent years.

Initiate after clarifying responsibilities, authority, and reporting lines under business units.
Select many employees and promote the active role of talent.

► IT strategy • Ensure business continuity • Flexibility and expandability
• Continue overall optimization • Latest technologies

►  Organization /  
Processes

• New IT organization plan • Increase IT talent: 20 people (3 years)
• Plan to optimize workplace

►  Infrastructure /  
Security

• Organizational countermeasures • Physical countermeasures
• Human countermeasures • Technical countermeasures
• Build system for responding to cyberattacks

Investment amount: ¥3 billion (3 years)

Talent development
Training programs

Select/Promote talent

Projects Improve engagement

Optimization of procurement, design and production project
• 51 members: Introduction of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
• Investment scale: ¥1 billion (3 years)

Performance Improvement Committee (2nd term)
• 50 members: Promote DX in Japan
• Investment scale: ¥6 billion (3 years)

Global Digital Platform project
• 40 members: Global team • Investment scale: ¥2 billion (3 years)

Culture Cultivation project
• 9 members • Investment scale: ¥1 billion (3 years)

Note: Partner company members are included.

Main plans and investment scale  

Main plans and investment scale  

Main plans and investment scale  

Main plans and investment scale  

IT reforms (Japan, global)

IT reforms (Japan, global)
IT reforms (Japan, global)

Aggressive investment in growing markets Strengthening the management infrastructure

IT reforms (Japan, global)

(6) Governance (see pages 76 – 81)

Business strategy
Organic growth

M&A

Talent 
development

Training programs
Select/Promote 

talent

Projects
Strengthen the functions 

of the Board
Improve engagement

Stabilize new 
organization

Strengthen risk 
management

Renewal of executive 
remuneration system

Succession plan

Reform company 
regulations

Reform HR system 
(job-type employment 

system)

Innovation

Renewal of supply chain
Japan
Global

Measures completed by March 2022  
Permanent installation of the Risk Management Council
Phase 1 of reforming company regulations
Second Engagement Survey

Actions starting from April 2022  
Monthly training for Board members by external Board members
Permanent installation of Information Security Committee
Remuneration system revision for Board members  
Introduction of the job-type employment system for managers
Consideration of implementing audit and fraud detection to the Global Digital 
Platform

We believe that governance refers to all systems that enable the Group to keep 
moving in the right direction and execute its strategies. We will continue to strengthen 
our systems to thoroughly enforce the understanding that “what is right is right, and 
what must not be done must not be done,” or in other words, “Profit and Fairness.”

IT reforms (Japan, global)

Career development of each employee

Paint/Paint business

Paint Practice

Determination
Experience
Knowledge

“Disastrous” Experience
Select/Promote

• Manage affiliate companies
• Performance Improvement Committee
• Start-up business
• Projects and others

Gathering Necessary “Knowledge”
Training

• Managerial View, Management Control
• Diversity & Inclusion
• Governance
• Awareness raising project, and others

Succession plan

Next-generation management leadership program

(5) Human resources strategy (see pages 69 – 71)

With the goal of producing a large number of global 
human resources with a management perspective, we 
will broadly seek out talent internally, externally, and 
both domestically and internationally.

During the 17th MTP, we will draw up a succession 
plan, promote the next-generation management 
leadership program, introduce the job-type employment 
system to managers, and redevelop the training 
system to build out our systems. We will also create 
numerous opportunities for projects and the executive 
management of affiliated companies, and strategically 
nurture human resources who embrace challenges.

External assessment

N
ew

 H
R

 system

C
ulture cultivation

Skill map

2019
Good Good to Great

17th MTP

Great
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2050

Key principles
1. Cash generation by increasing profitability
2. Aggressive investment in growing markets
3. Strengthening the management infrastructure 18th MTP

16th MTP

Shift to sustainable growth cycle

Long-term goal (Materiality)

Focus on increasing profitability
1.  Profit expansion through capital productivity 

and profitability improvement
2. Improve business competitiveness
3. Improve comprehensive strength of the Group

3.  Enhancement of achieving 
resource and economic circulation

4.  Transform into a Group where 
diverse people play active roles

1. Realizing decarbonization
2.  Improvement of QOL  

(Quality of Life)

17th MTP Targets and Strategy

Targets
We have set targets for the final year of the 17th MTP, 
including net sales of 500 billion yen, an EBITDA margin of 
17%, and adjusted ROE of 13%.

Each metric represents all-time highs, and we plan to 
expand all business segments in size and profitability.
Note:  Although we announced the sale of our African business on June 1, 2022, we have 

not changed the Group-wide targets of the Medium-term Management Plan.

Basic Strategy
Under the 17th MTP, while promoting structural reforms in 
Japan and increasing profitability, we will expand overseas 
businesses by reinforcing our strengths, mainly in Europe and 
India, and pursuing M&A of small and medium-sized enterprises 
with the aim of having them complement each other mutually, 
driving the Group’s growth.

We will also continue to strengthen our global headquarters 
functions, manage domestic and overseas risks, and strengthen 
the centrifugal force of business expansion while firmly maintaining 
cooperation.

Net Sales: ¥500 billion

FY2021 Actual: ¥419.2 billion

ROE (Adjusted): 13%
FY2021 Actual: 10.0%

EBITDA Margin: 17% (¥85 billion)
FY2021 Actual: 12.8% (¥53.7 billion)
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The International Business Unit accounts for about half of the Group’s 
net sales, and its importance will continue to grow in the future.
We are promoting the localization of management and operations 
as well as strengthening linkage between local and Japan. The team 
within the Group Headquarter is made up of a select few members, 
but we are pursuing Group-wide profits while implementing 
thorough liaison between management and the frontline of each 
country, based on the awareness that “local issues are our issues.”

The ratio of Group employees dispatched 
from Head Office in the position of director 
at overseas subsidiaries was 48%, while 
the ratio for managers was 5%. Our local 
operations are carried out mostly by locally 
hired employees. We fulfill our unit’s role at 
the Japan Head Office with a team made 
up of a select few members.

International Business Unit

What are the International Business Unit’s 
coverage and special characteristics?

We cover all countries outside of Japan and business fields 
other than automotive paints and coatings. We have major 
bases in India, Europe, and Africa, in addition to other regions. 
Industrial coatings and architectural coatings are the largest 
pillars of our business, but we are also developing automotive 
refinish and protective coatings.

What is the International Business Unit’s 
vision?

We aim to be a business unit that does everything necessary 
to achieve company-wide policies. Kansai Paint is focusing on 
the 17th Medium-term Management Plan and Growth Strategy, 
so our mission is to always meet the relevant overarching 
targets through our own efforts. To this end, we are working on 
a daily basis, having established the four policies of (1) 
governance, (2) priority orientation, (3) problem solving, and 
(4) independence and cooperation.

How do you evaluate the International 
Business Unit’s net sales of 213.5 billion 
yen in FY2021?

The previous fiscal year was the final year of the 16th Medium-
term Management Plan. Here, I would like to summarize not 
only the one year but the entire three years. At the start of the 
16th Medium-term Management Plan, we faced a number of 
challenges. Needless to say, overseas business offers high 
growth potential but also poses a high risk. As a unique issue 
facing Kansai Paint, there were a number of problems in terms 
of governance and business performance, considered to be 
the aftereffects of our rapid expansion in the past. In response 
to these problems, we have promoted the slogan “Do not wait, 

Q.Q.

Q.Q.

do not neglect, and discover problem signs and take action 
autonomously.” As part of this, we have withdrawn from 
numerous businesses and strengthened governance. As a 
result, compared to the start of the 16th Medium-term 
Management Plan, we managed to increase profits despite a 
slight drop in net sales.

However, we are still in the middle of this process, as we 
continue day in and day out to raise the bar of our activities.

What are the International Business Unit’s 
thoughts on the 17th Medium-term 
Management Plan and the Group’s role?

Since the localization of management of each company covered 
by the International Business Unit has progressed sufficiently, 
as the next stage we are having promising young talented 
employees in the team within the Group Headquarter take part 
as the management team of overseas business entities. We 
hope to connect the up-and-coming employees who will support 
the company five to ten years down the road globally, and 
create an environment that encourages friendly competition.

As for our business, we will continue to implement India 
and Europe operations and the BtoB shift that have already 
been explained as part of the Group’s strategy, but if you look 
at the frontline as it currently stands, each business entity has 
different strengths, issues, and priorities. The most important 
thing is that these activities remain fresh. They are not 
necessarily things that we can simply imagine or talk about 
logically. I believe that the role of this business unit in 
achieving the 17th Medium-term Management Plan goals is to 
create an organization that considers not only moneymaking 
but also the real benefits for the company, focusing on both 
short-term and future profits, and to take daily action with 
strong conviction and a sense of courage.

With regard to the range of activities for sustainability and 
digital transformation, overseas Group companies have a 
number of good initiatives under way and there are many 
things that Japan and other countries can learn. I think it will 
become even more important to expand these activities 
throughout the Group in the future.

You announced the sale of the Africa 
business. What is your future direction?

Although we announced its sale, the business remains a 
member of the Group until the closing date, so we will continue 
promoting the business together with our frontline workers until 
then. On the other hand, we will not change the targets of the 
17th Medium-term Management Plan, so we will steadily 
promote growth in other regions and take appropriate action, 
including through M&A.

Q.Q.

Q.Q.

Auto refinish

Architectural

Protective

Industrial

Offering a Wide Range of Products Based on Application and Regional Characteristics

Localization of Management

Dispatched from  
Head Office

48%

Dispatched from  
Head Office

5%

Locally hired  
employees

52%

Locally hired  
employees

95%

engel.ac/Shutterstock.com

NISHIBAYASHI Hitoshi
Director of the Board, Managing Executive Officer
Head of the International Business Unit

Q.Q.

Three-year Net Sales Targets in the 17th MTP
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Main Measures

FY2021 FY2024 Target

51% 53%

Key Points of the 17th Medium-term Management Plan

During the 16th MTP, we enhanced quality while scaling back the size of our business portfolio. Under the 17th MTP, we will expand 
our business operations by maximizing our strong overseas growth potential while maintaining quality. We will reflect the challenges 
and the best patterns for success based on the lessons learned from the 14th, 15th, and 16th Medium-term Management plans, 
along with sustainability, as part of our strategy to create a resilient business portfolio.

 Overseas net sales (right)   EBITDA margin (left)

Grow the sales network in architectural coatings 
and strengthen our brand using digitalization

Maintain and increase our automotive market 
share

Invest in the industrial segment

Acquire new demand created by customers 
pursuing improvement in environmental value

Complete structural reforms and further boost 
profitability

Utilize automotive coatings and environmentally 
friendly technologies to strengthen automotive 
parts and industrial coatings

India

Europe

Africa

Asia

During the 17th MTP, we will build a foundation for ESG management by developing a Global Digital Platform (GDP).
Through this, we will promote the fundamental strengthening of Group management capabilities, including reinforcing our 

consolidated management and global procurement capabilities as well as collecting environmental data and managing targets.  
(For details, see page 54 onward.)

Net Sales of International Business Unit

Net Sales Ratio of International Business Unit in the Group

Overseas Net Sales and EBITDA Margin

Case Studies

(Billions of yen)
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FY2021 Actual

213.5
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(At the time the 17th 
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23% increase

International Business Unit
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Significant Improvement in Profitability due to 16th MTP Measures

Although sales grew through aggressive M&A in the period through to the 15th MTP, profitability declined year by year. In the 16th MTP, 
we worked closely with each overseas Group company to resolve their issues. We have promoted structural reforms, particularly in 
Africa and Europe, and in the final year of the 16th MTP our African operations returned ordinary income, and our European operations 
grew to become the third pillar supporting the Group after Japan and India. In addition, we strengthened our BtoB business, where we 
can take advantage of our strengths, and optimized our dependence on emerging countries, where market fluctuations are significant, 
leading to improvement in both our business and geographic portfolios. As a result, EBITDA and the EBITDA margin improved 
significantly over the three years of the 16th MTP.

Results of profitability  
improvement measures

Bolt-on M&A of Helios

In August 2022, Kansai Helios completed the acquisition 
of the business assets of Westdeutsche Farben GmbH 
(wefa), a German coatings manufacturer. The acquisition 
complements Kansai Helios’ Rembrandtin brand of 
railway and other industrial coatings, bringing with it new 
technologies and coating manufacturing plants. Through 
the utilization of wefa’s technological capabilities, 
especially in water-based paints that are essential for 
environmental compliance, we will expand our service 
capabilities, enabling us to further promote ESG 
strategies and solidifying our position as a system 
supplier of industrial coatings.

Polyester resins of Helios RESINS obtain ISCC Plus

Helios RESINS, a special business unit of the Kansai 
Helios Group, obtained ISCC Plus (International 
Sustainability & Carbon Certification) in September 2021. 
ISCC Plus is an international certification system that 
recognizes the establishment and certification of systems 
for the sustainable supply of raw materials and products. 
It also includes sustainability criteria such as greenhouse 
gas emission reduction and social sustainability. Helios 
RESINS supplies polyester resins produced from 
sustainable raw materials based on the requirements of 
this certification system.

Kansai Nerolac Paints Ltd. (India) selected by CRISIL as top coatings manufacturer

Kansai Nerolac Paints Ltd. (India) was selected by 
CRISIL, an Indian analytics company, as ranking among 
the top 25% of Indian companies in terms of ESG and 
No. 1 in the coatings category. KNPL is working on 
rainwater recycling, reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions and plastic waste, and tree planting at its 
facilities. It invests approximately 200 million yen per year 
in CSR to support education, rural community 
development, and improving people’s skills for earning a 
living. KNPL was also selected for inclusion in indices by 
S&P and NSE50.
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Appeal of the Mobility Industry

•  Automotive coatings account for 10% of the coatings market. Although the market size is small compared to architectural paints and 
industrial paints, automotive coatings require advanced technology, services, and supply capacity, resulting in high barriers to entry.

•  The transformation of drivetrains from gasoline engine to electric motors will progress, and the mobility industry will grow as a 
means of moving people. Demand for coatings that protect auto bodies in harsh environments and enhance product competitiveness 
through design will increase with the expansion of the mobility industry.

•  Although China has the largest number of production bases in the world, there will be a substantial rise in production volume in 
India (where motorization will begin). Accordingly, the importance of Kansai Paint, with its solid foundation, will continue to grow in 
the years ahead.

•  The spread of EVs will generate demand for 
new coatings and coating technologies to 
address electrification properly. There are a 
growing number of areas where coatings 
manufacturer technologies will contribute in 
terms of conductivity and insulation.

Global Automotive Business Unit

What are the Global Automotive Business 
Unit’s coverage and special characteristics?

We cover all automotive coatings and coatings for automotive 
parts globally, including Japan. The field of automotive 
coatings requires us to have a system that can develop 
globally approved materials in cooperation with joint ventures 
in overseas regions, since automobile manufacturers, our main 
customers, are multinational corporations. In fact, there are 
only five coatings manufacturers in the world that can supply 
paints and coatings to automobile manufacturers with the 
same consistent standard of quality globally. We maintain the 
top market share in Japan and Asia including India and China, 
and the third-highest market share in the world. In order to 
respond to a wide range of global needs, we are following the 
business of Japanese automobile manufacturers producing 
vehicles in Europe and the North America through our alliance 
with PPG, and have achieved great success. With the rise of 
electric vehicle (EV) manufacturers in China, we are serving 
these companies through our largest joint venture in China.

Why is Kansai Paint included in the five 
companies that can supply automotive 
paints globally?

Coatings are used in a wide range of applications and are 
applied to a range of things. Among them, automotive coatings 
require extremely high technical capabilities, and we are taking 
advantage of our excellent dispersion technology, resin 
synthesis technology, and design technology to develop 
products that meet customer requirements in terms of design, 
finish, durability, and coating cost per unit. Automobile 
production requires a stable supply of coatings every day, 
which necessitates a production system and a supply chain to 
supply paints all over the world.

In addition, automobile bodies and parts are made of 
various materials and come in different shapes, requiring 
consistent paint performance in each application. In order to 
continue production with the same quality in accordance with 
climate change and production line conditions, it is important to 
cooperate with customers and provide detailed line support. 
Very few coatings manufacturers are capable of all this, and 
we have honed this ability by working with automobile 
manufacturers for many years.

In addition, we have accumulated know-how and a track 
record so that we can offer the same quality of coatings 
overseas by working with overseas partners whenever 
automobile manufactures expand their production in other 
countries. Our current position as the largest automotive 
coatings company in Asia and the third-largest automotive 

QQ..

coatings company in the world is the result of these daily 
efforts. It is not something that can be achieved overnight.

How do you evaluate the Global 
Automotive Business Unit’s net sales of 
119.8 billion yen in FY2021?

Demand for automobiles remains strong, but automobile 
production declined due to a shortage of parts and semiconductors 
following the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, we were unable to 
grow the top line. The soaring cost of raw materials hit us directly, 
making it a very difficult year in terms of profits. Although it was a 
challenging year, we have continued to pass on cost increases 
in product prices and reduce costs while always gaining the 
understanding of our customers, and I believe that we will be 
able to produce more positive results in the future. I believe that 
we can gain a better picture of our future prospects because of 
our efforts during the last fiscal year. In this sense, it was an 
important year for us.

What is the Global Automotive Business 
Unit’s vision?

The automotive industry is facing a major turning point. The 
industrial structure is set to undergo a transformation as EVs 
become the norm. Nevertheless, like any other vehicle, EVs 
require coatings. EVs will also generate demand for new 
coatings, such as those used for batteries. We believe that we 
can broaden our scope from automotive to mobility and make 
it an even stronger business. In addition, in India, where we 
have a dominant market share of 56%, we expect to see even 
greater growth going forward. By correctly understanding 
these external environments, we aim to increase our global 
market share in the mobility segment.

QQ..

QQ..

The Global Automotive Business Unit is the backbone of both our 
technological capabilities and profits. It is also the pride of the 
Kansai Paint Group. Although the structure of the automotive 
industry is in a period of transformation, characterized by CASE 
and carbon neutrality, we see this as an opportunity. We will 
respond to these changes and strengthen our business by 
utilizing our technological capabilities and networks.

Bases and Market Share

India

China

4 million units

28 million units

Increase to 39 million units

Increase to 56 million units

* Forecast based on India’s population of 1.3 billion and GDP growth of 3%

Automobile sales forecast (Source: PwC)

2040

2016

2040

2016

* Forecast based on China’s population of 1.4 billion and GDP growth of 4%Unit: 5 million vehicles

Three-year Net Sales Targets in the 17th MTP
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No. 3Global

No. 1 in Japan
No. 1 in India
No. 1 in China
No. 1 in Thailand

No. 1 in Malaysia
No. 1 in Indonesia
No. 1 in Turkey

For cathodes
Conductive carbon paste

Expected effects from the application of the above coatings
(1) Improvement of battery performance
(2)  Improvement of storage stability derived from 

conductive assistant
(3)  Optimization and streamlining of the electrode 

manufacturing process

(Enlarged image: Cathode shaded part)
Anodes Cathodes

Charging

Li＋

Li＋

Discharge

e−e−

e− e−

Active  
materials

External Environments of Focus
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TOMIDA Kazumasa
Managing Executive Officer
Head of Global Automotive Business Unit

Creation of New Demand

Charging/ 
Discharge

 Subsidiaries
 Group companies

Our market share:  
56%

Our market share:  
22%
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There are four layers of coatings covering the same thickness as a one-dollar bill, 
and they function in a number of ways to extend the life of an automobile. 
Furthermore, the paints come in beautiful colors and create luxurious appearances.

Clearcoat
A transparent coating is applied as a finishing coat. The 
clear coat absorbs light of specific wavelength ranges from 
sunlight that can damage an automobile. It gives off a 
glossy shine and creates a surface with a sense of luxury.
Basecoat
Base coat expresses beautiful colors by combining 
pigment, aluminum flake, pearlescent pigment and so on. 
The combination of pigments also protects automobiles 
by reflecting sunlight that can lead to damage.
Primer
Primer blocks the transmission of sunlight, absorbs the 
impact of stone chipping, and reduces the area where 
the body is exposed.
Electrodeposition
The front and back side of auto bodies are coated evenly 
to protect metal from rusting.

Automotive exteriors are covered in coatings to provide a sense of beauty and 
protection.

Adaptive design capabilities and support capabilities with in-depth knowledge of 
the paint line are crucial.

An automobile is made up of various parts and shapes, 
and in order to paint all of these parts perfectly, 
understanding the characteristics and environmental 
suitability of the manufacturing line must be in the design 
of the paint. A problem such as sagging or unevenness 
of color caused by uneven thickness will bring 
automobile production to a halt.

It is also very important to reduce contaminants, 
which are the main obstacle during painting. Painting a 
single automobile requires delicate adjustments to the 
paint, which is said to be an adaptive design, and daily 
support to stabilize production on the line.

Automotive color design combines high-level artistry and technical prowess.

Color design of automobiles requires a high degree of 
artistry to reflect the concept of the automobile model 
and express it in color.

We have extensive knowledge of the characteristics of 
various pigments and particulate luminous materials such 
as metal fragments and use optimal combinations of them 
to create new colors that have never been seen before.

An automobile’s color must remain beautiful and at 
the same time protect it from the elements for a long 
period of time. We create new and beautiful colors by 
taking advantage of pigment characteristics, optical 
properties, and the characteristics of each material. This 
prevents colors from deteriorating or fading even when 
exposed to sunlight and stops the sun’s rays from 
reaching the base material and causing peeling.

Automobiles are used in a range of harsh environments 
around the world. In hot climates, an automobile’s surface 
temperature rises to 60–80°C, and in cold places it can 
fall to more than –20°C. Paint also protects automobiles 

from various types of damage from the natural environment 
such as salt damage and acid rain, as well as damage 
caused by stone chipping during driving.

Body  
(doors, fenders, hood,  
roof, rear doors, trunk, etc.)

Side spoiler
WheelsBumperGrill

Door mirror

Rear spoiler

Door handle

1 3

2 4

What are automotive coatings?

Automobiles must be safe and withstand any environment around the world, while maintaining an esthetically pleasing appearance. 

An unpainted automobile surface will quickly rust, deteriorate, and look bad, and as a result it will no longer be safe. Paint plays a 

significant role in maintaining the quality and appearance of automobiles.

Images that evoke a sense of 
depth and paint colors that 
reproduce sensations

Subtractive color mixing (left) and 
additive color mixing (right)

White pearls are mixed with RGB 
flakes to develop a white color.

Images with nuance colors and 
paint colors reproduce sensations.

Clearcoat: Finishing and shade  
weathering resistance (Light, Water)

Basecoat: Design

Primer: Finishing and adhesion

Electrodeposition:  
Anti-corrosion

Auto body panels

30~35㎛
90~100㎛

10~15㎛

25~30㎛

20~25㎛

Global Automotive Business Unit
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The Japan Business Unit will continue to be the core of the 
Kansai Paint Group, acting as its very heart. We are firmly 
determined to become a paint manufacturer with dominant 
strengths in Japan, and to that end we will push ahead with 
fundamental structural reforms.

Structural Reform of Japan Business

Reference: Japan Paint Manufacturers Association

Japan Business Unit

Three-year Net Sales of the 17th MTP
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What are the Japan Business Unit’s 
coverage and special characteristics?

The Japan Business Unit is responsible for all paint and 
coatings in Japan outside of automotive coatings. Our specific 
fields include industrial coatings, architectural coatings, auto 
refinish coatings, and marine coatings.

One notable feature of the Japanese market is that the 
market share of foreign paint manufacturers is very small, at 
less than 5%. This means that the Japanese market is one of 
the most distinctive markets in the world. The Japan Business 
Unit aims to increase its market share by specializing in and 
responding to the uniqueness of the Japanese market.

What challenges does the Japan 
Business Unit face?

The size of the Japanese paint and coatings market is 
expected to continue declining gradually. However, there is 
plenty of room for growth by expanding our market share 
because it is a stable and large market and our share is only 
just over 20%. On the other hand, Japan as a whole faces 
structural issues unique to a developed country. These include 
an aging population and sharp drop in the labor force. To 
harness our strengths while tackling these issues facing 
Japan, it is essential that we fundamentally review quality, 
cost, and delivery (QCD) and our business model.

How do you assess the Japan Business 
Unit’s net sales of 85.9 billion yen in FY2021?

It was a challenging year, with surging raw material costs far 
exceeding our expectations. We were the first paint manufacturer 
in Japan to raise prices in June 2021. Although business 
performance was challenging, price hikes gradually began to 

Q.Q.

Q.Q.

permeate the market in the second half, and I believe that these 
moves will pave the way to a better future.

 
What is the Japan Business Unit’s vision?

Business in Japan has been a vital component of the Group 
for many years and generated profits, but Japan’s population 
is graying and its equipment and infrastructure are aging 
steadily. To continue growing in the future, now that we have 
spare capacity, we aim to remain a Group leader by renewing 
our business model and supply chain with an eye on the next 
few decades.

What are the Japan Business Unit’s 
targets for the 17th Medium-term 
Management Plan and its role?

We will promote sustainability management as indicated in the 
company-wide policy. The Japan Business Unit includes the 
Industrial Coatings Division and the Architectural, Auto 
Refinish and Protective Coatings Division, and I believe that 
both have great opportunities ahead of them. Looking at the 
reality, however, we face challenges both externally, such as 
the continued surge in raw material costs and inflation, and 
internally such as aging facilities. The 17th Medium-term 
Management Plan will see us address these challenges. The 
success or failure of the plan will determine our long-term 
goals.

Against this backdrop, under the 17th Medium-term 
Management Plan, we will undertake structural reforms to 
significantly enhance the profitability of the Japan Business 
Unit. Through these structural reforms, we will not only 
generate profits but also strengthen our competitiveness. We 
will do this by understanding changes in demand that are 
taking place around the world and responding to them 
according to the characteristics of each business.

Q.Q.

Q.Q.

Demand

Markets and Market Environment

The Japanese market is an attractive market with room for our growth.

Foundation as  
comprehensive  
coatings maker

Share by Application/Main Brands

Taking advantage of our development capabilities, we are developing products 
tailored to the actual conditions of construction sites. These include coatings 
that can be applied at construction sites even when the base is wet, making 
construction management easier, and rust-proof coatings that can be applied 
to rusted surfaces. We are developing and expanding paint and coatings 
systems that match the actual climate and coating conditions.

With an environmentally friendly product lineup including the industry’s first 
all-water-based, organic solvent-free system and a large automobile painting 
system, we propose solutions that make the paint and coatings application 
environment safer and more comfortable.

In addition, we lead the auto refinish coatings market as a frontrunner in the 
development of Computer Color Matching systems and proposal-based 
training using training facilities.

Our paints are used in a wide range of fields, from construction machinery 
to various industrial vehicles, steel furniture, exterior building materials, 
electrical appliances, and even the inner coatings and surface design parts 
of beverage cans. We are also adapting to environmental regulations 
aggressively, including the Ordinance on Prevention of Hazards Due to 
Specified Chemical Substances.

Under the theme of “coexistence with nature,” Kansai Paint Marine Co., Ltd. 
provides products that combine environmental compatibility with best-in-class 
performance.

Kansai Paint Marine also leverages its international network through a 
partnership agreement with Jotun A/S, a Norwegian marine paint manufacturer, 
to provide the world with high-quality products and fine-tuned services.

Kansai Paint

23%

Domestic

95%

Competitors

77%

Foreign capital

5%

Q.Q.

A high barrier to  
entry for  

foreign capital

Ample room for 
expansion

*  Does not include top-line measures (increasing sales, price hikes, etc.)

TERAOKA Naoto
Director of the Board,  
Managing Executive Officer
Head of the Japan Business Unit
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Japan is a developed country, but has been facing challenges for a long time. We are taking the initiative in tackling these 

challenges in each segment. We are in a position to lead the Group by continuing to review our business model fundamentally with 

the aim of realizing Materiality and successfully introducing new processes to create value.

Declining workforce reflecting an aging population

The color matching process for automotive refinishing work is extremely difficult, and requires many 
years of experience and extensive knowledge.

We have systematized our know-how in automotive refinishing, and we not only train painting and 
matching professionals at our training center but also have systematized a huge library of color matching 
and formulation data and Computer Color Matching. With this system, even inexperienced workers can 
achieve the same quality and work time as skilled professionals.

Improving QOL for a brighter future

We are breaking with the conventional concept of paints and coatings to protect objects, starting a new 
challenge of creating a comfortable and safe space through the use of painting.

Many crises threaten our lives and the lives of those dear to us, the major recent one being the 
COVID-19 pandemic. To meet these crises, we incorporate solution technologies into paints and have 
established a new theme of making familiar spaces safer and more comfortable. Developing products 
that protect people’s lives and create happier spaces, and expanding business are actions required of 
companies around the world, balancing sustainability and corporate profits.

Reduction of CO2 emissions
• Initiatives for Scope 1 and 2 emissions

When constructing new facilities, we introduce heat pump chillers in an effort to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions to zero. Going forward, through supply chain renewals we will achieve zero Scope 1 and 2 
greenhouse gas emissions across the board.

• Scope 3
We have been focusing on Scope 3 emissions from an early stage, expanding the market with a lineup 
of products that enable customers to reduce CO2 emissions after paint application in the industrial, 
architectural, and marine and protective fields.

Scaling up our commitment to tackling challenges: Future initiatives

As a leader in the Japanese paint market, we will work dynamically to lead the industry forward. The Japan 
Business Unit will lead the Group HQ units and create the best-possible value chain for the future.

Challenge

1
Challenge

3

Challenge

2
Challenge

4

花粉・カビ・ハウスダストなどの
タンパク質を分解する光触媒効果

弱い光でも光触媒が働くようにする
助触媒としての効果

花粉・カビ・
ハウスダストなど

アレル物質の吸着効果

花粉
下
地（
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）

塗
膜

室内壁

アレル物質の
働きを抑制

船舶用遮熱塗装システム ヒート・リフレックス

HEAT REFLEX

Challenges facing the Japan Business Unit

IT medium-term plan
Diversity and inclusion

Compliance
Culture Cultivation Project

Kansai Paint Burano

CID project
New technology development

Color technology

Supply chain reforms

Corporate Planning, 
Finance, HR & 
Administration

Corporate Research 
and Development

Corporate production, supply 
chain management, and 

procurement

Japan Business Unit

Japan Business Unit

一般屋根用塗料を塗装した場合アレスクールを塗装した場合

快適な温度 2 5℃を保つには・・・

今日もエアコン の 風 が
強 い ニャー

屋 根 の 近くで も
快 適 だ ニャー

太陽からの熱・赤外線

屋根表面

51.4℃

室内温度

32.2℃

屋根表面

73.0℃

室内温度

35.5℃

エアコン

強
エアコン

弱

CO2 排出

多

CO2 排出

少

Employee 
satisfaction

Reduction 
of 

process time

Appropriate 
quality

Standardization 
of 

work process

Optimization 
of 

workforces

Human resource 
development

Productivity improvements

Ideal workplace

The aim of AI Color System

Reduction of  
color matching hours

Standardization of  
color matching process

Heat resistant paints in the industrial, architectural, and marine and protective fields

HOW IT WORKS
　• Bacteria and Viruses make contact with the wall coated by 
　• Slaked lime destroys bacteria cells and the spike of virus with  a     
　   highly  　alkaline feature

MECHANISM TEST RESULT

①Viruses make contact with wall 
     coated by 　　　  .
②Slaked lime destroys virus 
    cells with a highly alkaline 

feature.
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Activities of the Global Safety and Quality Promotion 
Department (GSQ)

Supply Chain Renewal Project

• Review design ideas
• Review procurement
•  Review plant/warehouses/ 

logistics
• Optimize sales network

Plan with backcasting

• Realize carbon neutrality
• Enhance economic circulation
• Improve QOL of all stakeholders
•  Realize satisfactory work 

environment

• Production Management System
• WMS/EDI high-level coordination
• Promote Smart Factories

Build social and economic value compatible model by 2050

–2050–2025 –2030 –2040

Move into action to build next generation supply chain model in Japan 
(Social value / Economic value compatible model)

Next generation supply chain 
model to be deployed globally

Production / 
Logistics 

transformation

Contribution to 
sustainability

Efficient 
operations  
through DX

Global Deployment

17th to 19th Medium-term Management Plan

Supply chain we aim for

Sustainability POV (Social value)

Business POV (Economic value)

Become carbon neutral on 
global basis
Circular economy

Decarbonization

Automation (Robot utilization), 
operations (Data mining)

Operation 
efficiency

Zero waste (Global)
Water re-use 100%

Advanced 
recycling

Stable quality, Storage/Logistics 
management, RM to product 
management

Product value

Zero hazardous chemical 
release (Global), completely 
safe working environment

Safety/Ease

Minimize lead time
Multiple product mass 
production

Operational 
value

Supply Chain Renewal

FURUKAWA Hidenori
Representative Director of the Board, Senior Managing Executive Officer
Head of Corporate Production, Supply Chain Management, Procurement,
Evaluation Committee Member

Develop a Global Digital Platform and link information 
from supply chains in each country

Explore an overseas rollout strategy at the same time as 
supply chain renewals in Japan

Share overseas the knowledge gained from activities in 
Japan

Expand from individual efforts with joint ventures in 
each country to the Group-wide optimization of the 
supply chain

Took inventory of safety issues Group-wide in the second 
half of FY2020

FY2021 Established GSQ 
Main activities

• Dissemination of message from top management
•  Implementation of a safety and quality diagnosis covering 

Group companies
• Post-diagnosis follow-up
•  Ad hoc diagnosis based on discovery of hazards in daily 

operations
• Continuation of safety meetings involving top management

About Supply Chain Renewals

Investment

Renewal of supply chain (Japan and globally) IT reforms (Japan and globally)

Focus on businesses and  
areas where we have strengths

Dispose of non-core assets

Enhance fundraising capacity

Sellout stocks and properties

Increase prices, Reduce costs

Improve CCC

Formulation of basic plan on renewals in Japan
• Consolidate bases in three regions

• Balance the BCP with increased productivity

•  Achieve decarbonization of production and logistics 
(Scope 1 and 2)

Size of investment ¥130 billion over 15 years

Aims Address issues such as decarbonization, resource 
recycling, and the declining working population with IoT 
utilization and labor-saving solutions

Raise the EBITDA margin in Japan by 5 pt. after renewals

Overview

We operate from the viewpoint of total optimization, beyond 
the scope of individual divisions, and ensure that Kansai Paint 
delivers appropriate quality products safely to the world.

You are planning a large-scale supply 
chain renewal. What are the background 
and purpose of this plan?

Looking at the supply chain broadly, including raw materials 
and customers, in addition to globalization and the complex 
development of economic blocs, we see that changes and 
risks such as extreme weather, disasters, and viruses have 
been increasing around the world.

Despite the turbulent world around us, we currently have a 
very strong supply chain in place. Now that we are generating 

Q.Q.

profits, I believe that we should build a new supply chain with 
the aim of winning for decades to come.

The Kansai Paint Group has a long history that spans 104 
years. While we are operating in a stable manner at present, 
I am also concerned about whether we can adopt contingencies 
quickly in terms of our business continuity plan (BCP) should a 
disaster occur. This is because of our complicated base layout 
and aging equipment.

From the standpoint of both “offence” and “defense,” the 
background and purpose of this plan are to support the future 
of Kansai Paint and build a foundation to pass on the 
fundamentals and traditions of manufacturing to the next 
generation.

What can you accomplish by renovating 
the supply chain?

First, in Japan, we will spend 15 years building a stable supply 
of appropriate quality products for the next few decades, and we 
will renovate our production sites, storage facilities, and logistics 
network to respond to the decline in the working population, an 
issue facing Japan. We will incorporate DX, which we are 
currently working on throughout the company, into the supply 
chain and promote carbon neutrality. By achieving these goals, 

Q.Q.

we will not only achieve Materiality but also create economic 
value that will increase EBITDA by 5%.

Next, we will globally roll out this next-generation supply 
chain, beginning with Japan, to lead the Group, exert our 
cohesive capabilities as the Group’s HQ, and create a 
manufacturing system commensurate with a top global 
company.

Can you provide details about the unique 
activities of the Global Safety and Quality 
Promotion Department (GSQ)?

We are a manufacturer, so safety forms the basis of everything 
we do. We will continue to promote innovative activities, but at 
this time it may be a mistake to simply pursue efficiency 
through new technologies and the IoT.

Accidents involving raw material manufacturers and 
chemical companies have occurred around the world, and 
unfortunately in recent years the Group has also experienced 
fires overseas and dangers that could have resulted in 
accidents.

Taking these risks seriously, we have established GSQ as a 
top priority, and our domestic and overseas Group companies 
are working together to continue safe and stable operations.

Q.Q.

Corporate Production, Supply Chain Management, Procurement

Supply chain renewal is the division’s top priority. 
We will first build a next-generation supply chain 
in Japan, aiming to reform production and 
logistics, contribute to sustainability, and improve 
efficiency through DX. We will continue to evolve 
our activities from the long-term perspective of 
global expansion, in a spirit of steady fluidity and 
immutability.

What are Corporate Production, Supply 
Chain Management, Procurement’s 
coverage and special characteristics?

This is one of the three Group HQ corporate functions. We are 
responsible for the entire supply chain in a broad sense, from 
the procurement of raw materials to the delivery of products. 
Our mission is to support the International Business Unit, the 
Global Automotive Business Unit, and the Japan Business 
Unit, and to dynamically operate the supply chain of the entire 
Group.

Although we are responsible for the supply chain, which is 
the foundation of a paint manufacturer, we are “fluid and 
immutable” in the sense that we keep the immutable in mind 
yet also incorporate new things and changes in the same way. 

Q.Q.

Approach to global expansion of the supply chain
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Today, when sustainability is required, we also require labor 
savings and shortening of the learning period in color matching 
work. For this reason, we are promoting the use of Computer Color 
Matching. The first order of business is to improve its accuracy in 
order to further spread it as a solution. However, we faced a 
challenge that the color matching accuracy of paint colors containing 
luminous materials such as aluminum and pearl pigment was low, 
due to the original theory that applied the conventional and specific 
calculation formula. Therefore, we incorporated AI technology 
(machine learning in this case) to improve the accuracy.

To ensure the volume, diversity, and accuracy of the learning 
data essential for this AI technology, we utilize as a foundation an 
in-house system and database that efficiently records and manages 
color matching data that we have improved on repeatedly over 

many years. By applying the latest learning algorithms to control 
over-learning and optimization methods that prevent localized 
optimization, we have been able to greatly improve color matching 
accuracy.

In 2021, we brought to market a color matching system 
(product name: AI Color System) for automotive refinishing that 
features this technology. We are working to further boost sales by 
reducing color matching work time by approximately 60% from the 
conventional work time; thereby increasing efficiency.

We believe that this AI technology can be applied to a wide 
range of fields, and that we can create and provide new value by 
combining it with our strengths in paint and applying technologies. 
Going forward, we will continue working on technological 
development with a timely understanding of changing needs.

Corporate Research and Development

Introduction of AI technology for Computer Color Matching stage
Case Study

You have proposed front-loading and 
concurrent development. What is your aim?

One of our challenges has been repeatedly adjusting to 
customer needs until the last instance of commercialization, 
pushing various specification changes back to the post-
production process and placing a tremendous burden on the 
entire supply chain. To solve this problem, we adopted the 
concept of front-loading, which identifies problems and risks 
related to the entire supply chain from the early stages of 
development and addresses concerns in advance. We are 
also attempting concurrent development in parallel with the 
entire engineering chain. To assess progress in the 
management of development themes, we have introduced 
stage and gate management, and we are scrutinizing 
development proposals, product design, production 
specifications, and quality assurance based on our marketing 
at each stage. By conducting design reviews with members 
of R&D, production logistics, and sales and marketing, we 
will promote the seamless development of products without 
turning back.

What are the solutions you provide that 
address customer challenges?

Paints are effective only when applied to the customer’s 
product. In a sense, the role of a paint manufacturer is to 
provide solutions to the problems faced by customers’ 
products. Particularly in our focus on fast-growing fields of 
mobility, life, and infrastructure, since novel functional 
demands are likely to pop up, we will pay close attention to the 
trends and changes to arrive at better proposals. For example, 
with regard to mobility, which finds itself in a once-in-a-century 

What are the goals of Corporate Research 
and Development?

Up to now, Kansai Paint has used “customer focus” as a 
strength to individually manage the development themes 
required for each business in R&D. This was viewed as a 
strength in terms of responding quickly to customer requests, 
but on the other hand the deployment of technology across 
the Group was slow, resulting in a personalized and 
inefficient development system.

Now we must step up our efforts in new and potential markets 
while maintaining our strengths in existing and emerging markets. 
This assumes that we boost the productivity of R&D. I believe that 
improving productivity through organizational reform and 
digitalization is the challenge that I have been tasked with as 
chief. As part of our organizational reforms, we first consolidated 
the R&D teams and R&D of each business into Corporate 
Research and Development, and removed barriers between them 
to promote discussions and people-to-people exchanges across 
business units. To advance digitalization, we are recruiting key 
members for a cross-functional project team within the company, 
cutting into the engineering chain as well as the supply chain, and 
promoting digital transformation that achieves visualization of 
progress in R&D and sharing of technical information.

period of major change characterized by electric vehicles and 
autonomous driving, there is a high possibility that our core 
technologies will lead to solutions, and in actuality new 
products and services are being born. Furthermore, to 
accelerate and expand this trend, it is necessary to utilize 
novel core technologies and supplement them with new 
knowledge. Toward this end, we are also promoting open 
innovation with industry, government and academia. By 
expanding these new activities, we believe that resolving 
customer issues and leading them to business success 
together represents our ideal image of providing solutions.

What new value are you providing by 
combining core technologies with digital 
and green technologies?

By combining our accumulated fundamental technologies with 
the promotion of efficient product development using digital 
technologies and green technologies that contribute to 
biomass technology and energy efficiency, we intend to 
provide new value to the mobility, life, and infrastructure 
markets on which we are focusing.

As a conviction passed down from our founder, pursuing 
both our own sales and solutions to social issues through 
customers’ businesses provides great motivation for our 
company and employees who are engaged in manufacturing.
We believe that resolving these social issues will address our 
Materiality.

Existing and  
emerging markets

New and  
potential markets

Patent portfolio and  
core technologies

LifeLife InfrastructureInfrastructure

Green Green 
technologiestechnologies

Digital Digital 
technologiestechnologies

MobilityMobility

AKAHANE Junji
Principal Research Scientist, 
Technology Development Division

TAKEBE Kyosuke
Technology Development Division

AI-CCM Manager
Existing and 

emerging markets

New and potential 
markets

Technology Development Division

Development of  
next-generation paints  

and coatings

Development of new coating 
materials around paints

R&D Division

Incorporation of cutting-
edge technology

Sophistication of  
analysis technology

Development of materials 
used in paints

• Synthetic resin
• Additives
• Colorants

Global 
Automotive 

Business Unit
Japan Business Unit

International 
Business Unit

産官学連携Industrial-government-academia collaboration

Open  
innovation

R&D Structure

R&D Scheme

Q.Q. Q.Q.

Q.Q.

Q.Q.
TAGIRI Sawane
Managing Executive Officer
Chief of Corporate Research and Development

Corporate Research and Development will provide 
more competitive products and services by 
drawing on its core technologies and combining 
them with cutting-edge green and digital 
technologies. By enhancing collaboration with 
industry, academia and government, and 
combining each other’s strengths, we will 
create new value not only in existing markets 
but also in potential markets and customers.

Big data and machine learning (AI) engines determine the best solution

Greatly shortens the color matching time for metallic pearl paints, a mainstream color in automotive paints

Patents already obtainedMachine learning (AI) engine

ExperienceTendencyFormulation
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On May 30, 2022, we established Kansai Paint Burano Co., Ltd., 
whose mission is to tap into online channels as a new market, while 
capitalizing on the Kansai Paint Group’s high level of trust. We have 
selected the most suitable members for this mission, comprising a 
diverse workforce made up of people with a range of backgrounds. 
We interviewed the president of the new company.

New Business (E-commerce)

What can you tell us about the new company?

The purpose of the new company is to generate profits using new approaches.
Due to the ubiquitousness of smartphones and tablet terminals and the COVID-19 pandemic, the use 
of online shopping has been expanding rapidly. In addition, consumer attitudes toward homes and 
living environment needs are changing significantly, which requires us to build a new business model 
that responds to the changes. The new company will (1) not be bound by preconceived notions and 
existing businesses, (2) develop next-generation sales channels that respond to changes in society, 
and (3) break away from previous bad habits by speeding up decision-making. We will accelerate the 
growth of Kansai Paint’s E-commerce business by reforming marketing and fulfillment.

Conviction grounded in our corporate philosophy and company name
Our corporate philosophy is “We Color You,” which means creating services that color the needs of 
our customers. We will create new BtoC business opportunities that lead to value creation. The 
company name, “Burano,” is the name of an island near Venice, Italy. Burano’s residential 
neighborhoods are brightly painted like signposts, so that residents can find their way home, even 
during the foggy winter. Similarly, by providing the right solutions for those who do not know “how to 
ask, how to buy, and how to paint,” we hope to serve as a guidepost for all stakeholders involved.

We sell architectural paints and tools for general consumers and professionals through E-commerce.

By developing three distinctive businesses, we address the varied needs of consumers and professionals.

EXPert
Commercialization that combines paints and professionals

We will create new services for the rental housing and detached home markets from the perspective of painting by 
focusing on cost savings, short delivery times, industrial waste reduction, and compliance with SDGs. Our business 
aims to visualize work details, estimates, and work progress, which have become a black box for consumers, to guide 
people looking for solutions through E-commerce, and to lead the wave of growth in the renovation market.

E-Cart Pro.
Online store for professionals

We will build a system that allows multi-skilled professionals and semi-professionals to easily buy paints and tools 
without hesitation, including product selection and advice on painting techniques. We will develop an app that can be 
used at the job site. Through the app, paints and tools can be easily purchased and the products that customers want 
will be delivered to the site all together with instructions and advice about optimal tools or combinations.

E-Cart
Utilizing the knowledge as paint professionals to address consumer needs

We sell “painting” to general consumers on online malls such as Rakuten. E-Cart only carries products recommended 
by professionals, so consumers can buy the exact product that matches their needs without having to choose from an 
extensive lineup of different products. By having professionals “Do it together (DIT),” we are building an E-commerce 
site that consumers want so that they can purchase paints with peace of mind.

What were your thoughts when you were promoted to a leadership position?

I was honestly surprised by this unknown world when I heard about my new post, as I have built a career in color design up to now 
and have no experience in corporate management. On the other hand, the process differed completely from the way we had done 
things to that point, and I felt that Kansai Paint was seriously changing. I knew it would be a very challenging job, but I decided to 
take the difficult road this time as in the past I had always built my career by selecting challenges when given a choice. I was also 
encouraged by the desire to make my own contribution at a time when the company is set to transform drastically.

Burano represents a new challenge. Rather than leading the way individually, I would like to lead by drawing on the wisdom of 
my colleagues to manage the company. I also think that I can make use of my fresh perspective and experience as a designer.

Ms. ONO, I understand that you are raising two children. Do you have any words of encouragement 
for the next generation?

I feel that the Kansai Paint Group is strengthening its foundation so that women can continue to play an active role. The active 
participation of not only women but also diverse human resources is indispensable for a company’s growth, and this is also the 
vision that Kansai Paint aims for. Before and after maternity leave, at the urging of my boss at the time, I presented my research and 
gave lectures outside the company, so that my absence would not be negative. I think it is essential to have not only the drive to 
create your own career but also the support of your boss and those around you. I believe that this challenge will also provide a good 
learning experience for a range of people. I think that more encounters and opportunities await the next generation than ever before, 
so I ask that they openly embrace new challenges.

In the interior wall market, a lot of wallpaper is used despite the large amount of industrial waste it 
produces. We will first aim to reduce the environmental impact from interior wall work, developing 
the market by applying paint over the wallpaper of rental housing, which proved difficult before. In 
addition to paint, we would like to increase our visibility as an integrated service for consumers by 
systematizing sales of painting tools and the dispatch of professionals.

Thus far, we have built up the company’s foundation carefully and swiftly. This process has 
included formulating business and investment plans in collaboration with business departments 
and establishing a number of company rules. Only when the administrative departments have 
the “high-performance brakes” that encourage appropriate operation and judgment, can 
business departments “step on the gas” for business development. Therefore, administrative 
departments will support the company as a whole from this position and lead the company 
together as a good partner of the business departments. At the same time, we seek to create a 
comfortable work environment by taking advantage of our mobility.

Voices of employees involved in the company’s 
startup and business expansion

KATSURAGAWA Yuka
EXPert Department and E-Cart Pro. Department

ISHIWATA Mineo
Corporate Administration Department

Introduction of  
our business

Q.Q.

Q.Q.

Q.Q.

ONO Ikumi
Representative Director of the Board,  
President

What kind of company do you want Kansai Paint Burano to become?

In the past, when I tried to repaint my parents’ house, I found myself at a loss on who I should ask and what I should ask for, so I 
feel that we can provide value in this area. I would like to create a system that allows people who are lost to find a solution without 
worrying about it, and make us a company that can continue to respond to diverse needs.

In addition, I would like to create a company where all employees can take responsibility for their work and work flexibly, 
regardless of individual circumstances or employment status. While we have members from a variety of backgrounds, I hope to 
make use of their strengths and experience and drive management forward as one. I would like the business to stand on its own 
and expand it globally in the future.

Q.Q.
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To-Be Public cloud
(IaaS/PaaS)

Business 
system A

Business 
system B

Business 
system C

Business 
system D

Shared 
platform

ERP

IT Medium-term Plan Enhancing Our IT Infrastructure in Japan

We launched the IT medium-term plan in April 2022 aimed at the introduction of a new IT system. As shown below, we have 
formulated an IT roadmap for the three years to FY2024. We will consider the urgency and order of the basic IT policy and the 
processes necessary for operation, and prioritize them while developing them as the KPIT management system. We plan to invest  
3 billion yen over the next three years.

Reforming the Company’s IT Infrastructure

To develop as a global company and implement ESG management aimed at increasing corporate value throughout the Group, we 
are working with IBM Japan Ltd. to strengthen DX, IT systems, and security company-wide.

Background to Reforms and Recognition of Challenges

(1) Challenges for Japan
Through the activities of the Performance Improvement Committee, which was launched in 2020, we have come to understand that 
DX is indispensable. Under such circumstances, with the help of IBM Japan Ltd., we conducted a survey on the current state of IT 
at Kansai Paint from September to December 2021. While digging deeper into both the management perspective (management 
domain) and the frontline perspective (execution domain), we visualized issues and collected basic data to lead to the next phase. 
As a result, certain problems were brought to light, such as lack of overall strategy, individual optimization and individualization, 
shortage and deconcentration of IT personnel, and inadequate processes. In addition, even from the perspective of Kansai Paint 
globally, the current state of IT at Kansai Paint in Japan lags behind overseas subsidiaries.

(2) Kansai Paint’s global challenges
As a result of aggressive M&A, different operations, systems, and codes were used by different companies and businesses, and 
global data was collected in Excel with minimal granularity, making it difficult to fully utilize the data.

Positioning of the Vision and 17th Medium-term Management Plan

We aim to establish a suitable IT structure that underpins a 
sustainable growth cycle during the 17th Medium-term 
Management Plan.

Globally, we started building a Global Digital Platform 
(GDP) in 2021 and we are now promoting DX globally. In 
Japan, we launched our IT medium-term plan in April 2022. By 
strengthening our IT platforms from both the global and Japan 

sides, we will create a foundation for corporate transformation, 
support the creation of value by employees, and promote 
growth as a global company and enhancement of our 
corporate value in the market.

By implementing the IT medium-term plan in Japan and 
rolling out the GDP globally, we will steadily improve our IT 
infrastructure.

We were able to formulate an infrastructure plan based on the latest technological trends. One of 
the main outcomes was recognizing through collaboration with partners that our standards are not 
the same as other companies.

The opportunity to work with customers to develop the best plan from a variety of options proved 
to be a valuable experience for us. We look forward to continuing our collaboration to promote DX.

Ms. KITAMOTO
IBM Japan, Ltd.

Mr. YOSHITAKE Toshio
Senior Manager of the IT Planning Department in Charge of Infrastructure

Management’s perspective  
(management domain)

•• Medium- to long-term IT strategy
Consistency with the management strategy
Proactive and defensive grand design

•• Management commensurate with an IT organization
Project management and cost management
Talent retention and development and outsourcing

Frontline’s perspective  
(execution domain)

•• Project facilitation
Visualization of the current state and identification of 
issues
Constructive discussions and collaboration with vendors

•• Appropriate allocation of existing operations
Coordination of assigned work
Setting of priorities and securing of alternative resources

IT Strategy

IT Strategy (examples): Standard Infrastructure Policy

Powerful Teamwork with Strategic Partners

To promote DX, we are collaborating with strategic partners to create a basic concept for infrastructure and applications that support 
next-generation IT systems, while at the same time implementing Kansai Paint’s IT medium-term plan.

Planning phase Expansion phase

Execution phase

Coverage rate of key measures: 100%
Entrenchment/Self-propulsion rate: 60%

Coverage rate of key measures: 100%
Entrenchment/Self-propulsion rate: 100%

Self-propulsion
Continuous growth

••  Infrastructure enabling 
sustainable growth

FY2021

Domestic  
subsidiaries

Instructions to subsidiaries and  
start of research

Start rolling out measures  
at subsidiaries

Continuously improve  
governance management

Overseas  
subsidiaries Determine the security guideline policy Establishment of security  

committees overseas Begin overseas governance

FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 onward

• Build a new IT system
•  Refine KANSAI PAINT IT management 

system (KPIT) and begin introducing 
processes

• Information security countermeasures
• Infrastructure design

• App/Infrastructure standardization
• Apply KPIT to all processes
• Data linkages
• Begin building a platform for utilization

• Increase the maturity of KPIT
• Prepare for a digital response
•  Response to risks that might have a 

large impact on business continuity

To support sustainable growth, we defined essential capabilities for IT in 
the following five domains.

• Business continuity

• Total optimization

• Flexibility/Scalability

• Visualization

• Pursuit of the latest technologies

To achieve this, we have formulated key measures from four perspectives. 
In particular, we are developing our response system to cyberattacks, the 
risks of which have increased dramatically in recent years, ahead of 
schedule and are strengthening it on a daily basis.

Strategy/IT Medium-term Plan  
(four categories)

Implementation 
policy

•  Develop a standard cloud environment for Kansai Paint, use it according to 
system characteristics and service level agreement (SLA), and abolish 
hosts with the introduction of ERP

•  Perform gradual migration at each milestone of the system update 
(operating system update), during large-scale collection of applications, etc.

Expected 
effects

•  Reduce development lead time using cloud-based 
solutions

•  Use standardization to reduce the workload of 
server management

• Balance with security improvements

As-Is

Data center

Host Server

Office Office Office Office Office Office Office Office

Public cloud
(IaaS/PaaS)

Individual  
environment

Business 
system A

Business 
system B

Kansai Paint wide area network (WAN)

Dedicated 
lines

Kansai Paint wide area network (WAN)

Kansai Paint’s standard cloud environment

Data

Development of linked 
infrastructure for enterprise 
resource planning (ERP)
Domestic utilization of the GDP 
concept

Shift to the cloud
Setting of Kansai Paint’s 
standard environment

Infrastructure

Application
Service/package utilization
Standard tools and methods 
during development

Total control Optimization and standardization
BCP and security enhancement

Coverage rate of key measures: 60%
Entrenchment/Self-propulsion rate: 0%

Individual  
environment
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Global Digital Platform (GDP)

To effectively utilize the data split between business sites, we 
aim to develop a unified global code to automatically collect 
and utilize sales, production, inventory, procurement, and 
environmental information from all locations, thereby allowing 
us to achieve DX globally. By building the GDP, we aim to 
improve global business management efficiency and further 
boost corporate value. In cooperation with IBM Japan Ltd., with 
which we concluded a partnership agreement in 2020, we have 
planned and conducted research since January 2021. We 

have started considering the establishment of priority bases in 
Europe (Helios), India (KNPL), and Turkey (KABS), and we 
have started with global procurement, global managerial 
accounting, and the ESG response as priority themes. With 
this integration, we plan to cover data consolidation of 60% of 
global net sales, and, after establishing priority entities, we will 
expand it to other entities.
• Investment period: 2021 to 2024
• Investment amount: 2.1 billion yen

Initiatives for Information Security

To maintain and strengthen information security at Kansai 
Paint and the Kansai Paint Group, we will establish plans 
covering four domains:
(1) Organizational countermeasures
(2) Human countermeasures
(3) Physical countermeasures
(4) Technical countermeasures
In addition, we will implement the necessary countermeasures.

In terms of (1) organizational countermeasures, the 
Information Security Committee has been established to 
appropriately handle and protect information assets from a 
company-wide perspective, with the chair and members 
selected from each of the six BUs spearheading activities. In 
addition to Kansai Paint, the committee oversees domestic 
and overseas affiliates, promoting the improvement of 
information security across the entire Kansai Paint Group.

In terms of (2) human countermeasures, we have introduced 
regular employee training throughout the year and are devising 
ways to keep people aware of information security at all times. 
In addition, the secretariat of the Information Security 
Committee introduces informative reminders such as those 
related to security incidents occurring around the world and 
coordinates within the company to ensure that threats are 
understood.

In terms of (3) physical countermeasures and (4) technical 
countermeasures, we are improving the management of 
devices that store data and, by introducing the latest tools we 
are strengthening necessary monitoring and defense against 
constantly evolving external attacks such as malware.

(1) Global procurement
Target:  Promote global procurement, cost reduction, 

and strengthening of the BCP response

(2) Global managerial account consolidation
Target:  Improve financial capital efficiency through 

detailed analysis by means of information 
sharing

(3) Repose to ESG
Target:  Strengthen the response to ESG to boost 

corporate value by collecting and disclosing 
ESG-related data covering the entire Group

Raw material costs

Strengthening of 
BCP response 

capabilities

Enhancement of 
operational 

efficiency and quality

Profit expansion

Identify the lowest-cost suppliers to reduce raw material costs 
quickly, such as through price negotiations and supplier 
consolidation, and contribute to profit expansion.

Confirm information on the purchase of common raw materials in various 
places around the world to strengthen our BCP response capabilities in 
the event of a supplier incident (maintaining profit stability).

Reduce aggregate working hours and the number of working hours 
needed for inquiries to individual companies for the actual 
purchase of the raw materials.

C
om

pany policy/Strategy

Economic value of non-financial data

Visualize ESG-related actions and other relevant data of KP Group to increase corporate value as a Group

Sales/Inventory (priority bases)

G
roup business m

anagem
ent level

FY2021–2022 FY2023–2024 FY2025 onward

GDP data 
accumulation 

level

Achieve an improved profit/loss 
and balance sheet foundation 
using the same global standards

Sales/Inventory 
(expand bases) …

Sales, inventory, and  
accounting

Peer companies

Range of economic 
indicators

Achieve an increased 
management level by rolling 

out at bases

Effective utilization of data 
Achieve forward-thinking 

management

• Supply chain tracking (Material traceability, etc.)

Global Digital Platform

• Diversity and inclusion
• Work accident management
•  Training and development of 

employees
•  Community involvement and 

development
• Human rights due diligence

Social

…

• Corruption prevention
•  Monitoring audit results and 

revised actions
•  Making rules and regulations 

of KP Group as a whole

Governance

…

•  Emission of greenhouse gases 
(Includes Scopes 2 and 3)

• Reduce electricity usage

•  Recycle toxic and other 
wastes

Environment

…

Collaboration with Kyoto  
University* (planned)

Targets and Image for Each Theme

As-Is

Divided operations/systems/codes in affiliates due to aggressive M&A and 
data collection in Excel files prevents the KP Group from utilizing global data.

To-Be

Realize global digital transformation through GDP, by establishing global unified 
codes and automatically collecting sales, manufacturing, inventory, procurement, 
and environmental information from all affiliates.

Global 
procurement

ESG 
activities

Mgmt. 
accounting 

consolidation
…

HQ

Process
Data

BZ
Process
Data

BZ

M&A

＋ ・・・・

 Global Digital Platform

Global 
procurement

ESG 
activities

Mgmt. 
accounting 

consolidation
…

D
etailed A

nalysis

Data Utilization Platform

Code 
Conversion

AI  
Utilization

Global 
Manufacturing 

status

Global Sales  
status Global 

Procurement 
information

Global Inventory 
status

Global Management 
information

Global Environmental status
(CO2/Water/Energy)

Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ
Process
Data

BZProcess
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ
Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZProcess
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ

Process
Data

BZ

Organizational countermeasures

Raise capabilities of the Information Security 
Committee and other organizations

Human countermeasures

Increase frontline awareness and literacy through 
employee training, etc.

Physical countermeasures

Take measures to strengthen physical security

Technical countermeasures

Introduce IT to strengthen information security

Inform
ation security counterm

easures

　

Corporate Planning, 
Finance, HR & 
Administration

Information Security 
Committee Person in 

Charge

International  
Business Unit

Global Automotive 
Business Unit

Japan  
Business Unit

Corporate Production,  
Supply Chain Management, 

Procurement

Corporate Research 
and Development

Subsidiaries Subsidiaries Subsidiaries

Amagasaki Office
Ono Office

Nagoya Office
Hiratsuka Office
Kanuma Office

Information Security 
Committee ChairSecretariat

Risk Management Committee Internal  
Auditing Dept.

Information Security Committee

*  Professor ISAGAWA Nobuyuki and others  
of the Graduate School of Management

Information Security 
Committee Chair: Chief Information Security Officer

Information Security 
Committee Members: Persons appointed by the heads of each unit

Information Security 
Committee Persons 
in Charge:

Persons in charge of rolling out and implementing 
measures at each unit

IT Strategy

Basic Policy

•  Kansai Paint Group Basic Policy on Information Management
•  Kansai Paint Basic Policy on Information Management

Information Security 
Committee Member

Information Security 
Committee Member

Information Security 
Committee Member

Information Security 
Committee Member

Information Security 
Committee Member

Information Security 
Committee Member

Information Security 
Committee Person in 

Charge

Information Security 
Committee Person in 

Charge

Information Security 
Committee Person in 

Charge

Information Security 
Committee Person in 

Charge

Information Security 
Committee Person in 

Charge
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Environment

Initiatives for the Global Environment

As a company that handles chemicals, we have established “Corporate 
Policies on Environmental Conservation” and have been undertaking 
Responsible Care activities such as appropriate management and 
reduction of environmental load substances. In November 2021, we 
declared that we would aim to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, as 
well as our new Materiality.

Climate change and microplastics are current global issues, and we 
will focus on, and address them as the core of Group-wide management.

Thoughts on Climate Change

Climate change has become an issue of concern for all of humanity, and 
is an issue no one can escape. The Group considers climate change to 
be one of its most important management issues, and following internal 
discussions and interviews with experts from various fields, has declared 
that the entire Group shall work to address this issue. In November 
2021, we announced new Materiality that serves as the core of our 
activities and it includes “Realizing decarbonization” and “Enhancement 
of achieving resource and economic circulation” as initiatives to address 
climate change.

In November 2021, we announced our support for the TCFD. Along 
with climate change initiatives, we will promote information disclosure 

based on the TCFD, and also analyze scenarios, identify risks and 
opportunities, and disclose information. In promoting these initiatives, 
we are examining the impact of climate change on the market 
environment in which the company operates, as well as regional 
characteristics around the world, through industry-academia 
collaboration with Kyoto University.

In our scenario analysis, we assume changes in the market 
environment while considering impacts in the climate change 
countermeasure scenario (1.5°C rise) and the Business-as-Usual 
scenario (4°C rise). Based on these assumptions, we are reassessing 
risks and opportunities in each business unit.

Disclosure Based on TCFD Recommendations

The Group will gradually disclose the 11 recommended disclosure items 
in the TCFD recommendations.

Sustainability and Responsible Care Management System

Since April 2022, we incorporated the Sustainability Promotion Committee 
(Chairman: TOMIOKA Takashi, Executive Officer) into the Corporate 
Governance Committee (Chairman: MORI Kunishi, Representative 
Director of the Board, President), as an activity related to the core of 
management, and established a system to lead Group-wide activities.

Activities conducted by the Responsible Care Committee until now 
have been integrated into the Sustainability Promotion Committee. We 
have also established the Chemicals Management Committee 
(Chairman: TAGIRI Sawane, Managing Executive Officer), which mainly 

conducts activities related to handling chemicals, and the Safety 
Management Committee (Chairman:ARAKI Tsutomu, Executive Officer), 
which mainly conducts safety and health activities in processes ranging 
from production to distribution.

As for sustainability activities, throughout the year we collect and 
analyze ESG data within the Group, identify issues, develop 
countermeasures, get approval from the Exco Meeting, and disclose 
information. Through this process, we carry out the PDCA cycle for our 
activities, achieve Materiality, and contribute to solving social issues.

Previous  
fiscal year

1st quarter 2nd quarter 3rd quarter 4th quarter Next  
fiscal yearApr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

Event

Integrated R
eport and  

other external reports

Internal 
activities

Previous  
fiscal year

Next  
fiscal year

Summary/Overview of results

1st quarter 2nd quarter

Annual activities

3rd quarter 4th quarter

♦  Exco Meeting 
Report (published 
scenario)

•  Previous fiscal year  
results

•  Examples of activities

•  Issue identification – development 
of countermeasures

•  Activity policy for the next year
•  Reflection on medium- to long-term 

activities

•  Internal  
disclosure  
(portal)

•  Debate and summarize within departments
Results ⇒ horizontal deployment plan
Issues ⇒ consider countermeasures ♦ Internal communication

• In-house evaluation
•  Analysis of other companies

♦ Responsible Care Activity Report
(Japan Chemical Industry Association)

♦  Coating Care Activity Report
(Japan Paint Manufacturers Association)

♦ CDP data input

♦  Issuing the Integrated  
Report

♦  Exco Meeting 
Report (article 
summaries)

Intermediate 
results

Intermediate 
results

Intermediate 
results

Summary/
Overview

Report drafting Composition Binding Interview/ 
Evaluation analysis Planning phase Drafting

• Scenario creation
• Report layout

Annual Activity Plan for Sustainability Activities

Planning phase

Management System for Sustainability Activities

Sustainability Promotion Committee

Chemicals Management Committee

Safety Management Committee

Quality & Environment Division

Global Safety, Quality Promotion Department

Risk Management Committee

Exco Meeting

Evaluation Committee

Nomination Committee

Board of Directors

President

Executive Officers

Each Business Unit
Group companies

Information gathering and 
support activities

Internal Directors Outside Directors

Appointments/Audits

Compliance Promotion Committee

Corporate Governance Committee

The following information will be gradually disclosed.

Governance Details Progress

(1)  Oversight by the 
Board of Directors

• Execution management: quarterly progress reports Resolution by the Board of Directors in August 2022

• Short-term plan (1 year): discuss at the time of budget formulation
Resolution by the Board of Directors in August 
2022 (Started in FY2023)

•  Medium-term plan (3 years): discuss at the time of medium-term management plan 
formulation

Resolution by the Board of Directors in August 2022

(2)  Role of management

Important matters such as basic policies for the environment as a whole, including 
climate change issues, are discussed and resolved by the Board of Directors

Resolution by the Board of Directors in August 2022

Board of Directors: manage execution and advise on the bigger picture Resolution by the Board of Directors in August 2022

Exco Meeting: determine and implement executive policies and measures Resolution by the Board of Directors in August 2022

Assignment of a Sustainability Officer Scheduled to be established in FY2023

Establish a permanent sustainability promotion organization Scheduled to be established in FY2023

Category Recommended Disclosure Items Specific Activities Main Means of Disclosure

Strategy

(3) Risks and opportunities
•  Disclose short-, medium-, and long-term climate-related risks and opportunities 

based on the 1.5°C and 4°C scenarios
• Review scenario analysis annually and update disclosures

Integrated Report
Website

(4)  Impact on business, strategic and 
financial planning

• Align strategy with the latest scenario
• Disclose changes in strategies and risks
• Estimate financial impact of changes

(5)  Description of resilience of 
scenario-based strategies • Disclose details of resilience enhancement through supply chain renewal

R
isk m

anagem
ent

(6)  Risk assessment and identification 
process • Identify risks and development of criteria for their impact on the Group

Integrated Report
Website

(7) Risk management process

•  The Sustainability Promotion Committee checks for any significant changes in the 
scenario analysis (for example changes in assumptions due to epidemics, wars, 
disasters, etc.).

•  Company-wide action policy derived from the scenario analysis is discussed and 
resolved by the Board of Directors

•  Action plans of each business unit are deliberated and resolved by the Exco 
Meeting and incorporated into the medium-term management plan and annual 
organization and budget (investment and risk management expenses)

•  The Sustainability Promotion Committee compiles the approved action plans 
every quarter, and reports and discusses them at the Exco Meeting and Board of 
Directors meetings.

•  The Risk Management Committee and the Sustainability Promotion Committee 
share information closely.

Integrated Report

(8)  Whether (6) and (7) integrated into 
comprehensive risk management

Integrated management of (6) and (7)
• Annual budget
• Medium-term management plan

Strategy briefing (Medium-
term management plan)
Integrated Report
Website

Indicators and targets

(9)  Indicators used to assess risks 
and opportunities

•  Gradual disclosure of information related to transition risk, physical risk, climate-
related opportunities, and capital deployment

• Consideration of carbon pricing and compensation
Integrated Report
Website

(10)  Scopes 1 and 2, and if 
applicable, Scope 3 emissions

• Overseas information collection through GDP
•  Improve the scope and accuracy of measurement of raw material information and 

raw material and product logistics information by renewing the Japan supply chain.
•  Negotiate each department’s information sharing and collaborative disclosure with 

external parties (customers, suppliers, logistics, etc.)

(11)  Goals and results used to 
manage risks and opportunities

•  Set targets in annual plans and medium-term management plans, and measure 
and disclose actual results. Integrated Report

Corporate Policies on Environmental Conservation
1.  To supply products after full consideration of their potential impacts on people 

and the environment.
2.  To undertake proactive countermeasures to cope with the potential effects of 

products on people and the environment.
3.  To contribute to society while raising awareness about the environment, safety 

and health.
4.  To disclose and provide information related to the environment, safety and health.

♦―――――――♦
Safety and health inspec-
tions by management

Responding to achievements 
and challenges Share countermeasuresFeedbackAggregate KPIs by 

department
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Conceivable Financial Risks and Opportunities
• Carbon taxes being introduced in various countries as climate change countermeasures
• Capital investment in climate change countermeasures, including review of supply chains
• Improvement in sales and profits through climate change countermeasure products

Impact Term

Classification Specific Example Short Medium Long

Transition risk

Policies and laws • Costs for carbon tax and climate change countermeasures ● ●

Technology
• Restrictions on the use of chemicals in general ● ●

• Raw material supply issues due to material conversion ●

Markets • Changes in our business environment with existing customers ● ●

Reputation • Evaluation of chemical companies ● ●

Physical 
risks

Acute • Impact on the company and supply chain due to abnormal weather, wind, or flood damage ● ●

Chronic • BCP risks due to global warming and rising sea levels ●

O
pportunities

Efficient use of 
resources • Increased opportunities for long-term durable products and services ● ●

Energy sources • New products and services aimed at saving energy in customer production processes ● ●

Products and 
services • New needs related to climate change countermeasures and resource circulation ● ●

Markets • Emergence of new businesses due to changes in industrial structure ● ●

Resilience • Business needs for fields that promote environmental resilience ●

Identification of Risks and Opportunities

We are working to identify risks and opportunities based on market environment scenarios. In the process of assessing the impact on each business 
field, since we have discovered new factors for the market environment, we are improving accuracy while repeating this identification process and 
making corrections to the scenario.

Regional Distribution of Growth Rate of Architectural Paint 
Sales Volume and Overseas Bases

We estimated the changes in architectural paint sales volume by country 
under the Business-as-Usual scenario (4°C) and climate change 
countermeasure scenario (1.5°C). However, there was no significant 
difference between the scenarios, and our estimation results showed 
that countries with high sales volume growth rates will be concentrated 
in the Africa region, mainly due to population growth.

As for architectural paints, the impact of climate change 
countermeasures on the market scale will be limited; therefore, we 
believe it to be necessary to consider secondary changes in needs, 
such as heat countermeasures caused by climate change.

2050 vs 2020

273%

83%

Environment

Climate Change Countermeasure Roadmap

Industry-academia collaboration with Kyoto University

*  Since then, we have made revisions and adjustments for each medium-term management plan.

Each Business Unit

2023
Published in 
the Integrated 
Report

Nov. 2021 May 2022 – Jul. 2022 – Jan. 2023 – Apr. 2023 –

Developing Market Environment Scenarios

In order to publish information based on the TCFD recommendations, 
we have examined the factors that cause change in the market 
environment in which our business operates. In developing our business 
of producing and supplying paints and related services, we must 
consider the environmental changes that may affect items that will be 
painted, namely our customers’ assets and products. This includes a 
wide range of objects, such as automobiles, buildings, infrastructure, 
and industrial products. Therefore, we referenced various scenarios and 

forecasts related to climate change published by different organizations, 
scenarios published by industry organizations, and also scenario 
analyses including risks and opportunities made by customers. In our 
scenario analysis, we decided to draw a vision of society in the market 
environments of each region of the world in 2030 and 2050 in two 
different scenarios, a climate change countermeasure scenario (1.5°C 
rise) and a Business-as-Usual scenario (4°C rise).

Information on Environment and Market Changes
Population trends

Changes in GDP per capita

IPCC Sixth Assessment Report (AR6)

Market trends in various industries

Industry-academia collaboration with Kyoto University

Environmental Forecasting

Social environment forecasting:
Regional population, GDP per capita, impact of climate 
change, prediction of changes in social infrastructure

Market environment forecasting:
Examine factors and contribution rates by market  
and region

Identification 
of risks and 

opportunities

Identification 
of risks and 

opportunities

Confirmation of Scenario Analysis and Identification of Risks and Opportunities in Each Business Unit

The Group provides common market environment scenarios and 
examples of risks and opportunities to business units and Group 
companies, then verifies scenarios in each business environment and 
identifies risks and opportunities. Each business unit responds to risks 

and adjusts strategies based on the identified risks and opportunities, 
then lists up financial impact items, and determines their degree of 
impact. Finally, we identify (list up) and quantify the financial impact on 
the Group.

Industry-Academia Collaboration with Kyoto University

We are promoting initiatives through industry-academia collaboration 
with Kyoto University, with the aim of information disclosure based on 
TCFD recommendations.

In the development process of market environment scenarios in 
scenario analysis, through sessions with FUJIMORI Shinichiro, 
Associate Professor of Graduate School of Engineering (Department of 
Environ mental Engineering), Kyoto University, we have taken into 
account events and economic impacts (impacts on GDP, etc.) that are 
assumed in the climate change countermeasure scenario (1.5°C rise) 
and the Business-as-Usual scenario (4°C rise). In addition, we heard 
opinions from various perspectives on how our lifestyle will change and 
what kind of social environment we will encounter in promoting climate 
change countermeasures, and gained a deeper understanding through 
discussions.

We also use our main business of automotive and architectural paints 
as case studies to simulate changes in the market size for 2030 and 
2050. In that simulation, in addition to forecasts based on conventional 
GDP per capita and population growth, we reflect factors such as the 
impact on GDP from countermeasures against climate change, and the 
impact of various social changes such as changes in people’s travelling 
distance. By doing so, we are examining risks and opportunities due to 
climate change in each of our businesses, quantifying the impact on 
financial indicators, and creating basic data to improve accuracy.

(Industry-academia collaboration with Kyoto University is carried out 
through Kyoto University Original Co., Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Kyoto University.)

Changes in Automobile Sales by Country/Region Changes in automobile sales by country/region were estimated, 
assuming population, GNP per capita, and the various impacts of policy 
and infrastructure changes due to climate change countermeasures, 
under the Business-as-Usual scenario (4°C) and climate change 
countermeasure scenario (1.5°C).

Automobile sales will continue to increase in the future, and 
especially in the climate change countermeasure scenario, there will be 
remarkable increases in Africa and the Asia-Pacific regions.

300

100

200

0

400

2020 2030 2040 2050

Business-as-Usual scenario

Climate change 
countermeasure scenario

■Asia-Pacific A ■Asia-Pacific B ■Latin America ■Africa ■Middle East
■North America ■Europe A ■Europe B ■China ■India ■Japan & Korea

(FY)

(Million units)
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Items and Targets under Consideration for KPCCM2030

Flow of Climate Change Measures

✔ Already applied, confirmed, and managed in past activities
(✔) Application under consideration. Consider setting KPIs such as monitoring and reduction in the future.

FY2030 Targets (Draft) FY2021 Results
Head Office Results

Scope of Application

Head 
Office

Group Companies

Japan Overseas

Initiatives for M
aterialities

Realizing 
decarbonization

Energy consumption 20% reduction (from 2021) 769,919 GJ ✔ (✔) (✔)

Renewable energy ratio 15% or more of energy 
usage rate More than 1% ✔ (✔) (✔)

GHG emissions (Scopes 1 and 2) 30% reduction (from 2021) 39,053 t-CO2 ✔ (✔) (✔)

GHG emissions (unit of production) Under consideration 329 kg-CO2/kg ✔ (✔) (✔)

Improvement of 
QOL Deployment of sustainability products 30% or more of target 

product rate Under consideration ✔ (✔) (✔)

Enhancement 
of achieving 
resource and 
economic 
circulation

Water usage (water intake) 20% reduction (from 2021) 5.4 x 105 m3 ✔ (✔) (✔)

Amount of waste 30% reduction (from 2021) 15,611 t ✔ (✔) (✔)

Usage rate of recycled containers 50% or more Under consideration ✔ (✔) (✔)

Reduction of 
environmental load

Ozone-depleting substances Not handled Not handled ✔

Atmospheric emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) Under consideration 1,899 kg ✔

Atmospheric emissions of sulfur oxides (SOx) Under consideration 4,124 kg ✔

COD emissions Below 2016 results 0.89 t ✔

Soot and dust emissions Below 2016 results 21.9 kg ✔

Amount of lead (Pb) in products sold*1 Continuation of complete 
prohibition

Continuation of prohibition of 
use ✔

Amount of hexavalent chromium in products sold*2 Under consideration Under investigation ✔

Amount of T, X, EB*3 in products sold*4 Under consideration Under investigation ✔

Reduction of nonylphenols*5 in products sold Under consideration Under investigation ✔

While we have diligently worked to reduce hazardous 
substances, we have not achieved our target as we will finish 
substituting some raw materials by the end of 2022 in our 
efforts to abolish nonylphenols.

In terms of ensuring safety and health, in FY2021, we had 
a loss of one workday at the Nagoya Plant and one at the 
Kanuma Plant. Each department took corrective measures, 
such as holding safety conferences, based on details of 
accidents resulting in loss of workdays.

In terms of reducing the environmental load during operation, 
actual energy usage, CO2 emissions, and production volume in 
FY2021 decreased compared to the base year of FY2018. 
However, there was an increase in per unit of production due to 
the rate of change in production volume. We will continue to 
make improvements, in order to achieve optimal energy use for 
the operating conditions, such as by controlling the number of 
operating facilities.

Activities and Targeted Areas FY2021 Targets FY2021 Results Evaluation

Environm
ental and 

Product Safety

Reduction of 
Hazardous 
Substances in 
Products

1. Amount of lead in products sold*1 Complete prohibition of use Maintain prohibition of use Target achieved

2.  Amount of hexavalent chromium in 
products sold*2 87% reduction from the FY2003 level 88.4% reduction from the FY2003 level Target achieved

3.  Amount of T, X, EB*3 in products 
sold*4 Keep below FY2015 results Kept below FY2015 results Target achieved

4.  Reduction of nonylphenols*5 Limit usage to 0.3 t 
Conduct inquiry into elimination by 2022

Usage: 0.32 t 
Conducting efforts into elimination Target not achieved

Environm
ental Safety and H

ealth

Environmental 
Conservation 
Activities

1. ISO 14001 activities Continued implementation Continued implementation Target achieved

2.  Preparation of environmental 
accounting information Continued publication Continued publication Target achieved

3.  Prevention of 
environmental 
pollution

1)  Environmental 
measured values Within standard values Within standard values Target achieved

2)  Security and 
disaster 
prevention

Leakage outside plant premises/fires: 
0 incidents

Leakage outside plant premises/
fires: 0 incidents Target achieved

Health and Safety 
Assurance

1. Number of occupational accidents Accidents involving loss of at least 
one workday: 0 cases

Accidents involving loss of 
workdays: 2 cases Target not achieved

2.  Safety assurance at Group 
companies overseas

Provision of safety education to local 
employees simultaneously with safety 
diagnosis at Group companies 
overseas

Conducted remote safety activities due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic
Safety diagnoses: 6 regions, 20 companies
Safety training: 2 regions, 14 companies

Target achieved

Reduction of 
Operational 
Environmental Load

1.  Energy consumption (per unit of 
production)

2.0% reduction from the FY2018 level
Target: 2,349 kJ/kg

4.8% increase from the FY2018 level
Results: 2,578 kJ/kg Target not achieved

2. CO2 emissions

Per unit of production: 
Production Department 
including incinerators

Maintenance of the FY2018 results 
per unit of production
FY2018 result: 119 kg-CO2/t

6.7% increase from the FY2018 level
Results: 127 kg-CO2/t Target not achieved

Total amount: 
Production Department, 
Technical Department, 
Head Office and so on 
including incinerators

16.4% reduction from the FY2013 level
Target: 36,501 t-CO2

22.6% reduction from the FY2013 
level
Results: 33,814 t-CO2

Target achieved

3.  Waste generated (per unit of 
production)

2.0% reduction from the FY2018 level
Target: 133 kg/t

5.1% reduction from the FY2018 level
Results: 129 kg/t Target achieved

4. Waste recycling ratio Maintenance of 99% or higher Full-year average: 100% Target achieved

U
ser- and C

ustom
er-R

elated 
Environm

ental Safety

Market and 
Environmental 
Safety Activities

1.  Compliance with environmental 
laws and regulations in Japan and 
overseas

•  Entrenchment of a system for 
complying with environmental 
regulations in Japan

•  Consideration and development  
of a system for complying with 
environmental regulations 
overseas in accordance with 
market developments

Compliance with revisions to 
related governmental and 
ministerial ordinances such as the 
Industrial Safety and Health Act 
and the Ordinance on Prevention 
of Hazards Due to Specified 
Chemical Substances, the Export 
Trade Control Order, and 
Poisonous and Deleterious 
Substances Control Act, etc.

Implemen tation 
continuing for 
each item

2.  Environment management system 
enhancement Development of required systems Revision of labelling/SDS system

3.  Product liability complaints: 0 claims 0 claims related to the Product 
Liability Law

Kansai Paint, Kansai Paint 
Sales, Kansai Paint Marine, 
Kanpe Hapio: 0 claims

Environmental Information 
Disclosure

1. Publication of CSR Report
Continued publication Publication of Integrated Report 

(September) Target achieved
2. Publication of Corporate Report

Notes: 1. Amount of lead (Pb): Amount of elemental lead content
 2. Amount of hexavalent chromium (Cr VI): Amount of elemental hexavalent chromium content
 3. Finished products: Includes thinners sold
 4. “T, X, and EB”: Abbreviations for “toluene, xylene, and ethylbenzene”
 5. Nonylphenols: Poly (oxyethylene) octylphenyl ether, Poly (oxyethylene) nonylphenyl ether

Management of  
activity progress

Making activity plans 
for each business unit 

and Group companies

Setting targets  
and KPIs

Making activity  
items list

Selection of  
new Materialities

Current planning phase

Review activities for achieving goals, in response to environmental changes 
and the results of progress evaluations. Confirm at least once a year.

Scheduled to start operations in FY2023

ALES ECO PLAN 2021 (Evaluation of FY2021 Targets and Results)

The ALES ECO PLAN, completion of which was originally intended for 2021, will end with this report. The Sustainability Promotion 
Committee will play a central role in taking over environmental activities, expanding the scope of activities to the entire Group and 
developing new climate change measures.

Kansai Paint Climate Change Measures 2030 “KPCCM2030”

Last year, the Group selected four Materialities, and also 
reconfirmed and announced it would work on these four issues 
with Group companies. These four Materialities include (1) 
Realizing decarbonization, and (3) Enhancement of achieving 
resource and economic circulation, both of which are important 
issues directly linked to the environment. Until now, each 
Group company and organization has individually worked on 
environmental issues that are also important for stakeholders. 
Furthermore, in order to promote these activities effectively, we 
will strengthen Group-wide efforts.

Specifically, we will take the following three steps: (1) We 
will visualize major indexes related to environmental load, as 
well as various information related to sustainability activities 
and measures for Materialities with reference to GRI standards 
and CDP environmental information disclosure items; (2) We 
will set and manage Group-wide targets and KPIs in order to 
deal with Materialities, including environmental issues; (3) We 
will make a specific action plan to achieve each target, 
manage progress, and disclose information.

We will materialize and announce these activities as soon 
as possible in the 17th Medium-term Management Plan.

Environment

Notes: 1. Amount of lead (Pb): Amount of elemental lead content
 2. Amount of hexavalent chromium (Cr VI): Amount of elemental hexavalent chromium content
 3. Finished products: Includes thinners sold
 4. “T, X, and EB”: Abbreviations for “toluene, xylene, and ethylbenzene”
 5. Nonylphenols: Poly (oxyethylene) octylphenyl ether, Poly (oxyethylene) nonylphenyl ether

ALES ECO PLAN 2021 (Evaluation of FY2021 Targets and Results)
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5 
years

10 
years

20 
years

50 
years

100 
years

Time lapse 
(100 years)

19 
times

9 
times

4 
times

Once

Free

Long-term
 durability

Number of
 repaintings

Durability

Enhance the Original Environmental Value of Paint  

Energy inputs Amount of energy used in business activities (production + 
technology + Head Office)

Water resource inputs Amount of water used in business activities (production + 
technology)

CO2 emissions from 
electricity

CO2 emitted from electricity used in business activities 
(production + technology + Head Office)

CO2 emissions from 
fuel and incineration

CO2 emitted from fuel and incineration from business activities 
(production + technology + Head Office)

NOx emissions Amount of NOx emitted from business activities (production + 
technology)

SOx emissions Amount of SOx emitted from business activities (production + 
technology)

Amount of waste 
emitted

Amount of waste (excluding office waste and wastewater) 
generated by business activities (production + technology)

Amount of waste 
recycled

Amount of waste generated by business activities (production 
+ technology) that is recycled

Amount of waste sent 
to final disposal

Amount of waste generated by business activities (production 
+ technology) that has been subject to external intermediate 
disposal and external final disposal

Amount of wastewater 
treated

Amount of water discharged from business activities (production 
+ technology) (amount disposed + amount incinerated)

COD emissions Amount calculated by multiplying the COD concentration in 
wastewater by the amount of wastewater

Chemical substance 
emissions

Amount of substances subject to notification under the PRTR 
system in the Law Concerning the Examination and Regulation 
of Manufacture of Chemical Substances emitted into the 
atmosphere from business activities (production + technology)

CO2 emissions from 
transport operations

Amount calculated from the amount of fuel used for truck 
transportation

R&D and 
Production

Logistics

Use 
(Customers)

CO2 emissions 
from transport 
operations

7,814 t-CO2

Tap water 6.4×104 m3

Groundwater 3.4×105 m3

Industrial 
water 1.4×105 m3

Electric power 4.8×107 kWh

Utility gas 6.0×106 m3

A-grade  
heavy oil 4.2×102 kL

Kerosene 4.9×102 kL

LPG 1.3×102 kL

INPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

When using paint

Amount of waste recycled 15,611 t

Amount of waste sent to 
final disposal 0.4 t

Energy inputs

Water resource inputs

Raw 
Materials 

Purchasing

CO2 emissions 
(Scope 1)

CO2 emissions 
(Scope 2)

NOx emissions

SOx emissions

Amount of waste 
emitted

Amount of 
wastewater treated

COD emissions

Chemical substance 
emissions

17,421 t-CO2

21,632 t-CO2

1.9 t

4.1 t

1.6×104 t

1.0×104 t

0.9 t

0.7×102 t

Paint has three roles: color, protection, and additional functions. Among 
them, “protection” enhances durability of painted objects, and they are 
repainted regularly for protecting their value over the long term.

This repainting entails costs and CO2 emissions. We believe we can 
increase the environmental value of our products by maximizing the 
durability of coating film and developing products with excellent long-
term durability that can reduce the number of repaintings needed.

Paints will continue to be used to protect social assets, such as 
buildings, infrastructure, automobiles, and industrial products.

Protective Functions and Environmental Benefits of Paints

Required number of repaintings
(For 100 years of use and 10 years of durability)

Period of use (100 years)

Durability period (10 years)
–1 = 9 times

We estimated the amount of CO2 emissions during the processes of managing raw materials, 
production, distribution, and use of architectural and automotive paints, which are the main 
products of our business. We found that for architectural paints, 96% of CO2 emissions are from 
raw materials (Scope 3, Category 1), and for automotive paints, 82% is from use of paint (Scope 3, 
Category 11), while 17% is from raw materials (Scope 3, Category 1).

For this reason, along with reduction of emissions in the paint production process (Scopes 1 and 
2), we consider development and deployment of products that can reduce GHG emissions generated 
when using paint, recycling with reduced GHG emissions, identification and consideration of 
switching to green raw materials, to be important issues. As such, we have worked with our 
customers to develop and deploy products that reduce emissions and environmental impact.

We will continue to work with our customers and suppliers to improve the original environmental 
value of our paints by promoting the reduction of GHG emissions and VOCs in addition to their 
“protection” function.

96%
Derived from  
raw materials
676 kg CO2/household

*  Calculated from the standard 
composition ratio in the coatings 
formulation by estimating the 
CO2 emission coefficient of 
each raw material used from 
the IDEA database.

3%
Paint 
production
24 kg

1%
Logistics
8 kg

When using paint
(stand-alone house 
repainting)
*  At architectural paint application, manual 

painting and air drying are the main methods, 
so CO2 emissions are minimal.

17%
Derived from  
raw materials
30 kg CO2/vehicle
*  Calculated from the standard 

composition ratio in the coatings 
formulation by estimating the 
CO2 emission coefficient of 
each raw material used from 
the IDEA database.

1%
Paint 
production
1 kg

Less  
than1%
Logistics
0.2 kg

CO2 Emissions [kg-CO2/vehicle] 82%
Coating 
process
147 kg  
CO2/vehicle

When using paint (automobile production plant) (Scope 3, Category 11)
The automotive coating process (example case) accounts for about 25% of the CO2 emissions of the 
entire automobile production process. About half of this is estimated to be derived from the energy load 
used for booth air conditioning in the primer coat and topcoat application processes. We are collaborating 
with automoble manufacturers, our customers, to shorten the process and reduce the energy load through 
booth air conditioning.

*  Refer to information 
disclosed by the 
Japan Automobile 
Manufacturers 
Association

CO2 Emissions [kg-CO2/vehicle]

When repainting a  
stand-alone house

Per 1 new automobile

Derived from Raw Materials
Repainting (maintenance)

Environment

Materials Balance
Once we accurately grasp and visualize the environmental impact of our 
business activities, we will undertake environmental initiatives by 
continuing to conduct appropriate evaluations and management.

For this reason, we collect energy and environmental load data 
throughout the paint production and supply processes, and use this 
information in activities for reduction.

Until now, information disclosure was limited to the business 
activities at our Head Office. In the future, we will aggregate data for 
each business and each plant within the Group, and expand the 
activities to the entire group.

All paints
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■ Paint manufacturing
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■ Baking oven
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Coating 
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Automobile 
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Wash WashPretreatment
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Environmental 
information 
aggregated 

coverage rate

UnaggregatedUnaggregated

Targets for Reducing Energy Consumption and CO2 Emissions
In order to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, it is necessary to 
(1) reduce energy consumption, (2) switch to energy sources 
that can reduce CO2 emissions (Green Energy Plan), and (3) 
introduce carbon fixation.

Set targets to achieve by 2030 and work toward them as a 
Group.

Water Use
The company pays close attention to appropriate use of water, 
which is important as a recyclable resource, as well as energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions. In the paint manufacturing 
process, a large amount of water is used for (1) raw materials 
for water-based paint, (2) cleaning manufacturing facilities, 
and (3) the process of cooling synthetic resin manufacturing 
facilities. We strive to use tap water, industrial water, and 

groundwater effectively, according to the purpose.
We also observe local regulations and monitor COD and 

other factors to ensure that wastewater used for cleaning does 
not lead to contaminating watersheds with chemical substances.

We will continue to reduce chemical substance emissions 
and water consumption by optimizing various processes, such 
as production and cleaning.

Efforts to Prevent Air Pollution
We have been promoting cleaner exhaust gas by switching 
boiler fuel from heavy oil to city gas, and monitoring SOx, NOx, 
and soot emissions to confirm the effects.

In the future, we will promote conversion of equipment that 
uses fuel oil, and the Group-wide prevention of air pollution.

Waste
We also consider it important to reduce the amount of waste and 
increase the recycling/reuse rate with the aim of “Enhancement of 
achieving resource and economic circulation.” From the viewpoint of 
reducing environmental load, we have been conducting monitoring 
and reduction activities at our business sites according to ISO 
14001. In the future, we will set targets and KPIs, and undertake 
Group-wide activities by sharing best practices in each region.

Reduction of CO2 EmissionsReduction of Energy Consumption

Countermeasures against Climate Change

Green Energy Plan
In November 2021, we announced our aim to achieve carbon 
neutrality by 2050. This is in line with society's calls for a major 
transformation of social infrastructure. As a responsible member 
of society, we will also undertake concrete measures to achieve 
this.

One of these measures is the Green Energy Plan. We will 
review the efficiency of energy used in the company, and work 
to reduce our energy consumption, as well as reconsidering 

our energy sources and shifting to those with lower GHG 
emissions. In Scope 1, when upgrading facilities we will 
change the types of fuel used. We will eliminate equipment 
that uses fuel oil such as heating oil and heavy oil. While we 
cannot stop the use of gas, which is relatively efficient as a 
high-grade heat source, we will explore alternative fuels. We 
will replace Scope 2 power supplies with high-efficiency 
equipment, and promote ZEB and the ZEB Ready standard at 
relatively small-scale color matching centers and sales offices.

Scope 1
Heating oil and heavy oil

Gas

2021

Gas

2030

Alternative fuels

2050

Scope 2 Electricity
Electricity

Green power

Green power

Push forward with conversion of energy supply sources when upgrading facilities

Amount of energy
(1,000 GJ)

Amount of energy
(1,000 GJ)

CO2 emissions
(1,000 t-CO2)

Transformation of Our Energy Mix

* GHGs other than CO2 are not handled in the Group’s business activities.

Reduce energy consumption by 20% (from the FY2021 level)
Reduce CO2 emissions by 30% (from the FY2021 level)

2021  
Integrated Report

32.9%

Initiatives to Reduce Environmental Load

Environment

Head Office +  
Group companies

62.5%

2021 2030

500

0

1,000

(FY)

Green powerElectricityGasFuel oil

（エネルギー消費 1000G））
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Changes in Water Usage
Water intake
(1,000 m3)

600

200

595
647

587 585 553 539

431400

0

800

20% 
reduction

2019 2020 202120172016 2018 2030

Industrial waterGroundwaterTap water

(FY)

Environmental Information Aggregated Coverage Rate
The Group centrally manages environment-related information 
from Group companies, in order to visualize environmental 
load reduction activities and strengthen promotion systems 
throughout the Group.

First, we are promoting information management such as 
information related to energy consumption and CO2 emissions 
(Scope 1 and 2) toward the goal of “Realizing decarbonization.” 
We set the amount of sales to be covered as a KPI and used it 
as an indicator for Group-wide efforts.

The rate was 32.9% in the 2021 Integrated Report, and is 
62.5% this fiscal year. We will also establish a system for 
information coordination within the Group and achieve a 
coverage rate of 90% or more by 2024.

Changes in Waste Volume
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Changes in SOx, NOx, and Soot Emissions
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Restricted-use substances
Law Concerning the Examination and Regulation of Manufacture of Chemical 
Substances, Class I Specified Chemical Substances
Lead compounds
Specified poisonous substances under the Poisonous and Deleterious 
Substances Control Law, etc.

Controlled-amount substances
Act on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons and Control, of Specific Chemicals 
Class I Designated Substances (raw material substances)
Hexavalent chromium compounds
Polyoxyethylene octylphenyl ether
Polyoxyethylene nonylphenyl ether
Substances subject to REACH approval, etc.

In order to constantly monitor leakage of raw materials and paints from 
storage tanks, we are in the process of updating our liquid level sensors 
and systems. As of FY2020, 20% of all storage tanks had been updated.

Training and comprehension tests on static electricity countermeasures 
are conducted periodically for departments that use flammable liquids 
and solids.

Possible risks
•  Contamination of soil, groundwater, and rivers due to leaks from manufacturing 

facilities

• Contamination of soil, groundwater, and rivers due to leaks from storage tanks

• Fires due to static discharge from manufacturing facilities

• Fires due to static discharge from workers

Countermeasures
•  Periodic inspection of manufacturing facilities and storage tanks (general 

safety inspections, environmental safety and health inspections by 
management, etc.)

•  Preparation of manuals, education and training on emergency measures in 
case of leakage

•  Installation and maintenance of emergency response equipment in case of 
leakage

• Preparation of manuals and training for dealing with static electricity

•  Selection and provision of appropriate work clothes, work shoes, and 
protective gloves

• Controls on lighters and other items brought into the workplace

Management of Chemical Substances

As a company that deals with chemicals, and as a company committed 
to reduction of environ mental load, we adopt appropriate handling 
methods and designate prohibited substances whose use is restricted 
due to the risk, in consideration of the hazards and harmfulness of 
chemical substances, in order to ensure the safety and health of our 
customers, Group companies, and employees who handle products and 
raw materials on-site.

We have established a system to ensure proper use of individual raw 
materials. This includes creating a raw material sample manual in our 
company format, and checking whether or not prohibited and/or 
restricted substances are included based on SDS information.

Also, we work to create systems in which we conduct risk 
assessments required by the Industrial Safety and Health Act for safe 
handling when we start handling new raw materials or change the 
handling of existing raw materials.

Biodiversity

We consider the conservation of biodiversity to be an important issue for 
our customers and business activities. In order to prevent the negative 
impact on biodiversity from chemical substances contained in the 
products and raw materials handled, we select manufacturing sites in 
locations that have relatively low impact on biodiversity, such as 
industrial parks, and manage the use of substances that have a 

significant negative impact on the natural environment.
Specifically, since nonylphenol, octylphenol, and other chemicals are 

suspected of being endocrine disrupting substances, their use in new 
products has been prohibited from the very start. We are also working to 
come up with other substances, and will continue to promote efforts to 
conserve biodiversity.

Reduction of Hazardous Chemical Substances
Due to the impact on paint users and manufacturing workers, as well as 
the adverse effects on the environment, we believe it is important to 
comply with laws and regulations regarding the handling of hazardous 
chemical substances, and also consider reduction of their use through 

development of alternative methods and other means. We have 
established management methods for the hazardous chemical 
substances handled, and are striving to reduce the burden by 
formulating targets and recommending the handling amount.

Reduction of Nonyphenyl Ether
Polyoxyethylene octylphenyl ether and polyoxyethylene nonylphenyl 
ether have long been used as key materials in water-based coatings. 
However, since it came to light that these substances are harmful to 
aquatic environments, we have been working to go greener by reducing 
their use in new products, or by switching to less harmful alternatives.

By replacing raw materials that contain these substances, we 
reduced the total amount of both substances shipped as products from 
0.64 tons in FY2020 to 0.32 tons. We will continue working to switch to 
less harmful alternatives with the goal of abolishing the use of raw 
materials that contain these substances in 2022.

Approaches to the Management of Chemical Substances of Concern
In order to ensure the safety and health of our customers and employees 
who use our products and raw materials, as well as to reduce the 
environmental load of our products, we take into consideration the 
hazards and harmfulness of chemical substances, and designate as 
chemical substances of concern those substances whose use in our 
products is prohibited, and those substances whose use in the products 
sold must be controlled ((1) prohibited substance, (2) substance to be 

controlled in the products sold). (1) In order to prevent misuse in 
products, we do not register new raw materials containing prohibited 
substances, and substitute raw materials for those already registered. 
As such, we currently have none in use. (2) We also control the amount 
of substances in the products sold by prohibiting the expanded use of 
these substances in new products, and monitoring and reducing the 
amount of such substances handled.

Manufacturing Plant-related Risk Management for Leaks, Etc.
Paints and their raw materials are made up of many chemical substances, and may involve a risk of leakage from manufacturing and storage facilities. 
Such leaks may have a significant impact on the surrounding environment. In addition, as highly flammable substances are included, we are working to 
prevent fires.

Chemical Substance Management Flow
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Initiatives to Reduce the Amount of Hexavalent Chromium
Hexavalent chromium is used in paints that require corrosion resistance, 
mainly because it protects the steel material from rust corrosion and 
maintains aesthetic qualities of such coated objects. We are working to 
reduce the amount of hexavalent chromium handled by developing 
alternative materials that are less harmful and through other means.

In FY2021, we achieved our target of 7.41 tons, an 88.4% reduction 
from the FY2003 level.

Initiatives to Reduce the Amount of T, X, and EB
Toluene (T), xylene (X), and ethylbenzene (EB) have long been used in 
solvent paints due to outstanding properties such as excellent coating 
film finish and rapid drying time. These substances contained in paint 
are released into the atmosphere in processes from painting to drying; 
therefore, we control the content in the products sold as a way to reduce 
atmospheric emissions.

The amount in FY2021 fell below that of FY2015, and we achieved 
our target of 21,400 tons.

Changes in the Amount of Toluene, Xylene, and 
Ethylbenzene Contained in the Products Sold
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(1) Procurement from responsible (CSR-fulfilling) suppliers
We procure from suppliers who practice the following:
•  Compliance with laws related to chemical substance regulations in Japan and overseas, such as RoHS, ELV, REACH, and the Law Concerning the 

Examination and Regulation of Manufacture of Chemical Substances
•  Cooperation with our survey on chemical substances, etc., contained in products
•  Establishment, maintenance, and improvement of environmental managements system by acquiring ISO 14001 certification, etc.
•  Preservation of soil/water sources/biodiversity
•  Development and manufacture of products with reduced environmental load

(2) Procurement of sustainable materials (products, raw materials, auxiliary materials, parts, etc.)
We will procure the following kinds of materials:
1. Materials that do not contain (or reduce the use of) hazardous substances
2. Materials that take into consideration the conservation of sustainable resources and biodiversity related to the procurement of those resources

• Materials made from reused, reduced, or recycled materials
• Materials made from non-edible biomass
• Materials that reduce the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) such as CO2 in manufacturing, distribution, and use

3. Materials that improve the living standards of producers and the local environment
4. Materials that take into consideration the working environment and human rights of the workers involved
5. Materials that do not infringe on the rights of local residents around the production site, etc.
6. Materials that do not contain conflict minerals mined in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and neighboring countries

Society
Human Resources Strategy

Our Group’s Human Resources Vision

The Kansai Paint Group believes that human resources are 
“treasure” and the source of corporate value. We seek to create 
an environment that enables each individual from a pool of 
diverse human resources to enhance and fully demonstrate 
their abilities in order to survive in an unpredictable time of 
drastic reform and to enable the company to achieve 

sustainable growth. We will promote mutual communication so 
that both employees and the company can grow through 
dialogue, and cultivate a proactive corporate culture, in order to 
achieve our founding spirit of “seeking profits and contributing 
to social development.”

Talent Development Strategy from a Mid- to Long-term Perspective

We are developing talent development strategies with an eye 
to the next 10 years to achieve the founding spirit of pursuing 
profits and contributing to social development. All employees 
embody “Profit and Fairness” and create a virtuous cycle in 

which they can continue creating new value at the forefront of 
our business while experiencing both satisfaction in their job 
and ease of working.

Sustainable Cycle That Maximizes the Value of Human Resources with an Eye to the Next 10 Years

Embody “Profit and Fairness” and aim for talent development that continues creating 
new value at the forefront of our business

System for diverse workstyles
Benefit program that accepts diversity

(balancing work and childcare/treatment/nursing care with work,  
initiatives for LGBTQ, etc.)
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Initiatives for continuous improvement through engagement survey, etc.
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Value of human 
resources
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Union  
Members

Managers

Management

Evaluation system that supports growth and talent development

Evaluation and remuneration that accelerate  
reforms, moderate degree of competition

Diversification of managerial talent

Clear talent 
development model that 

works at every level
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ote  

understanding and em
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Culture 
cultivation

Strategy for Green Procurement and Business Continuity

It is important to maintain a supply chain that can supply our products 
seamlessly, in order to maintain strong relationships of trust with our 
customers in the BtoB business, which is one of our strengths. A 
sustainable supply chain requires green procurement as a future 

countermeasure against climate change, and a procurement strategy for 
business continuity for raw material supply issues that may occur due to 
various causes such as natural disasters and conflicts. We will 
constantly check strengths and make appropriate improvements.

Initiatives for Business Continuity

The stable supply of raw materials is an important issue for business 
continuity, and we are working to address supply issues so that the 
market and customers can use our materials with peace of mind, while 
examining how to increase the value of the products being developed. 

Especially when it comes to newly developed products, we identify the 
supply risks of raw materials used in the development process and 
countermeasures at each gate using our new raw material supply risk 
determination flow, and strive to incorporate countermeasures.

Green Procurement Guidelines
As an initiative for environmental management, the Group has 
established Green Procurement Guidelines based on the company 
Policy for Global Environmental Issues, and has shared it with Group 
companies. Kansai Paint procures materials with the smallest possible 
environmental load from suppliers with excellent environmental 
practices. Giving priority to sustainable global environmental 

conservation, we will practice sustainable procurement with due 
consideration for the global environment.

Sustainable procurement:
Procurement that has the most positive environmental, social, and economic impact 
over a material’s entire lifecycle. It covers products, materials (raw materials and 
auxiliary materials) and parts (purchased parts and subcontracted parts) procured by 
Kansai Paint in its production activities.

Risk  
rank

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Low High

Description  
of counter-
measures

Unnecessary Required

Have we considered alternatives for the  
new raw materials selected?

Assuming there is only one manufacturer, do we have  
multiple plant bases that can manufacture products?

Have we purchased the raw materials under  
consideration from multiple manufacturers?

If purchasing from multiple manufacturers,  
do we have multiple plant locations?

Assuming 1 manufacturer and 1 location, how much  
inventory do we need to supply products?

7

3

4 5

2 1

6

Already implemented

1 plant only There are multiple 
locations

Purchased from a single manufacturer

1 manufacturer/1 location only

Not implemented

Purchased from 
multiple 

manufacturers

There are 
multiple locations

1 year 6 months 3 months

New Raw Material Supply Risk Determination Flow

Environment

Three Key Areas of Talent Development Strategy

The Kansai Paint Group focuses on the following three areas in developing talent over the medium to long term.

Talent development that promotes reform and growth
In order to develop talent that continues creating new value 
while flexibly responding to changes, we take initiatives to 
enhance each employee’s ability. We support employees in 
learning on their own and achieving reform by providing them 
with opportunities to take on challenges while clearly indicating 
a growth path.

Creating an environment where diverse individuals can 
play active roles
We strive to create an environment where talent with diverse 
skills, experiences and values can play active roles by striking 
a balance between job and childcare, treatment or nursing 
care, and taking initiatives for LGBTQ. We will support each 

individual in fully demonstrating their ability, and strengthen the 
organization’s competitiveness by combining the diverse 
abilities of each individual.

Strengthening relationship of trust based on mutual 
benefit and continuous improvement
We are making efforts to further strengthen the relationship of 
trust between employees and the company so that employees 
can understand the company’s philosophy and vision and work 
with pride and satisfaction in their job. By regularly evaluating 
the effectiveness of the various implemented measures, we will 
analyze the current issues and make continuous improvements 
in building relationships that enable employees and the 
company to mutually promote medium to long-term growth.
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Diversity and a Strong Two-way Relationship 
of Trust: The Key to Group Transformation 
and Growth

Message from the General Manager of HR and Administrative Division
To push forward with Group transformation and growth from a medium- to long-term perspective, we are focusing on structural 
reform in Japan. In the future, we will take the experience and know-how gained in Japan and extend those things globally in a way 
that benefits the individual countries involved, to drive our Group forward. The following is a summary of our initiatives in Japan.

Specific initiatives to strengthen and continuously improve relationships of trust through two-way engagement

Fixed-point observation through engagement surveys and 
improvement measures
The mutual relationship of trust between the company and employees 
has been regularly assessed through engagement surveys, which were 
launched in FY2020. In FY2021, 2,117 out of 2,353 employees 
belonging to Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. and Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd. 
took part in the survey (for a response rate of 90%). We will continue to 

observe the effects of existing measures from a fixed point of view, 
strengthen the two-way relationship that forms the foundation for 
enhancing corporate value, and implement improvement measures. In 
FY2022, we also launched the Culture Cultivation Project as a new 
project. We will continue to promote a range of initiatives from a 
medium- to long-term perspective to cultivate and establish a corporate 
culture as a Great Company.

Concrete initiatives to create an environment where diverse individuals can play an active role

Counseling before maternity leave and before returning to 
work to further strengthen career development support 
according to women’s life plans
Since the second half of FY2019, female employees who are about to 
take maternity leave or return to the workplace have been offered 
counseling with a career consultant from the HR Department and their 
immediate supervisor. When returning to work, career and life plans are 
examined from a medium- to long-term perspective. By coordinating 
employees’ ideas about their workstyles and what they want to achieve 
in the future with their supervisors, we are creating a comfortable 
working environment and a career path tailored to individual employees, 
while at the same time facilitating a smooth return to the workplace.

Supporting the career development of human talent working 
in different environments
Since FY2021, a “comeback system” has been in place that enables the 
rehiring of employees who have left the company due to marriage, 
pregnancy, childcare, nursing care, spouse transfer, or any other reason 
approved by the company. The system helps those employees whose 
career was interrupted temporarily take their first step toward rebuilding 
their careers.

Moreover, we will promote the development of an environment in 
which more diverse people with various talents are respected and can 
play an active role, regardless of their attributes, by balancing medical 
treatment and nursing care with work, promoting diversity including 
LGBTQ and so on.

● In addition to the initiatives introduced above, a range of other support systems have been established.

Before/during maternity leave During childcare leave After returning from childcare leave
●  System/procedural briefing before 

maternity leave/childcare leave
●  Counseling before maternity leave
●  Financial planning seminars
●  Maternity assistance payments from  

the Mutual Benefit Association

Systems related 
to childbirth and 
childcare

Other systems

● Career training (online)
● Counseling before returning to work

● Childcare support service
●  Contracts with company-led 

daycare centers
●  Incentives for early return to 

work after childcare leave
● Selectable short working hours

●  “Comeback system”
● Nursing care leave
●  Remote working, 

Flexible hours

Society

Frontline employees: The source of value creation

We believe frontline employees are the key factor and the 
source of corporate value creation for the Group to compete 
fairly and squarely as a true global company while seeking 
profits and contributing to social development. The Group has 
always sought to be an attractive and competitive corporate 
entity with a focus on people, working to develop human talent 
that can respond flexibly to the changing times.

Diverse human resources and transformations with 
full participation are essential for further growth

In order for the Group to achieve the Growth Strategy of Good 
to Great, we must focus on acquiring more diverse people than 
ever before from a medium- to long-term perspective. In 
particular, we consider diversification of the talent responsible 
for management as one topic that should be addressed as 
soon as possible. In addition to acquiring talent from outside 
the company, Kansai Paint revised and disclosed its executive 
remuneration system from May 2022. Also, since we reformed 
the HR system completely, it is necessary to quickly create an 
environment in which all Group employees can engage in 
challenges and transformations with full participation and aim 
to achieve the Growth Strategy.

Contribute to the Growth Strategy by rebuilding 
the talent development strategy

Based on this intention, we are rebuilding a talent development 
strategy that enables diverse individuals to play an active role 
over the next 10 to 15 years. Specifically, we have 
reestablished a clear vision for talent development and a 
training system that works at every level, and we are reviewing 
the evaluation system to promote employee growth and 
mindset reforms. To achieve a shift to a “Great Company,” we 
must acquire and develop as many talented individuals as 
possible—people who embody our idea of “Profit and 
Fairness,” and who can continue to create new value at the 
forefront. I believe that by applying the expectations the 
company has of individual employees to a consistent vision 
and concrete system, we will encourage all employees to work 
together in the same direction. This will lead to business 
growth and transformation of the entire company.

Initiatives for diversity—Achieving a comfortable 
working environment and securing managerial talent

While we have positioned initiatives for diversity as an 
important management issue to further boost the 
competitiveness of the Group, we are working to analyze 
personnel data of Group companies, including overseas Group 
companies, and to review various systems. Recently, in 
addition to promoting women’s empowerment in Japan, we 
have promoted diverse workstyles, moving toward a system 
that emphasizes diversity and inclusion. In addition to creating 
a comfortable working environment for employees through 
these initiatives, we aim to further secure diverse people who 
can contribute at the managerial level.

Maximizing value provided by human resources 
through mutual engagement

Building a sustainable talent development strategy from a 
medium- to long-term perspective is essential, but it is not 
enough. It is vital for management and employees to have a 
deep mutual understanding of company policy and the thinking 
of frontline employees. The Kansai Paint Group defines the 
term “engagement” as “the trust between the company and 
employees” not “employee satisfaction,” believing that trust 
should be a two-way rather than one-way street.

The first important point in executing the strategy is thoughtful 
communication between the company and employees. This 
should concern, for example, what the company should aim for, 
how the company would like the employees to be, and what 
should be done for making them realize these goals. It is also 
extremely important to check regularly whether the relationship 
between management and employees has been strengthened. 
Regularly reviews such as employee surveys should be carried 
out to measure fairness and enhance inclusiveness. We are 
utilizing the results from the surveys to make improvements. 
Rather than one-way accountability, we will continue to make 
every effort through a range of initiatives to ensure that our 
frontline employees can relate to management in a meaningful 
way, working in a comfortable environment with pride and 
enthusiasm. As a Group, we will seek profits and contribute to 
social development by maximizing the value provided by our 
human resources.

TAKADA Hideo
Executive Officer
General Manager of HR and Administrative Division

Specific initiatives for diversification and talent development to promote transformation and growth

To achieve the Group’s Growth Strategy and respond to ever-changing 
market needs, we are recruiting a diverse range of human resources in 
many different fields. By acquiring talent from outside with a Group 
management perspective, we will promote swift transformation as a Group.

New HR system for managers
— To become a strong company where employees can play an active role 

regardless of age

A new HR system adopting job description was introduced in FY2022 for 
managers in managerial positions. After clarifying the roles required of 
each employee through a detailed job description, a modulated system of 
evaluation, remuneration, as well as a possible promotion or demotion, 
are applied according to the degree to which the role is performed. We 
aim to be a strong company where employees can play an active part in 
their expected roles regardless of age by utilizing an effective cycle 
connected with an age limit system for managerial personnel and a 
reemployment system centering on the new HR system.

Strengthening the Performance Improvement Committee to 
tackle company-wide issues
Set up in FY2020, the Performance Improvement Committee works to 
resolve issues across the company from the bottom up. The participants 
themselves identify and handle internal issues necessary to improve 
business performance, which raises their perspectives and broadens 
their horizons. We have seen a number of people who have significantly 
improved their abilities. In the second term from FY2022, we have 
replaced committee members and themes and made some improvements 
to the organization. We will improve the Group’s competitiveness and build 
a foundation for transformation with a more dynamic and agile structure.

Company Vision

New HR system 
cycle connected  

to all systems

a strong company is created in which employees  
can play an active role 

regardless of age under the required roles with the right 
evaluation, remuneration, promotion, or demotion

A
Job grading 

system

B
Job 

description

C
Evaluation  

system

D
Remuneration 

system/Promotion  
or demotion

By moving through  
the cycle

•E
Age limit system for 

managerial personnel/
Reemployment system
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Please tell us about the background for 
setting up the committee.

KASAMATSU: The 
company faced certain 
issues such as the fact 
that managements’ 
strategy was not being 
communicated clearly to 
the workplace, so there 
was a lack of ideas and 
purpose connecting 
management with 
employees. The committee plays a vital role in connecting 
what management thinks the company vision should be and 
what employees think it should be. The committee was formed 
with the aim of making people’s work easier, and was based 
on 10 basic rules such as adopting good ideas regardless of 
age, experience, gender, or nationality, and thinking and acting 
on how to improve and solve problems.

MITA: In one month, we 
received 6,912 responses 
from many different 
employees on issues 
within the company. It 
was a big job to collate all 
the responses and sort 
them into categories. 
Teams were formed on 
Supply Chain, Technical, 

Sales, Quick Win (Issues that can be solved easily) and Llogic 
(systems spanning the entire company, etc.), with improvements 
made mainly through digital transformation. While promoting 
activities, we felt the necessity and importance of ”Change 
Management (change of the corporate culture),” which we also 
continue to promote.

Please tell us about the talent 
development.

KITAHARA: In terms of a policy for developing talent, the 
committee emphasized improving skills and changing 
mindsets. I think the committee was set up because of the 
president’s belief that to develop human talent, you must first 
have experience dealing with difficult situations.

Frank and open discussions, even with external partners 
and people in departments with whom there was no previous 
connection, lead to results far beyond expectations. Through 
such experiences, the mindset in which there is an 
overwhelming concern with failure has diminished among 
committee members. There is now a greater understanding 
that even if something goes wrong, if next time you can make 
use of what you learned, then the experience was not a failure 
by any means.

In a recent internal 
survey, many employees 
responded that they 
were looking forward to 
the changes brought 
about by digital 
transformation, and they 
were excited about 
them. I feel the number 
of people who view 
change positively is gradually increasing.
MITA: The Performance Improvement Committee was 
established with the full support of the president and top-level 
management, but I feel it was hugely significant that practical 
matters were not enforced from the top down from the 
perspective of talent development. Instead, employees were 
encouraged to experience the difficulties and problems from 
the bottom up.

Talent Development 
Performance Improvement Committee

What is the Performance Improvement Committee?

Roundtable with First-term Members of the Performance Improvement Committee

KASAMATSU 
Nobushige Performance Improvement Committee Manager

MITA 
Atsushi

Performance Improvement Committee  
Supply Chain Team Leader

KITAHARA 
Arisa Performance Improvement Committee Secretariat

We talked with three people who worked in the 
Performance Improvement Committee.

Achievements and Future Initiatives

•  Systems were introduced centered on engineering chain management and supply chain management, with work flow 
improvements and automation processes launched.

•  With the aim of creating a infrastructure for Kansai Paint to overcome the 2025 Digital Cliff and grow significantly, the committee 
will continue its second-term activities from April 2022 and launch new projects.

Activities

Planning phase
(Six months from April 2020)

•  Gathered feedback from all employees about issues in the workplace. Issues were identified from 
approximately 7,000 feedback cases and then summarized into 10 themes.

Implementation phase
(October 2020 to  

March 2022)

•  Groups were divided into six teams by area and theme, and improvement activities were carried out.
•  Talented individuals familiar with practical operations, such as sales, technology, and manufacturing, were 

chosen.
•  A joint execution team was formed with support from IBM Japan, Ltd. in the project and IT fields where 

Kansai Paint seeks to improve.
•  Aspects of talent development: Through activities, members gained an understanding and built experience 

on how to improve profits, and how to develop their capabilities and cultivate organizational skills.

April 2020 to March 2022
Performance Improvement 

Committee’s first term

From April 2022

Performance Improvement Committee’s second term
(introduction of core systems)

Culture Cultivation Project

CID Project

We teamed up with IBM Japan, Ltd. for guidance and support on how to think and proceed in our underperforming field of IT, as well as 
in project management, theme assessments, and formulating grand designs, etc.

I have been involved in many reform projects, but for 
me, the feature that best represents Kansai Paint’s 
Performance Improvement Committee is its practicality. 
There are many forms of training, from working at a desk 
to working in groups, but it is rare to have an actual 
reform project carried out from the theme selection stage 
with an emphasis on bottom-up feedback. The project 
proceeded with members assigned in practice regardless 
of the department and the role where they were originated 
from, so we also learned a lot!

Even though it is a bottom-up activity, the activity must 
aim to create benefit for both workers and managers if it 
involves investment. Maintaining these two perspectives 
was a challenge for both the members and for us, who 
were supporting them. Lengthy discussions, not only on 
the need for just a superficial system but on how far 
activities could go in terms of contributing to business 
performance, enabled us to raise our point of view. The 
committee is lucky to have leadership role models, and I 
am sure that it will also help provide a model for the 
development of the next generation of leaders.

Mr. IWASA
IBM Japan, Ltd.
Performance 
Improvement Committee
Project leader

Ms. YOSHIDA
IBM Japan, Ltd.
Performance 
Improvement Committee
Project manager

To communicate and promote the 
committee’s activities throughout the 
company, information is shared by 
means of videos and activity reports 
several times a year, and in a newsletter 
column twice a week, and improvements 
are made through a survey on activities 
regularly taking place.

The Performance Improvement Committee’s Objectives

What to change

Present Future

To make people’s work easier

Increases sales

Increases competitiveness to maximize profits

Reduces costs

Centrally manage information from across the company, 
organizing it in a way that is easy to use

Produces time for new activities

Value-added work 
(improved sales, 
cost reductions, 

etc.)

Routine work 
(ordering, accounting, 

handling of 
complaints, etc.)

From routine work to 
strategic work that 

creates intrinsic 
value

Investing person-hours into work 
that creates value

SHIFT

Streamlining

Human 
resource 

investment

Human 
resource 

investment

Q.Q. Q.Q.

Society

This is Kansai Paint’s first attempt at taking a bottom-up 
approach to formulating a vision for the company, based on 
ideas identified from a company-wide survey. A total of 
approximately 80 people (in their 20s to 50s) participated and 
worked together with IBM Japan, Ltd. over two years from April 
2020 with the goal of making people’s work easier.
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I joined Kansai Paint in 2018 as a mid-career hire. I was assigned to the Internal Auditing 
Department, where I am involved in efforts to strengthen the governance of Group 
companies through internal audits.

The internal audits have focused on the risk management systems of Group 
companies. The companies being audited and related parties may initially have been 
confused by viewpoints that differed from traditional ones, but I feel that they understand it 
is necessary to become a Great Company and they are cooperating toward this end. My 
previous job was also in an audit-related industry. It is a job where the schedule can be 
quite erratic depending on the situation of the company being audited, and there also 
tends to be quite a large difference in workload between peak and off-peak periods. As I 
got used to the situation, I think I got better at switching on and off. I think it is good if you 
can find a hobby you can enjoy even for short periods, and when you have free time you 
can immerse yourself in it.

Currently, there are many things that need to be addressed while considering a range 
of factors, and I think it will be important to cooperate with people with diverse skill sets 
and experiences. If employees can take advantage of their own strengths, work together 
to overcome each other’s shortcomings, and work while gaining new insights, then I think 
that is best for everyone.

I joined the company as a technician in 2002, following graduation from university. After 
serving in a department responsible for car color design, I started working in a customer 
team. I married my husband, who joined the company at the same time as me, and we 
had our first child in 2006. After returning to work, however, I found it difficult to balance 
my job with childcare, which was something I was not used to. I gave birth to my second 
child in 2009, but as my husband was also working hard in a busy department I was 
feeling exhausted both professionally and privately. After talking with the company, I was 
transferred in 2011 to my current department, where I find it much easier to balance my 
work. Before the birth of our third child, it was decided that my husband would be 
stationed in India. I was worried about giving birth and raising our children because my 
husband was working in a different country, but I took childcare leave for about a year and 
a half, and even after returning to work I managed to find some time with the help of 
people in the office. The analysis work that I currently do is an important job related to 
maintaining and improving the quality of our products. When the responses I get from 
dialogue with colleagues and related departments are useful to the company and 
customers, I feel very rewarded, and it makes my work more and more enjoyable. I am 
highly motivated to accumulate data through the work I do and pass it on to the next 
generation. I can also see my children joining the company in the future, when they may 
benefit from the work being done now (but my children probably feel a little bit differently!)

I joined the company as a new graduate in 2010. Not only was it a challenge for me, as 
someone who needed to get used to working in Japan, but I think it was also a challenge 
for the company in hiring an international student for the first time. After joining the 
company, I was involved in research on the technology, development, and production of 
automotive coatings (topcoat and electrodeposition). Now I am in the Technical Strategy 
Department, where I am looking at future areas of business for the company. I work hard 
every day to match the targets and Materiality topics the company has set with the 
technologies we have developed. Kansai Paint celebrated its 100th anniversary in 2018. 
To survive as a company that is needed in the next 100 years, that is my challenge now.

Management Generation

Working Generation

Formative Generation

Future Initiatives Developed by the Performance Improvement Committee Employee Comments from Different Generations

KITAMURA Sachiko
Director of Internal Auditing Department

TANIGUCHI Yukari
R&D Division 
Analytical Center, No. 2 Dept.

Nazrul Izam Zamani
Technical Planning and Administrative 
Division, Technical Strategy Department

Strengthening the relationship through mutual engagement: Culture Cultivation project

First, please tell us why the Culture 
Cultivation Project was launched and the 
issues it seeks to address.

Since 2020, I have been working as a member of the 
Performance Improvement Committee. Within the committee, 
I am in charge of Change Management, which targets 
changing employees’ awareness and culture. To make 
employees outside the committee understand the purpose 
and content of the reforms aimed at by the committee, we 
have planned and implemented communications internally 
while devising ways and the timing to share information. 
Through our activities, I sometimes felt that it would be 
difficult to achieve the transformation we are aiming for if we 
continued to work as an extension of the traditional ways of 
working. With a history of more than 100 years, the Group 
naturally has a good culture, but there are also areas that 
need to be changed in line with the times and our goals. To 
realize our strategy of moving from Good to Great, we 
thought that all employees need to understand the company’s 
direction so that they can embrace it as their own. This 
project, which has cultivated a type of Change Management, 
plays a part in connecting management and employees by 
seeking to strengthen the relationship of trust between the 
two.

How did you feel when it was decided 
you would join the project?

To be honest, I could not believe I had been given such an 
important role, and I still cannot quite believe it! I heard that 
the company was going to be transformed with the committee, 
but I thought it was progressing at a scale and speed beyond 
my imagination.

What motivates you about  
this project?

When working with the committee there were times when I felt 
frustrated because the message we sent could not be interpreted 
properly within the company. So I felt a sense of worth in getting 
people from across the entire company involved to proceed with 

Q.Q.

Q.Q.

the project. I would like to play a role similar to that of a bridge 
that promotes two-way communication between management 
and employees, so that employees can get more involved in 
reforms to improve profits and contribute to society through our 
business. Looking not only at the present but also at the future, I 
would like to create an environment where everyone can work 
more actively and purposefully, more than they have ever done 
before, so that we can become a Great Company for our co-
workers as well.

What would you like to achieve with this 
project?

I would like to help create a workplace where everyone can 
share the company’s vision and feel a sense of pride and 
satisfaction with their work. I will work through this project so 
the management and employees can share the vision and 
build stronger relationships and in 10 years realize that we 
have become a Great Company. In the process, I hope to grow 
into a leader who actively solves issues and moves things 
forward while having the management perspective and 
knowledge of the purpose and expectations of technology and 
development.

And finally, what are your thoughts now 
that you have been involved in this 
project?

I believe that creating a good culture is essential for making a 
better company. I had never really been conscious of corporate 
culture before, but when I think about it now, I believe that it is 
something very profound and complex. And it is only the first 
time that I have really come across it, as ever since joining the 
company I have been involved in research and development.  
I often get puzzled, but my mind is quickly opening up to more 
ideas.

I also think that this project plays a part in promoting 
younger employees, an objective of the 17th Medium-term 
Management Plan. The success of this project will pave the 
way for the next generation, so I think I have an important role 
to play from this point of view also.

Q.Q.

Q.Q.

In the 17th Medium-term Management Plan, the 
period up to 2024 has been defined as the 
stage of the company’s transfor mation, with 
efforts actively being made to strengthen not 
only our business but also our manage ment 
infrastructure. The project will be addressing 
the company from a medium-to long-term 
perspective to grow the culture that will 
contribute to the acceleration of transformation 
across departments such as the digital 
transformation and human resource systems.

ITO Takanori
Culture Cultivation Project,  
Corporate Planning Division

Joined the company as a technician. 
Participated in the Performance 
Improvement Committee from 2020  
after working on product development in  
the new business areas.

I want to make it a project in 
which we realize that we have 
become a Great Company 
10 years from now

Q.Q.

Society
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Governance
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Audits
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Internal  
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Appointments/
dismissals
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Board of Directors

Audit & Supervisory Board

Internal Audit & 
Supervisory 

Board members

Internal Directors 
of the Board

Outside  
Directors

Outside Audit & 
Supervisory 

Board members

President

Evaluation Committee

Nomination Committee

Exco Meeting

Corporate Governance Committee
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Risk Management Committee

Executive officersInternal 
Auditing Dept.Auditor

General Meeting of Shareholders

Sustainability Promotion Committee

Chemicals Management 
Committee

Safety Management 
Committee

Information 
gathering and 

support activities

Each  
business unit

Group 
companies

Basic Approach to Corporate Governance

Based on the Kansai Paint Group’s Mission Statement within our 
Corporate Philosophy, “we leverage superior technology to contribute to 
our Customers and Society, in a sustainable manner, with innovative 
Products and Services, through a competent workforce, built on a 
culture of Customer Focus, Integrity and Respect to our Stakeholders,” 
we are working to enhance our mid- to long-term corporate value. To 
this end, with the recognition that enhancing corporate governance is an 
important management task, we are striving to establish a corporate 
governance organization as described below, in order to establish a 

highly sound, transparent, and efficient management system, including 
fulfilling the management’s responsibility and accountability toward the 
shareholders and other stakeholders.

For details:  Policies and initiatives concerning the 
corporate governance code (Japanese only) 

https://www.kansai.co.jp/ir/governance/policy/pdf/
gover20220630.pdf

Management System and Business Execution System

Board of Directors
•  The Board of Directors monitors the business performance, status of 

execution, and progress of the medium-term management plan on a 
quarterly basis, and also deliberates on management policies and 
important matters stipulated in laws and regulations, the articles of 
association, and the Articles of incorporation and Board of Directors 
regulations.

•  The composition of the Board of Directors is well-balanced in terms of 
diversity, including gender and international perspectives, and its 
members possess the knowledge and abilities necessary to effectively 
fulfill their responsibilities. The term of each director is one year, and 
they are elected at the annual General Meeting of Shareholders.

Audit & Supervisory Board
•  Audit & Supervisory Board members attend Board of Directors 

meetings and other important meetings, and state their opinions as 
necessary. They also conduct audits of business execution by 
directors, by inspecting important documents and holding interviews 
regarding the status of the execution of duties, among other matters, 
as necessary.

•  Audit & Supervisory Board members meet regularly with auditors to 
exchange opinions and information, and request reports from the 
auditors as necessary.

*  The Audit & Supervisory Board confirms that the auditing methods of 
the auditors and the investigation results are appropriate.

Exco Meeting
•  In order to further ensure the separation of supervisory and executive 

functions, issues related to management strategies and decisions on 
important executive matters and policies are made by the Board of 
Directors after deliberation by the Exco Meeting, which is led by the 
Representative Director and President, and other executive officers.

Accounting Auditor
•  We have entered into an audit contract with KPMG AZSA LLC for 

audits related to the Companies Act and the Financial Instruments and 
Exchange Act, including internal control audits based on the Financial 
Instruments and Exchange Act.

Discretionary Advisory Committees
Evaluation Committee

The committee works to improve the effectiveness of the Board of 
Directors by conducting self-evaluations of the operation of the 
Board of Directors, performance evaluations of directors and 
executive officers, and deliberations on issues such as the 
appropriate remuneration for directors and executive officers.

Nomination Committee
In submitting candidates for the position of director to the annual 
General Meeting of Shareholders, the Board of Directors decides 
whether to appoint candidates following deliberations by the committee.

Changes in Our Corporate Governance System

In order to contribute to our sustainable growth and the enhancement of 
our mid- to long-term corporate value, and also to ensure the mutual 
prosperity of various stakeholders, including shareholders, employees, 
customers, business partners, and the local community, we will continue 

working to strengthen corporate governance while adapting to revisions 
to various laws, regulations, and listing rules, as well as changes in the 
economic environment.

Corporate Governance Chart (As of July 2022)

Outside director Internal director Outside Audit & Supervisory 
Board member

Internal Audit & Supervisory 
Board member

Body Board of Directors Meeting Evaluation Committee Nomination Committee Audit & Supervisory Board

Composition
8 ( 5 internal directors and  

3 outside directors)
Outside directors include one 
female and one non-Japanese 
person

8 ( 3 internal directors, 3 outside directors,  
2 outside Audit & Supervisory Board 
members)

5 ( 3 outside directors,  
2 outside Audit & 
Supervisory Board 
members)

4 ( 2 internal Audit & 
Supervisory Board 
members, 2 outside 
Audit & Supervisory 
Board members)

Record of 
meetings held 
in FY2021

17 times  
(once a month in principle)

Twice
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the Board of 
Directors (May 28, 2021)
Details of executive performance evaluation, 
compensation, etc. (June 28, 2021)

Once  
(February 28, 2022)

16 times
Meetings were held at least 
once a month in principle.

Chairman ChairmanChairman

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Organization 2011
Introduced an executive officer system

2016
Held an 
Evaluation 
Committee 
meeting

2017
Held a Nomination 
Committee meeting

2021
Reorganized into a 
6-unit structure

Composition 
of the Board 
of Directors

2011
Reduced the number of 
Board of Directors 
members from 20 to 11

2013
Appointed one outside 
director

2015
Appointed two outside 
directors (including one 
female outside director)

2017
Shortened the term of 
the Board of Directors
from two years to one 
year

2019
Appointed three outside directors (including one 
female outside director and one non-Japanese 
outside director)
Outside directors account for 1/3 of all the Board of 
Directors

Remuneration 
system

2015
Introduced a 
performance-linked 
remuneration system 
using the shareholding 
association

2017
Introduced a performance-linked, stock-based remuneration 
system (trust-type) in place of the system introduced in 2015

2022
Revised the 
executive 
remuneration 
system

Others

2015
Formulated and disclosed our policy 
and initiatives concerning the 
Corporate Governance Code

2018
100th anniversary
Renewed our Corporate Philosophy

2021
Organized Sustainability 
Promotion Committee 
and Compliance 
Promotion Committee

Corporate Governance

Management of Group Companies

•  We have appointed a person to be in charge of each 
subsidiary, and dispatched executives and employees to 
serve as directors of subsidiaries if necessary. We have a 
system in place to ensure the efficiency of the execution of 
duties by the directors of subsidiaries by confirming that 
subsidiaries are fully informed of our policies and other 
matters in cooperation with the person in charge.

•  For issues that may have a significant impact on the 
management of subsidiaries, the person in charge reports to 
the Board of Directors. If necessary, the Board of Directors 
decides on policies through resolutions.

•  We strive to share and foster the Corporate Philosophy, and 
encourage executives and employees at subsidiaries to act 
with high ethical standards and strive to establish a 
trustworthy management system.

•  In order to ensure the legality, appropriateness, and efficiency 
of the operations of subsidiaries and to support the 
establishment of internal controls, the Internal Auditing 
Department conducts regular internal audits of subsidiaries in 
cooperation with the relevant departments, and reports the 
results to the Representative Director of the Board, President, 
Audit & Supervisory Board members, and the Board of 
Directors of the company as needed.
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Main Details of Deliberations by the Board of Directors Meeting in FY2021

In addition to the regular resolutions, focused discussions are 
held on the following matters related to management strategy 
and business implementation.
•  Formulation of the 17th Medium-term Management Plan
•  Revision of the HR system
•  Revision of the executive remuneration system

•  System and strategies related to the promotion of 
sustainability

•  Various measures related to financial strategies
•  Updating company-wide regulations
•  Business strategies and plans including supply chain renewal, 

and entering into and expanding the EC field

Initiatives to Improve the Effectiveness of the Board of Directors Meeting

In order to verify whether the Board of Directors is functioning effectively 
to “achieve sustainable growth and enhance our corporate value over the 
mid- to long-term,” and to work to improve that function, the Evaluation 
Committee evaluates the effectiveness of the Board of Directors every 
year. The extracted issues and proposals for improvement are shared at 

Board of Directors meetings, materialized for improvement and reform, 
and implemented. The results are then further evaluated and checked 
continuously by the Evaluation Committee, chaired by an outside director 
through a PDCA cycle aimed at improving the Board’s function.

Evaluation Method

In the evaluation for FY2021, a self-evaluation questionnaire* with 
detailed questions based on the following major items was conducted 
for all directors and Audit & Supervisory Board members, excluding 
representative directors.

Major items
■ Composition of the Board of Directors meetings
■  Management of deliberations of the Board of Directors meetings
■  Functions of the Board of Directors meetings
■ Operation of advisory committees
*  Self-evaluation questionnaire: comprising 27 items, with free format, in addition to 

quantitative evaluation on a 5-point scale for each question

Status of Deliberations by, and Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Board of Directors Meeting

Summary of Evaluation Results (Status of the PDCA Cycle)

Policy and Procedure for Executive Remuneration

Composition of Executive Compensation (FY2022)

Summary 
through  
FY2020

•  The composition of the directors is well-balanced, including from the perspectives of diversity.
•  The evaluation results confirmed that the evaluation score for the comprehension of outside officers had improved dramatically, due to 

measures taken to improve the Board of Directors meeting materials and contents of explanations; the issue regarding the proceedings of the 
Board meetings had been resolved; and, the Board of Directors had contributed to clarification of the positioning of individual proposals within 
the overall strategy.

Challenges

In order for the effectiveness of the Board of Directors to further improve its function, it is necessary to have opportunities for more 
detailed discussions on highly strategic projects that should be focused on with a mid- to long-term perspective, such as 
implementing growth strategies and building the medium-term management plan. It is also essential to have discussions regarding 
training and succession plans from a management perspective, including the portfolio strategy, governance, and global 
management.

FY2021 plan
PLAN

•  Further increase opportunities for discussions, in order to collect diverse and expert opinions regarding highly strategic themes, prior to 
resolutions of the Board of Directors meeting.

•  Actively create opportunities to utilize the skills of outside officers. Promote the managerial talent development program.

Initiatives for 
FY2021
DO

•  Increase opportunities to discuss growth strategies, the 17th Medium-term Management Plan, and the improvement of governance, and 
deepen the discussions. 
Specific examples: “HR system/ talent development,” “Executive remuneration,” “Company-wide regulations,” etc.

•  Create opportunities to share the experiences, knowledge, and skills of outside officers, in the form of lectures on project management and 
portfolio strategy development, in order to contribute to the 17th Medium-term Management Plan. Create and implement opportunities to 
explain the business status to newly appointed outside officers.

•  Implement and promote a managerial talent development program, with the support of an external specialized institution.

Evaluation for 
FY2021
CHECK

•  Active discussions of strategic themes are being held, and the skills of outside officers are adequately utilized.

Challenges
•  It is necessary for internal and outside officers to have opportunities to effectively monitor the status of business promotion.
•  It is necessary for the Board of Directors meeting to supervise the progress status of managerial talent development, and to 

conduct a review to formulate an effective succession plan.

Policy on 
initiatives for 
FY2022
ACTION

•  Increase opportunities for outside officers to supervise the progress status of the 17th Medium-term Management Plan based on the portfolio, 
under the leadership of the head of the business unit, and for sharing information with internal executives.

•  Further enhance discussions regarding managerial human resource development and a succession plan.
•  In addition, in order to respond to changes in the outside environment, consider and implement training opportunities as necessary, by inviting 

external experts.

Policy

In order to realize the Group’s Corporate Philosophy, the 
following basic policy was newly formulated for our executive 
remuneration system.
•  The system motivates executives to achieve our long-term 

growth strategy, Good to Great, and realizes the continual 
enhancement of our corporate value over the mid- to long-term

•  Remuneration is set at the level of a truly global company, 
enabling us to secure excellent human resources, both in 
Japan and overseas for our management executives.

•  The remuneration determination process is highly transparent 
and objective

In revising the executive compensation system, the basic policy 
on executive compensation and other general matters concerning 
the systems such as compensation level, compensation 
composition, evaluation indicators, and executive compensation 
regulations are determined by a resolution of the Board of 
Directors, based on deliberations by the Evaluation Committee, 
a discretionary advisory committee, of which the majority of 
members are outside officers.

[Fixed compensation]
 ■ ■  Basic compensation

[Variable compensation]
  ■■  Performance-linked compensation         * Short-term incentive compensation
  ■■  Performance-linked, stock-based compensation * Mid- to long-term incentive compensation

Governance

Process and Decision-Making Authority for 
Executive Remuneration, Etc.

Individual executive remuneration is determined by the Board 
of Directors following deliberations on performance-linked 
remuneration and performance-linked, stock-based 
remuneration by the Evaluation Committee.
(The establishment of target values at the beginning of the fiscal year 
and evaluation of the level of achievement at the end of the fiscal year 
for individual officers for each fiscal year are determined based on 
interviews conducted by the Representative Director of the Board, 
President with the directors of the Board and executive officers 
themselves. The Evaluation Committee checks the rationality and 
appropriateness thereof. The Board of Directors determines the 
executive remuneration for each officer, after receiving the Evaluation 
Committee’s report.)

System Related to Remuneration Governance

We provide the following system, in order to strengthen the 
objectivity and transparency of the executive remuneration 
system and to ensure an executive remuneration scheme that 
is satisfying for stakeholders.
• Evaluation Committee
• Establishment of malus and clawback:

We have regulations that enable us to confiscate the points 
awarded to directors of the Board who are eligible for the 
performance-linked, stock-based remuneration system, or to seek 
indemnification equivalent to the amount of stock paid in the event 
that such directors of the Board are found to have engaged in 
seriously fraudulent or illegal acts under this system.

*  In order to ensure the mid- to long-term responsibility of officers, approximately 5% 
of their total compensation is paid as savings-type compensation upon resignation.

*  The performance-linked compensation portion is variable from 0 to 200%, 
depending on factors including the degree of achievement.

*  Performance indicators for performance-linked compensation (company 
performance portion) shall be EBITDA: 50%, ROE: 50% evaluation weighting.

*  Individual evaluation shall be based on the status of achievement of measures, etc. to 
achieve the business targets of the business the person is responsible for.

*  Outside directors and outside Audit & Supervisory Board members (full time) shall not be 
linked to performance in order to ensure a high degree of independence.

情に棹させば流される。智にPerformance-linked compensation
(Company performance portion)Basic compensation

Performance-
linked, stock-based 

compensation

Performance-
linked, stock-based 

compensation

Performance-
linked, stock-based 

compensation

Fixed compensation (45%) Variable compensation (55%)

Representative directors

Performance-linked, 
stock-based compensation 
* Mid- to long-term incentive 

compensation (15%)

Performance-linked compensation 
* Short-term incentive compensation (40%)

Performance-linked, 
stock-based compensation 
* Mid- to long-term incentive 

compensation (10%)

Performance-linked compensation 
* Short-term incentive compensation 

(35%)

Performance-linked 
compensation

(Company performance 
portion)

Performance-linked 
compensation

(Company performance 
portion)

Performance-linked 
compensation

(Individual evaluation 
portion)

Performance-linked 
compensation

(Individual evaluation 
portion)

Basic compensation

Basic compensation

Fixed compensation (55%) Variable compensation (45%)

Basic compensation

Fixed compensation (100%)

Outside director
Outside Audit & Supervisory 
Board member (Full time)

Executive Officer 
(employment contract)

Directors of the Board 
other than representative 
directors of the Board and 
executive officers 
(delegation agreement)
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Policy and Status of Cross-Shareholdings  
As to whether or not we acquire and hold cross-shareholdings, 
we examine the economic rationality of such shareholdings on 
an annual basis, taking into account both quantitative and 
qualitative perspectives, including whether or not such 
shareholdings will contribute to improving corporate value not 
only in the short term but also in the mid- to long-term. As a 
result, we are working to reduce cross-shareholdings based on 
appropriate decisions from the perspective of capital efficiency.

We determine the approval/disapproval of the standards for 
exercising voting rights comprehensively, by carefully 
examining each proposal from the standpoint of improving the 
corporate value of investee companies, and maintaining 
relationships with them.
* Amounts are shown as balance sheet amounts.

YOSHIKAWA Keiji
Outside Director

Executives and non-executives working 
together to increase corporate value and 
to create a true global company

Nomination of Candidates for Director and Audit & Supervisory Board Members  
Candidates for director are nominated with an emphasis on the following matters, in consultation with the Nomination Committee.
• Candidates for internal director: 

Nominate from amongst those who are in positions at production, business, procurement, technology, and management 
departments, by comprehensively evaluating balance, experience, and ability

• Candidates for outside director:
Nominate from amongst those with management experience, lawyers, accountants, and others who possess a high level of 
insight and expertise as well as abundant experience, in light of our independence standards

*  With respect to candidates for Audit & Supervisory Board members, the company places emphasis on experience in financial accounting and administrative divisions. In particular, 
candidates for outside Audit & Supervisory Board members are nominated with the consent of the Audit & Supervisory Board in light of the independence standards, with the same 
emphasis on a high degree of insight, expertise and experience as candidates for outside directors.

Standards to Ensure the Independence of Outside Directors and Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Members  
When appointing outside directors and outside Audit & 
Supervisory Board members, we have established criteria for 
maintaining their independence and work to confirm that there 
are no circumstances that would cause conflicts of interest in 
accordance with the regulations. In addition, we stipulate that 
outside directors and outside Audit & Supervisory Board 
members should strive to maintain their independence and 
promptly report any case in which they may not be able to 
maintain their independence.

MORI 
Kunishi

TAKAHARA 
Shigeki

FURUKAWA 
Hidenori

TERAOKA 
Naoto

NISHIBAYASHI 
Hitoshi

YOSHIKAWA  
Keiji

John P. 
Durkin

ANDO 
Tomoko

YOSHIDA 
Kazuhiro

HASEBE 
Hideshi

Colin P. A. 
Jones

YAMAMOTO 
Tokuo

Representative 
Director of the 

Board, President

Representative 
Director of the 

Board, Vice 
President 

Executive Officer

Representative 
Director of the 
Board, Senior 

Managing 
Executive Officer

Director of the 
Board, Managing 
Executive Officer

Director of the 
Board, Managing 
Executive Officer

Outside Director 
of the Board

Outside Director 
of the Board

Outside Director 
of the Board

Audit & 
Supervisory 

Board Member

Audit & 
Supervisory 

Board Member

Outside Audit & 
Supervisory 

Board Member

Outside Audit & 
Supervisory 

Board Member

Internal Internal Internal Internal Internal Outside 
Independent

Outside 
Independent

Outside 
Independent Internal Internal Outside 

Independent
Outside 

Independent

Male Male Male Male Male Male Foreign national 
male Female Male Male Foreign national 

male Male

Evaluation Committee ● ● ● ● 
Chairman ● ● ● ●

Nomination Committee ● 
Chairman ● ● ● ●

Business management ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Marketing business strategy ● ● ● ● ● ●

R&D, SCM/Product management ● ●

Financial accounting/M&A ● ● ● ●

Global ● ● ● ● ●

Human resources/Talent development ● ●

Compliance/Governance ● ● ● ●

Training for Directors and Audit & Supervisory Board Members  
The Board of Directors implements the following measures to 
fulfill its roles and responsibilities:
•  Hold lectures and discussions on themes related to management 

strategies by inviting external experts, according to the schedule of the 
officers meetings

•  Have training for internal directors and Audit & Supervisory Board 
members, to ensure acquisition of the necessary knowledge and skills

•  Conduct business site inspections and provide explanations for 
outside officers, with the aim of deepening their understanding of our 
business operations

Examples of Implementation in FY2021
•  Held a briefing on our business status at the R&D Center at the 

Hiratsuka Plant, upon the appointment of Audit & Supervisory Board 
member YAMAMOTO.

•  Invited an outside lecturer, and held a workshop on cyber risks.

Utilization of a Skill Matrix  
Our skill matrix was formulated following a consultation with 
the Nomination Committee held in FY2020. The Nomination 
Committee meeting held this year also confirmed that the 
combination of skills required of directors and Audit & 

Supervisory Board members shown in the skill matrix would be 
utilized continuously to formulate the appointment policy, while 
appropriately verifying such skills in accordance with the 
business environment and business characteristics, etc.

For details:  Our policy and initiatives regarding the  
Corporate Governance Code (Japanese only) 

https://www.kansai.co.jp/ir/governance/policy/pdf/
gover20220630.pdf

Message from an Outside Director

Governance
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The ideal role of an outside director

I have experience working in a number of companies with 
different corporate structures: as a top executive in a listed 
company with a nomination committee; as an outside director 
in a company with an Audit & Supervisory Board; and in an 
unlisted company. Based on this experience, I have come to 
believe that executives and non-executives are not in 
opposition to each other; instead, they are in a symbiotic 
(collaborative) relationship in which they complement each 
other’s roles and increase corporate value. The most important 
part of the collaboration is to develop strategies and to 
successfully repeat (100%) the cycle of accomplishing the 
strategies. I believe that the role of an outside director is not to 
restrict the executive, but to clarify the scope of the execution 
and then let the executive drive it.

Current status and evaluation of Kansai Paint

Through the four years in my position, I have come to see that 
Kansai Paint excels in making changes based on the advice of 
its outside directors. The current executive is working hard to 
implement lasting, far-sighted measures, such as strengthening 
the management infrastructure, reorganization, and executive 
development as part of its strategies. In my first year as a 
director, the executives presented many progress reports and 
success stories and I felt the Board of Directors’ meetings were 
somewhat formal. Recently, however, fundamental discussions 
have been held repeatedly in informal settings outside of the 
Board of Directors’ meetings, as “off-site discussion,” and this 
has fostered a sense of trust between executives and non-
executives, with more commu nication taking place. I believe 
that the effectiveness of the Board of Directors has gradually 
improved as the diverse experience and knowledge of outside 
directors have come to be reflected in management. For 
example, to boost the incentive for executives to achieve the 
medium-term management plan, the executive remuneration 
system has been revised to create a new performance-linked 
system that is benchmarked against more than 150 leading 
companies in Japan and overseas.

The company’s outside directors have a diverse range of 
qualities in terms of both gender and nationality, as well as 

experience in corporate management. I have been involved in 
the management of a number of companies, but I believe that 
Kansai Paint’s current structure—comprising outside directors, 
the Board of Directors, in the framework of a company with an 
Audit & Supervisory Board—is the best structure for the 
present situation.

Future challenges

For the company to achieve further sustainable growth based 
on the Group’s founding spirit and in accordance with its 
Corporate Philosophy, I feel that there are two issues related to 
organizational capabilities and global expansion that need to 
be addressed. The first is to complete the strengthening of the 
management infrastructure, which is the goal of the current 
plan. The other challenge is to instill management with a global 
perspective that looks beyond the medium-term management 
plan. We must address challenging issues such as establishing 
global bases, seeking out and appointing human resources 
(including from overseas), optimizing supply chains, speeding 
up digital transformation with, for example, materials 
informatics and smart factories, and ESG measures. To this 
end, I believe that it will become more important than ever for 
executives to fully utilize the experience of outside directors 
and to increase substantive discussions with an eye to the 
future. This can be done by getting fundamental information 
from non-executive members in advance, to enhance the 
off-site discussions that are already taking place.

To create a “Great” future for the company and to 
continuously expand corporate value, we need people with the 
right knowledge about the things that need to be done for the 
future as mentioned above. For this reason, I believe it is 
necessary to create a system over the medium to long-term by 
using a skills matrix. But above all, for Kansai Paint to become 
a true global company, I believe the time has come to think 
about a system that treats talented people properly, including 
those from overseas. All of the current directors have two to four 
years of experience and are quite stable in their positions, so 
there is an environment where good discussions can take 
place. Taking advantage of this strong foundation, I will continue 
to fulfill my role as an outside director.
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MORI Kunishi
Representative Director of the Board, 
President

Apr. 1981 Joined Kansai Paint
Jun. 2010 Director of the Board, and Deputy General 

Manager of the Coatings Business Div.
Jun. 2015 Representative Director of the Board; 

Managing Executive Officer in charge of 
Sales and International  
(Significant positions concurrently held) 
Representative Director of the Board, 
President of Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd.

Apr. 2018 Representative Director of the Board; 
Senior Managing Executive Officer and 
COO in charge of Sales; and General 
Manager of the Coatings Business Div. 
(Significant positions concurrently held) 
Representative Director of the Board, 
President, Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd. 
(retired March 2019)

Apr. 2019 Representative Director of the Board, and 
President of Kansai Paint (current)

NISHIBAYASHI Hitoshi
Director of the Board,  
Managing Executive Officer

Apr. 1987 Joined Kansai Paint
Apr. 2015 Deputy Head of Automotive Refinish, 

Decorative and Protective Coatings 
Business Div.

Apr. 2019 Executive Officer, Deputy General 
Manager of Corporate Business 
Development Div.

Jun. 2020 Director of the Board, Managing Executive 
Officer, and Head of International Business 
Unit

Jul. 2020 Director of the Board, and Managing 
Executive Officer in charge of Corporate 
Planning & Finance

Apr. 2021 Director of the Board, Managing Executive 
Officer, Head of International Business 
Unit (current)

Significant positions concurrently held
Director of the Board of Kansai Helios Coatings GmbH
Director of the Board of Kansai Nerolac Paints Ltd.
Director of the Board of Kansai Plascon East Africa 
(Pty) Ltd.
President Komisaris (Commissioner) of PT Kansai 
Prakarsa Coatings

TAKAHARA Shigeki
Representative Director of the Board, 
Vice President Executive Officer

Apr. 1981 Joined NEC Corporation
Jun. 2007 CFO and Corporate Officer of MISUMI 

Group Inc.
Feb. 2011 Member of the Board and Operating 

Officer, CFO, Accounting & Finance Lead 
of Pfizer Japan Inc. (retired February 
2020)

Apr. 2020 Joined Kansai Paint; Managing Executive 
Officer, and General Manager of Corporate 
Planning & Finance Div.

Apr. 2021 Senior Managing Executive Officer, and 
Chief of Corporate Planning, Finance, HR 
& Administration

Jun. 2021 Director of the Board, Senior Managing 
Executive Officer, and Chief of Corporate 
Planning, Finance, HR & Administration

Apr. 2022 Representative Director of the Board, Vice 
President Executive Officer, Chief of 
Corporate Planning, Finance, HR & 
Administration (current)

Significant positions concurrently held
Director of the Board of Kansai Nerolac Paints Ltd.
Representative Director of the Board, Senior Managing 
Executive Officer

YOSHIKAWA Keiji
Outside Director of the Board

Apr. 1973 Joined Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd.
Jun. 2008 Executive Officer, and Head of Functional 

Glass SBU of Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd.
Feb. 2012 Representative Executive Officer, Executive 

Vice President, and CPMO (Chief Project 
Management Officer) of Nippon Sheet Glass 
Co., Ltd.

Apr. 2012 Representative Executive Officer, President 
and CEO of Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd.

Jun. 2015 Advisor of Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd. 
(retired June 2017)

Jun. 2018 Outside Director of the Board of Kansai Paint 
(current)

Jan. 2021 Outside Director of LAUREL BANK 
MACHINES CO., LTD. (current)

May 2021 Outside Director of AEON DELIGHT CO., 
LTD. (current)

Jun. 2021 Outside Director, and Member of the Audit 
and Supervisory Committee of Fujikura Ltd. 
(current)

Significant positions concurrently held
Outside Director of LAUREL BANK MACHINES CO., LTD.
Outside Director of AEON DELIGHT CO., LTD.
Outside Director, and Member of the Audit and 
Supervisory Committee of Fujikura Ltd.

FURUKAWA Hidenori
Representative Director of the Board, 
Senior Managing Executive Officer

Apr. 1983 Joined Kansai Paint
Jun. 2011 Executive Officer, and Deputy Head of 

Production Div.
Jun. 2013 Director of the Board, Managing Executive 

Officer, and Head of Production Div.
Apr. 2018 Director of the Board, Managing Executive 

Officer in charge of Technology, Quality & 
Environment, and Deputy Head of 
Coatings Business Div.

Jun. 2019 Representative Director of the Board, 
Senior Managing Executive Officer in 
charge of Production, Technology and 
Procurement

Apr. 2021 Representative Director of the Board, 
Senior Managing Executive Officer 
Chief of Corporate Production, Supply 
Chain Management (SCM), and 
Procurement (current)

ANDO Tomoko
Outside Director of the Board

Dec. 1996 Joined Master Foods Ltd. (currently Mars 
Japan Limited)

Jan. 2006 People Pipeline Manager of Master  
Foods Ltd.

Aug. 2008 Joined NIHON L’ORÉAL K.K.
Mar. 2011 Vice President and Head of Human 

Resources of NIHON L’ORÉAL K.K. 
(retired May 2016)

Jun. 2018 Outside Director of PRESS KOGYO CO., 
LTD. (Audit and Supervisory Committee 
Member) (current)

Jun. 2019 Outside Director of the Board of Kansai 
Paint (current)

Significant positions concurrently held
Outside Director of PRESS KOGYO CO., LTD.  
(Audit and Supervisory Committee Member)

TERAOKA Naoto
Director of the Board,  
Managing Executive Officer

Apr. 1985 Joined Kansai Paint
Apr. 2012 Executive Officer, and General Manager of 

Automotive Refinish, Decorative and 
Protective Coatings Business Div.

Jun. 2019 Director of the Board, Managing Executive 
Officer in charge of Sales, General 
Manager of Coatings Business Div. 
Representative Director of the Board, 
President of Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd.

Apr. 2021 Director of the Board, Managing Executive 
Officer, Head of Japan Business Unit 
Representative Director of the Board, and 
President of Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd. 
(current)

Significant positions concurrently held
Representative Director of the Board, and President of 
Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd.

John P. DURKIN
Outside Director of the Board

Apr. 2010 Joined BELLSYSTEM24, Inc. as CFO 
(retired May 2012)

Feb. 2013 Joined Sushiro Global Holdings Ltd. 
(currently FOOD & LIFE COMPANIES 
LTD.) as Board Director and CFO (retired 
December 2017)

Jan. 2018 Joined John Masters Organics Group, Inc. 
as Board Director (current)

Jun. 2019 Outside Director of the Board of Kansai 
Paint (current)

Significant positions concurrently held
Board Director of John Masters Organics Group, Inc.

YOSHIDA Kazuhiro
Audit & Supervisory Board Member  
(Full time)

Apr. 1983 Joined Kansai Paint
Jul. 2011 Executive Officer, General Manager of 

Global Procurement Div.
Apr. 2016 Senior Executive Officer, Senior Manager 

of Human Resources Planning Dept., 
Corporate Planning Div.

Jun. 2019 Director of the Board, Senior Executive 
Officer in charge of Administration

Oct. 2019 Director of the Board, Managing Executive 
Officer, in charge of Administration

Jun. 2021 Audit & Supervisory Board Member (Full 
time) (current)

Significant positions concurrently held
Audit & Supervisory Board Member of Kansai Paint 
Marine Co., Ltd.

HASEBE Hideshi
Audit & Supervisory Board Member  
(Full time)

Apr. 1985 Joined Kansai Paint
Apr. 2015 Senior Manager of Finance and 

Accounting Dept., Administrative Div.
Apr. 2018 Executive Officer, Senior Manager of 

Business Administration Dept. 
Administrative Div.

Jun. 2020 Audit & Supervisory Board Member (Full 
time) (current)

Significant position concurrently held
Audit & Supervisory Board Member of Kansai Paint 
Sales Co., Ltd. 

TAGIRI Sawane
Managing Executive Officer
Chief of Corporate Research and Development

TOMIDA Kazumasa
Managing Executive Officer
Head of Global Automotive Business Unit
Director of the Board of Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd.
Head of Automotive Business

TOKU Kiyohide
Executive Officer
General Manager, Industrial Coatings Div. of Japan 
Business Unit
Executive Officer of Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd.
Head of Industrial Business

Board of Directors Audit & Supervisory Board Members

Executive Officers (Excluding 4 Directors of the Board concurrently serving as Executive Officers)

Number of company shares held: 12,700

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)

Number of company shares held: 14,300

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)
Number of Audit & Supervisory Board meetings attended: 
11/11 (100%)

Colin P.A. JONES
Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member

Apr. 1994 Registered as a lawyer (the Bar of the 
State of New York) (current)

Oct. 2004 Registered as a lawyer (the Bar of the 
Territory of Guam) (current)

Apr. 2005 Professor at Doshisha University (current)
Apr. 2008 Board Director of ManpowerGroup Co., 

Ltd. (current)
Jun. 2019 Outside Audit & Supervisory Board 

Member of Kansai Paint (current)

Significant position concurrently held
Board Director of ManpowerGroup Co., Ltd
Lawyer (State of New York and Territory of Guam)
Professor at Doshisha University

YAMAMOTO Tokuo
Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member

Apr. 1981 Joined NEC Corporation
May 1995 Seconded to NEC de Mexico SA de CV, 

Accounting and Finance Manager
Jun. 2007 General Manager of Affiliated Companies 

of NEC de Mexico SA de CV (retired 
January 2014)

Feb. 2014 Associate Senior Vice President of NEC 
Networks & System Integration 
Corporation

Jun. 2017 Full-time Corporate Auditor of NEC 
Networks & System Integration 
Corporation (retired June 2019)

Jun. 2019 Standing Auditor of JAPAN PURE 
CHEMICAL CO., LTD. (current)

Jun. 2021 Outside Audit & Supervisory Board 
Member of Kansai Paint (current)

Significant positions concurrently held
Standing Auditor of JAPAN PURE CHEMICAL CO., LTD.

Number of company shares held: —

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)
Number of Audit & Supervisory Board meetings attended: 
16/16 (100%)

Number of company shares held: —

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 13/13 (100%)
Number of Audit & Supervisory Board meetings attended: 
11/11 (100%)

Number of company shares held: 6,200

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)
Number of Audit & Supervisory Board meetings attended: 
16/16 (100%)

Number of company shares held: 17,800

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)

Number of company shares held: 1,000

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)

Number of company shares held: —

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)

Number of company shares held: —

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)

Number of company shares held: —

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)

Number of company shares held: 8,600

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 17/17 (100%)

Number of company shares held: 1,100

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings attended: 13/13 (100%)

KAJIMA Junichi
Executive Officer
President of Kansai Helios Coatings GmbH

ARAKI Tsutomu
Executive Officer
General Manager, Corporate Production, Supply 
Chain Management (SCM), and Procurement

TAKATA Youichi
Executive Officer
General Manager, Architectural, Auto Refinish and 
Protective Coatings Div. of Japan Business Unit
Executive Officer of Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd.
Head of Architectural, Auto Refinish and 
Protective Coatings Business

TAKADA Hideo
Executive Officer
General Manager, HR and Administrative Div. of 
Corporate Planning, Finance, HR & Administration

TONOMURA Hironori
Executive Officer
Deputy Head of Global Automotive Business Unit

TOMIOKA Takashi
Executive Officer
General Manager, Corporate Planning Div. of 
Corporate Planning, Finance, HR & Administration

We have introduced an executive officer system, under which duties and responsibilities are clarified by separating the function of decision-making and 
supervisory of corporate management from the executive function, and initiatives in the business environment can be executed with speed and 
flexibility. The number of Executive Officers is 13, of which four are concurrently serving as Director.

Governance

Board of Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board Members and Executive Officers (As of July 2022)
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Basic Idea

Since the time of our founding, our basic management policy has been to “contribute to the development of the economy and society 
while pursuing profits,” and we have placed an emphasis on fulfilling our social responsibilities as a good corporate citizen. 
Implementation of compliance is becoming increasingly important in a diversified society. We will make efforts to become a truly 
global company that is trusted by society and contributes to the world, by not only complying with laws and regulations and social 
norms, but also engaging in business with integrity and high ethical standards.

Basic Idea
The basic policy on Group-wide risk management activities is set forth in the company regulations, as specified below.

(1)  The Kansai Paint Group deems risk management to be an important management task, and works to minimize human, economic, and social 
damage, carry out early restoration and prevent recurrence, while supporting the development of people and society, by contributing to 
providing new value and solving social issues such as ESG and the SDGs.

(2)  The Kansai Paint Group, led by the Risk Management Committee, repeatedly extracts, analyzes, evaluates, and monitors risks in cooperation 
with each department, and strives to continuously conduct reviews and make improvements.

(3)  The Kansai Paint Group promotes business continuity management activities to prepare for crises, and also responds swiftly with integrity in 
the event of an emergency, to minimize damage through responsible actions, in line with laws and regulations and social norms, while placing 
the highest priority on the safety of human life.

(4)  The Kansai Paint Group discloses information in a timely and appropriate manner to customers and shareholders, regarding the details of, and 
initiatives for the risks surrounding the company, and builds strong relationships with them.

(5)  The Kansai Paint Group provides each employee with opportunities to learn from one another with modesty through regular education and 
training, in order to enhance their ability to deal with risks, and to lead each employee to act appropriately as a member of society.

We revised the Corporate Ethics Handbook, which has long been 
used as a tool for improving compliance awareness, and distributed 
it to the employees of Group companies as a compliance handbook 
in April 2022. As in the past, the compliance handbook continues to 
present the basic values of “trust,” “integrity,” “profit and fairness,” 
provides illustrations and specific “dont’s” in consideration of the 
changing corporate environment and the demands of society, and 
compiles easy-to-understand “guiding principles for individual 
actions” that every individual should bear in mind. The compliance 
handbook is now used as a tool for education in the workplace to 
ensure understanding and thoroughness of compliance.

(1)  Compliance Promotion 
Committee

The Compliance Promotion Committee, which comprises the Heads and Chiefs of six BUs 
(with the chief of Corporate Planning, Finance, HR & Administration as the chairman), is 
convened to check our compliance promotion system, discuss policies and activities, and 
review the promotion status of awareness and training.

(2)  Training and Awareness 
Promotion Activities

In order to thoroughly enhance employees’ understanding and awareness of compliance, the 
company conducts various compliance training activities. In FY2021, we conducted training 
by external lecturers for new employees, e-learning training for managers at each management 
level, and training for employees dispatched overseas etc., while regularly introducing compliance 
issues and cases from other companies in our e-mail magazine and electronic bulletin board.

(3)  Internal Reporting 
System

The company has introduced an internal reporting system that can be used by Group employees. 
Related internal regulations stipulate basic matters on consultation and reporting, and clearly state 
protection of the anonymity of information providers and prevention of the disadvantageous 
treatment of such providers. In April 2022, we changed the external point of contact, so that 
employees can also directly consult with and report to fair and neutral external experts.

(4) Export Control

Some of our products and technologies are subject to Japan’s security trade control-related 
laws and regulations. Based on the principle of observing export/import laws and regulations to 
conduct appropriate control, regulations related to security trade control have been established. 
We have also organized a company-wide Export Control Subcommittee, and established a 
trade control system under which granting of approval/disapproval for trading, examination of 
transactions, etc. is carried out without fail, for the purpose of putting these regulations into 
practice.

Board of Directors

Corporate Governance Committee  
(Chairman: MORI, Representative Director of the Board, President)

Divisions under the Business Unit, Group companies

Global 
Automotive 

Business Unit
Japan  

Business Unit
International 

Business Unit

Corporate 
Production, 

Supply Chain 
Management, 
Procurement

Corporate 
Research and 
Development

Corporate 
Planning, 

Finance, HR & 
Administration

Secretariat meeting of the Risk Management Committee

Risk Management Committee  
(Chairman: TAKAHARA, Representative Director of the Board, Vice President)

Chief of Corporate Production, Supply 
Chain Management, Procurement

Chief of Corporate Research and 
Development

Chief of Corporate Planning, Finance, 
HR & Administration

Head of Global Automotive  
Business Unit

Head of Japan Business Unit

Head of International Business Unit
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	2-8	 賄賂行為・不適切な接待の禁止

�■ 私たちは、公的機関の職員（元職員を含む）に対して、接
待や贈答を行いません。
�■ 私たちは、接待や贈答などを行う場合、受ける場合には、
社会通念から逸脱しないよう十分な注意を払います。

私たちの約束

�■ 公務員（外国公務員を含む）に対する贈賄行為をしない
公務員への接待や贈答は、法律および倫理規程で原則禁止されています。また、
民間人であっても、法令などで定められている公共性の強い業務に従事する人
に対する接待や贈答は、同様に禁止・制限されています。

私たちは、公務員に対して、職務上の便宜を図ってもらうために、贈り物をし
たり接待をしたりしません。

また、便宜を図ってもらう意図があると誤解されそうな贈り物をしたり、飲食
をご馳走したりすることもしません。

�■ 不適切な接待・贈答はしない、されない
取引先などに対する接待や贈答は、健全な商慣習の範囲、あるいは一般的な常
識の範囲で行います。

私たちは、取引先などから接待や贈答を受ける場合は、健全な商慣習の範囲、
一般的な常識の範囲にとどめます。また、資材・サービスの調達先から贈答や
接待などを受けた場合、不相応な贈答や接待を行う相手に対しては、返品措置
や改善を申し入れます。

関連ページ  .「4-3　反社会的勢力との関係断絶」

関 連 法 令  . 刑法（贈賄罪）、会社法、国家公務員倫理法、国家公務員倫理規程、
自治体の条例など

行動指針 やってはならないこと

たとえば、次のような行為が、公務員に対する賄賂行為に当たります。

	■ 官公庁の調達担当者を接待し、入札時に自社が落札できるよう依頼する

	■ 知り合いの警察官に贈り物をし、交通違反を揉み消してほしいと依頼する

	■ 代理店・代理人・コンサルタントなど第三者を通じて、贈賄を行う

	■ 第三者が当社のために贈賄を行ったこと、または行う兆候があることを認
識したにもかかわらず、放置した

たとえば、次のような行為が、不適切な接待・贈答に当たります。

	■ 取引先の担当者を、公序良俗に反するおそれがあるお店で接待する

商業賄賂もご注意！！
海外では公務員側から賄賂を要求される場合もありますが、仮に公務員に要求された
としても支払った側も違法になります。また、中国等の一部の国では、民間企業同士
であっても不正なキックバックの支払い等は商業賄賂として違法とされています。

Risk Management Compliance

Governance

Examples of Individual Response

● BCP response
In FY2021, Corporate Production, Supply Chain Management, Procurement 
conducted a rehearsal drill assuming the occurrence of the Nankai Trough Mega 
Earthquake. We were able to implement the business continuity response 
specified in the business continuity plan document, and this drill also led to the 
identification of points for future improvement.

● Countermeasures against COVID-19
During the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, we promptly 
organized Committee for COVID-19 Countermeasures (Chairman: FURUKAWA 
Hidenori, Representative Director of the Board, Senior Managing Executive 
Officer) as well as a special subcommittee. Under the company-wide policy of 
“safety first for employees and their families” and “maintaining corporate 
functions and business continuity,” we are taking measures to prevent infection 
and minimize the impact of the pandemic on business.
• Held the Committee for COVID-19 Countermeasures 31 times in FY2021
• Implemented workplace vaccinations at the Amagasaki Plant
•  Issued manuals and notifications according to the circumstances, and 

implemented Group-wide behavior control
• Monitor employees’ health condition
•  Regularly share information on the current situation with overseas Group 

companies
• Promote teleworking and rolling work shift system
• Establish workplace environment to keep social distancing
•  In the event of a COVID-19 outbreak, cooperate with the government and 

administrative agencies, close down offices, conduct thorough disinfection, and 
then resume business as soon as possible

● Information security measures
In order to respond to cyberattacks, equipment and system failures, and 
information leaks, we implemented measures under the control of each unit 
head and Group HQ chief. For the purpose of establishing the company-wide 
management system that is necessary to maintain our information security, we 
established the Information Security Committee in FY2022.

System

We established the Risk Management Committee under the 
supervision of the Corporate Governance Committee, and have 
put in place a system for cross-organizational risk management 
by preparing various regulations and manuals in order to properly 
respond to crises and prevent potential business continuity risks.
•  Risk Management Committee: Comprised of the Heads and 

Chiefs of the six BUs, and held twice a year. The Committee 
shares internal risk information, evaluates risks, identifies 
important risks, considers response policies, and reports and 
proposes policies for dealing with risks, as well as measures to 
prevent recurrence to the Board of Directors. The Committee 
improves risk management awareness within each business 
unit, primarily by adopting the policies determined within that 
business unit, understanding the status of implementation, and 
providing education.

Process for Identifying Risks

In order to implement our Growth Strategy and continue to increase 
our corporate value in an increasingly uncertain business 
environment, we are improving the accuracy of our detection 
prediction and precognition of possible management risks, and are 
developing a system to enhance our resilience to constantly 
respond to changes. In FY2021, we reviewed our process for 
identifying risks, developed risk management tools, conducted risk 
evaluations, and confirmed the effectiveness of these risk 
management tools based on the resulting evaluations.

Risk items and Response

Extract risks that affect the Group’s financial position and 
operating results, among other matters, and manage these risks 
from the standpoint of both damage minimization and business 
continuity.
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Review and Analysis of Major Consolidated Business Results

Business Environment
 Segment performance by Region

Segment

Net sales Ordinary income/losses

FY2020  
(Million yen)

FY2021  
(Million yen)

Rate of change
(%)

FY2022 
(forecast)

(Million yen)

FY2020  
(Million yen)

FY2021  
(Million yen)

Rate of change
(%)

FY2022 
(forecast)

(Million yen)

Japan 142,999 138,620 (3.1) 152,500 15,532 14,391 (7.3) 12,500

India 73,084 97,133 32.9 115,000 10,198 7,240 (29.0) 9,000

Europe 66,002 84,320 27.8 85,000 5,220 5,608 7.4 2,000

Asia 49,504 57,631 16.4 65,000 4,638 7,259 56.5 8,000

Africa 27,917 36,131 29.4 37,000 (858) 1,354 — 2,500

Others 5,112 5,352 4.7 5,500 1,149 1,756 52.8 2,000

Total 364,620 419,190 15.0 460,000 35,880 37,611 4.8 36,000

2) Non-operating Income/Expenses and Ordinary Income

Non-operating income/expenses for FY2021 increased by 2,862 
million yen compared to FY2020 to 7,514 million yen. The main 
reasons for the increase were a rise in equity in earnings of 
unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates and an increase in 

foreign currency exchange gains. As a result, ordinary income for 
FY2021 increased by 4.8% (1,731 million yen) from FY2020 to 
37,611 million yen.

3) Extraordinary Profit and Current Net Income before Tax and Adjustment

Extraordinary profit for FY2021 increased by 1,278 million yen 
from FY2020 to 6,224 million yen. The main reason for the 
increase was a rise in sales of fixed assets due to the sale of 

property, plant and equipment. As a result, net income before tax 
and adjustments for FY2021 increased by 7.4%, or 3,010 million 
yen, to 43,836 million yen.

4) Income Taxes (including deferred income taxes) and Net Income Attributable to Owners of the Parent

Income taxes for FY2021 decreased by 5,668 million yen from 
FY2020 to 11,591 million yen. The main reason for the decrease 
was a drop in tax expenses at the company. As a result, net 

income attributable to owners of the parent increased by 32.4%, 
or 6,498 million yen, from the previous fiscal year to 26,525 
million yen.

Business Risks

The Kansai Paint Group manufactures and sells paints for a wide 
range of applications, including automotive, industrial, architectural, 
marine, and protective coatings. While domestic demand for paints 
has remained almost flat, we have been actively developing our 
overseas businesses, and the proportion of sales that come from 
overseas sales has exceeded our domestic sales. In the future, 
the scale of our overseas business activities is expected to 
continue to expand, and the laws, regulations, political factors, 
etc., of the regions and countries in which we operate will have an 
impact on the Group’s business activities and performance. Under 
these circumstances, in order to survive and grow amid fierce 
global competition, we will create synergies throughout the Group 
and enhance our corporate governance system.

The Group has established manufacturing bases in various 
countries to conduct its business activities. However, when 

procuring products and raw materials from other locations, 
fluctuations in foreign exchange rates may affect the Group’s 
business activities and performance. In addition to promoting the 
transfer of product manufacturing and local procurement of raw 
materials, we will address risks through the implementation of 
forward exchange contracts and other measures.

The Group’s raw materials are mainly affected by fluctuations 
in the prices of crude oil and naphtha. Therefore, the Group’s 
business activities and business performance will be affected if 
sudden changes in raw material costs are not adequately 
reflected in sales prices. We will strive to reduce costs through 
global procurement, efforts to integrate products, etc., and 
strengthen relationships with raw material suppliers so that we 
can respond quickly.

Analysis of Financial Condition (Million yen)

As of  
March 31, 2022

Compared to  
March 31, 2021

Main factor

Current assets 276,650 Decreased by 23,821 Decrease in cash and deposits, etc.

Fixed assets 323,407 Increased by 17,298 Increase in investment securities, etc.

Current liabilities 173,083 Increased by 16,726 Despite a decrease in current portion of long-term debt, current portion 
of convertible bonds with stock acquisition rights, etc. increased.

Fixed liabilities 51,859 Decreased by 59,504 Decrease in convertible bonds with stock acquisition rights, etc.

Net assets 375,114 Increased by 36,255

 Business Segment

Coatings for automotive parts, which had been classified as industrial coatings until FY2020 have been classified as automotive coatings 
from FY2021. Auto-Refinish coatings, which had been classified as automotive coatings until FY2020, have been classified as Auto-Refinish, 
Marine and Protective Coatings from FY2021. In addition, the rate of change for FY2020 is calculated based on the revised classification.

Segment

Automotive Coatings Industrial Coatings Architectural Coatings
Auto-Refinish, Marine 

and Protective 
Coatings

Others Total

Amount
(Million yen)

Rate of 
change

(%)

Amount
(Million yen)

Rate of 
change

(%)

Amount
(Million yen)

Rate of 
change

(%)

Amount
(Million yen)

Rate of 
change

(%)

Amount
(Million yen)

Rate of 
change

(%)

Amount
(Million yen)

Rate of 
change

(%)

Japan 52,025 0.8 32,025 7.0 23,308 (1.8) 28,146 3.6 3,114 (70.5) 138,620 (3.1)

India 23,867 34.7 13,916 43.0 56,428 28.4 1,552 31.3 1,368 176.4 97,133 32.9

Europe 5,360 3.2 40,867 31.0 5,692 2.5 9,769 18.0 22,631 43.5 84,320 27.8

Asia 31,937 15.3 11,832 22.2 8,439 7.3 2,482 10.5 2,940 46.8 57,631 16.4

Africa 546 45.3 3,574 23.5 25,929 29.6 2,128 (12.6) 3,952 79.8 36,131 29.4

Others 5,352 6.5 — (100.0) — — — — — — 5,352 4.7

Total 119,089 10.7 102,215 22.4 119,797 18.5 44,079 6.7 34,007 9.6 419,190 15.0

1) Net Sales and Operating Income

Net sales for FY2021 increased by 15.0% compared to the 
previous year (54,570 million yen), to 419,190 million yen, and 
operating income decreased by 3.6% (1,132 million yen) to 
30,096 million yen. Net sales exceeded the announced figure 
that was revised in November of the previous year. This increase 
is mainly attributable to increased sales volumes and price 
increases. Operating income decreased due to the negative 

impact of the price hike of raw materials. Japan and India are 
struggling to increase prices due to the strict market situation, 
leading to a drop in operating income. However, with Europe 
developing as the third pillar, improved results in Asia and Africa 
(which has regained its profitability thanks to reconstruction), and 
a recovery in automobile demand in North America, the Kansai 
Paint Group recorded an increase in sales but a decrease in profit.
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Summary of Consolidated Financial Indicators

 * Percentages are truncated beyond the first decimal point.

* Coatings for automotive parts, which had been classified as industrial coatings until FY2020, have been classified as automotive coatings from FY2021.

Consolidated Financial Indicators 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Net sales (millions of yen) 256,590 294,053 320,453 349,333 328,118 330,235 401,977 427,425 406,886 364,620 419,190

Sales by business segment (millions of yen)

Automotive 78,604 89,338 100,871 111,015 103,256 103,431 111,235 112,985 104,981 90,036 119,089

Auto Refinish 17,239 20,020 20,601 21,054 19,640 19,372 23,262 24,097 21,735 18,751 21,568

Industrial 67,137 75,031 81,944 87,309 81,888 83,448 111,887 122,193 114,782 102,285 102,215

Architectural 61,151 77,103 83,232 93,532 83,221 86,670 103,550 112,310 109,374 101,122 119,797

Marine and Protective 18,801 19,097 18,999 19,893 22,440 20,793 22,586 22,081 22,462 21,388 22,510

Others 13,657 13,461 14,804 16,528 17,670 16,519 29,455 33,758 33,550 31,034 34,007

Sales by region (millions of yen)

Japan 145,223 146,900 154,287 154,004 155,367 151,416 155,552 159,339 155,078 142,999 138,620

India 42,091 50,075 54,956 69,521 65,800 74,694 83,432 86,922 81,697 73,084 97,133

Europe — — — — 17,772 16,830 59,098 71,934 68,168 66,002 84,320

Asia 36,623 50,100 59,548 66,232 58,897 56,623 63,300 63,828 60,176 49,504 57,631

Africa 21,718 32,105 34,801 39,543 29,251 28,026 35,132 39,446 35,742 27,917 36,131

Others 10,933 14,870 16,860 20,031 1,029 2,643 5,461 5,954 6,021 5,112 5,352

Ratio of overseas net sales (%) 47.2% 53.4% 55.6% 59.6% 57.6% 58.9% 65.3% 66.1% 65.0% 64.1% 70.3%

Operating income (millions of yen) 19,315 24,171 29,636 31,580 34,772 35,310 35,802 32,306 31,510 31,228 30,096

Operating income to net sales ratio (%) 7.5% 8.2% 9.2% 9.0% 10.6% 10.7% 8.9% 7.6% 7.7% 8.6% 7.2%

Ordinary income (millions of yen) 21,446 28,353 35,471 37,725 39,714 40,025 33,241 34,838 34,874 35,880 37,611

Ordinary income by region (millions of yen)

Japan 12,903 15,562 18,347 17,760 21,469 23,535 19,051 19,552 18,153 15,532 14,391

India 4,888 5,423 5,392 7,799 9,195 11,622 13,366 11,051 10,268 10,198 7,240

Europe — — — — 703 1,024 4,395 2,360 2,719 5,220 5,608

Asia 3,204 5,703 8,363 8,293 7,651 6,569 431 5,398 5,456 4,638 7,259

Africa 14 476 1,186 1,443 (594) (3,732) (4,965) (4,043) (2,967) (858) 1,354

Others 435 1,185 2,180 2,428 1,289 1,004 963 518 1,243 1,149 1,756

Adjustment 1 1 — — — — — — — — —

Ordinary income to net sales ratio (%) 8.4% 9.6% 11.1% 10.8% 12.1% 12.1% 8.3% 8.2% 8.6% 9.8% 9.0%

Net income attributable to owners of the parent (millions of yen) 13,996 17,758 21,560 20,409 28,343 24,168 17,701 17,405 18,477 20,027 26,525

EPS (Earnings per share) (yen) 52.70 66.62 80.91 76.61 106.41 93.16 68.80 67.68 71.87 77.91 103.23

ROE (Return on equity) (%) 8.3% 9.6% 10.2% 8.3% 10.9% 9.5% 6.7% 6.4% 6.9% 7.2% 8.7%

Dividend payout ratio (%) 19.0% 18.0% 18.5% 19.6% 17.9% 23.6% 39.2% 44.3% 41.7% 38.5% 29.1%

Dividends per share (yen) 10.00 12.00 15.00 15.00 19.00 22.00 27.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00

Capital investment (millions of yen) 13,559 18,867 15,509 13,034 11,443 13,617 16,782 23,018 13,949 11,547 14,536

R&D expenses (millions of yen) 5,184 5,141 5,268 5,323 5,046 5,297 6,592 6,547 6,582 6,400 6,776

Depreciation (millions of yen) 7,167 6,984 8,446 10,289 9,742 10,153 13,176 13,917 14,482 14,319 14,291

Cash flows from operating activities (millions of yen) 10,358 25,079 25,486 31,957 31,470 29,146 33,509 35,632 40,324 42,647 15,524

Cash flows from investing activities (millions of yen) (21,949) (13,360) (16,145) (19,544) (14,789) (97,020) (33,756) (17,461) (22,045) (507) (2,087)

Cash flows from financing activities (millions of yen) 14,684 (3,424) (6,511) (9,632) (14,834) 60,264 8,059 (6,964) (37,403) 16,828 (64,100)

*
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(Millions of yen)Consolidated Statements of Income

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

As of March 31,  
2021

As of March 31,  
2022

Assets

Current assets

Cash and deposits 114,292 64,677

Trade notes and accounts 
receivable 105,129 —

Trade notes and accounts 
receivable, and contract assets — 110,085

Securities 10,154 3,414

Finished goods 35,782 46,317

Work-in-process 5,538 7,318

Raw materials and supplies 24,346 35,583

Other 8,498 12,960

Allowance for doubtful receivables (3,269) (3,706)

Total current assets 300,471 276,650

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment

Buildings and structures, net 58,119 61,484

Machinery, equipment and 
vehicles, net 30,024 32,022

Tools, furniture and fixtures, net 6,940 6,653

Land 25,292 25,666

Construction in progress 6,844 7,607

Total property, plant and 
equipment 127,220 133,434

Intangible assets

Leasehold right 3,011 3,152

Software 2,105 2,115

Software in progress 302 909

Goodwill 29,882 27,573

Other 16,033 15,197

Total intangible assets 51,335 48,948

Investments and other assets

Investment securities 86,942 94,192

Investments in capital 17,611 20,966

Loans receivable 2,255 2,259

Net defined benefit asset 14,588 15,811

Deferred tax assets 3,637 4,668

Other 7,120 7,763

Allowance for doubtful receivables (4,602) (4,636)

Total investments and other assets 127,552 141,024

Total non-current assets 306,108 323,407

Total assets 606,580 600,057

As of March 31,  
2021

As of March 31,  
2022

Liabilities

Current liabilities

Trade notes and accounts payable 63,808 72,896

Short-term borrowings 6,013 7,646

Short-term borrowings from 
unconsolidated subsidiaries and 
affiliates

110 20

Current portion of long-term debt 46,643 1,788

Current portion of convertible bonds 
with stock acquisition rights — 60,010

Lease obligations 669 820

Accrued expenses 9,601 9,862

Income and enterprise taxes 
payable 7,471 2,451

Provision for bonuses 4,749 4,601

Other 17,288 12,984

Total current liabilities 156,357 173,083

Non-current liabilities

Convertible bonds with stock 
acquisition rights 60,060 —

Long-term debt 7,751 1,294

Lease obligations 1,679 2,087

Deferred tax liabilities 29,994 35,271

Net defined benefit liability 8,598 7,486

Retirement benefits for directors and 
corporate auditors 102 500

Provision for management board 
incentive plan trust 137 143

Other 3,038 5,075

Total non-current liabilities 111,363 51,859

Total liabilities 267,720 224,942

Net assets

Shareholders’ equity

Common stock 25,658 25,658

Capital surplus 21,081 21,277

Retained earnings 260,799 279,551

Treasury stock, at cost (25,844) (26,187)

Total shareholders’ equity 281,695 300,299

Accumulated other comprehensive 
income

Net unrealized holding gains on 
securities 33,400 40,070

Deferred losses on derivatives 
under hedge accounting (1,003) (1,790)

Foreign currency translation 
adjustments (31,130) (23,071)

Remeasurements of defined benefit 
plans 3,838 4,512

Total accumulated other 
comprehensive income 5,104 19,719

Non-controlling interests 52,059 55,095

Total net assets 338,859 375,114

Total liabilities and net assets 606,580 600,057

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2021 
(April 1, 2020–March 31, 2021)

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2022 
(April 1, 2021–March 31, 2022)

Net sales 364,620 419,190
Cost of sales 243,938 294,182
Gross profit 120,682 125,007
Selling, general and administrative expenses 89,454 94,910
Operating income 31,228 30,096
Non-operating income

Interest income 595 403
Dividend income 1,559 1,565
Equity in earnings of unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates 4,802 5,411
Foreign currency exchange gain — 1,447
Miscellaneous income 1,703 1,621
Total non-operating income 8,661 10,449

Non-operating expenses
Interest expense 1,585 1,533
Loss on disposal of inventories 407 536
Foreign currency exchange loss 560 —
Miscellaneous expenses 1,455 864
Total non-operating expenses 4,008 2,934

Ordinary income 35,880 37,611
Extraordinary income

Gain on sale of property, plant and equipment 97 4,519
Gain on sale of investment securities 6,298 1,075
Gain on sale of shares of subsidiaries and affiliates 374 24
Gain on sale of investments in capital of subsidiaries and affiliates 1,634 —
Gain on liquidation of subsidiaries 18 14
Insurance claim income — 953
Total extraordinary income 8,423 6,587

Extraordinary losses
Loss on sale or disposal of property, plant and equipment 419 187
Impairment loss 755 —
Loss on sale of investment securities 36 4
Write-down of securities and investment securities 4 —
Loss on sale of shares of subsidiaries and affiliates 80 —
Loss on disaster 1,457 —
Loss on withdrawal from business 517 —
Early extra retirement payments 206 170
Total extraordinary losses 3,477 363

Income before income taxes and non-controlling interests 40,826 43,836
Income taxes - current 14,116 10,460
Income taxes - deferred 3,142 1,130
Total income taxes 17,259 11,591
Net income 23,566 32,245
Net income attributable to non-controlling interests 3,539 5,719
Net income attributable to owners of the parent 20,027 26,525

Consolidated Balance Sheets Consolidated Statements of Income/ 
Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

(Millions of yen) (Millions of yen)

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2021 
(April 1, 2020–March 31, 2021)

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2022 
(April 1, 2021–March 31, 2022)

Net income 23,566 32,245
Other comprehensive income

Net unrealized holding gains on securities 7,221 5,505
Deferred losses on derivatives under hedge accounting (2,216) (798)
Foreign currency translation adjustments (4,826) 8,932
Remeasurements of defined benefit plans 4,469 673
Shares in other comprehensive income of equity method affiliates 1,335 2,277
Total other comprehensive income 5,984 16,590

Comprehensive income 29,550 48,835
Comprehensive income attributable to:

Owners of the parent 27,152 41,141
Non-controlling interests 2,398 7,694

(Millions of yen)
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Fiscal year ended March 31, 2021
(April 1, 2020–March 31, 2021)

Shareholders’ equity

Common stock Capital surplus Retained earnings Treasury stock
Total shareholders’ 

equity

Balance at the beginning of the year 25,658 22,438 248,511 (25,711) 270,897

Effect of hyperinflation (2) (2)

Restated balance 25,658 22,438 248,509 (25,711) 270,895

Changes during the period

Cash dividends paid (7,746) (7,746)

Net income attributable to owners of the parent 20,027 20,027

Purchase of treasury stock (157) (157)

Disposal of treasury stock 0 22 22

Purchase of shares of consolidated subsidiaries (21) 8 (13)

Change in transactions with non-controlling shareholders (1,334) (1,334)

Change in treasury stock arising from change in equity  
in entities accounted for using equity method 1 1

Net changes in items other than shareholders’ equity

Total changes during the period — (1,356) 12,289 (133) 10,799

Balance at the end of the year 25,658 21,081 260,799 (25,844) 281,695

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2021
(April 1, 2020–March 31, 2021)

Accumulated other comprehensive income

Non-controlling 
interests

Total net  
assetsNet unrealized 

holding gains  
on securities

Deferred gains 
on derivatives 
under hedge 
accounting

Foreign  
currency 

translation 
adjustments

Remeasure-
ments of  
defined  

benefit plans

Total  
accumulated 
other compre-

hensive income

Balance at the beginning of the year 23,322 1,224 (25,936) (631) (2,020) 51,819 320,697

Effect of hyperinflation (0) (2)

Restated balance 23,322 1,224 (25,936) (631) (2,020) 51,819 320,694

Changes during the period

Cash dividends paid (7,746)

Net income attributable to owners of the parent 20,027

Purchase of treasury stock (157)

Disposal of treasury stock 22

Purchase of shares of consolidated subsidiaries (13)

Change in transactions with non-controlling shareholders (1,334)

Change in treasury stock arising from change in equity 
in entities accounted for using equity method 1

Net changes in items other than shareholders’ equity 10,077 (2,228) (5,194) 4,469 7,124 240 7,365

Total changes during the period 10,077 (2,228) (5,194) 4,469 7,124 240 18,164

Balance at the end of the year 33,400 (1,003) (31,130) 3,838 5,104 52,059 338,859

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2022
(April 1, 2021–March 31, 2022)

Accumulated other comprehensive income

Non-controlling 
interests

Total net  
assetsNet unrealized 

holding gains  
on securities

Deferred gains 
on derivatives 
under hedge 
accounting

Foreign  
currency 

translation 
adjustments

Remeasure-
ments of  
defined  

benefit plans

Total  
accumulated 
other compre-

hensive income

Balance at the beginning of the year 33,400 (1,003) (31,130) 3,838 5,104 52,059 338,859

Effect of hyperinflation (5) (33)

Restated balance 33,400 (1,003) (31,130) 3,838 5,104 52,054 338,826

Changes during the period

Cash dividends paid (7,746)

Net income attributable to owners of the parent 26,525

Purchase of treasury stock (390)

Disposal of treasury stock 46

Change in transactions with non-controlling shareholders 195

Net changes in items other than shareholders’ equity 6,669 (786) 8,059 673 14,615 3,041 17,656

Total changes during the period 6,669 (786) 8,059 673 14,615 3,041 36,288

Balance at the end of the year 40,070 (1,790) (23,071) 4,512 19,719 55,095 375,114

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2022
(April 1, 2021–March 31, 2022)

Shareholders’ equity

Common stock Capital surplus Retained earnings Treasury stock
Total shareholders’ 

equity

Balance at the beginning of the year 25,658 21,081 260,799 (25,844) 281,695

Effect of hyperinflation (27) (27)

Restated balance 25,658 21,081 260,771 (25,844) 281,667

Changes during the period

Cash dividends paid (7,746) (7,746)

Net income attributable to owners of the parent 26,525 26,525

Purchase of treasury stock (390) (390)

Disposal of treasury stock 0 46 46

Change in transactions with non-controlling shareholders 195 195

Net changes in items other than shareholders’ equity

Total changes during the period — 195 18,779 (343) 18,632

Balance at the end of the year 25,658 21,277 279,551 (26,187) 300,299

(Millions of yen)

(Millions of yen)

(Millions of yen)

(Millions of yen)
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Corporate Data

Group Companies

Company Name Kansai Paint Co., Ltd.

Head Office 6-14, Imabashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka 
541-8523, Japan
Tel: +81-6203-5531 (main)

Date Established May 1918

Representative MORI Kunishi, Representative Director of 
the Board, President

Consolidated subsidiaries

Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd. (Ota-ku, Tokyo)

Kuboko Paint Co., Ltd. (Higashiyodogawa-ku, Osaka)

Nippon Kako Toryo Co., Ltd. (Koza-gun, Kanagawa Prefecture)

Kanpe Hapio Co., Ltd. (Chuo-ku, Osaka)

Kanpe Trading Co., Ltd. (Ota-ku, Tokyo)

KAT Co., Ltd. (Yokohama City, Kanagawa)

Kansai Paint Marine Co., Ltd. (Ota-ku, Tokyo)

Kansai Helios Coatings GmbH (Austria)

Kansai Nerolac Paints Ltd. (India)

Kansai Plascon East Africa (Pty) Ltd. (Mauritius)

PT. Kansai Prakarsa Coatings (Indonesia)

Kansai Paint Asia Pacific Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)

U.S. Paint Corporation (U.S.A.)

Kansai Altan Boya Sanayi Ve Ticaret A.S. (Turkey)

Kansai Plascon Africa Ltd. (South Africa)

Thai Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. (Thailand)

Kansai Resin (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (Thailand)

Taiwan Kansai Co., Ltd. (Taiwan)

P.T. Kansai Paint Indonesia (Indonesia)

Sime Kansai Paints Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)

Kansai Paint (China) Investment Co., Ltd. (China)

73 other companies

Unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates

Ohgi Shokai Co., Ltd. (Kita-ku, Osaka)

Polisan Kansai Boya Sanayi Ve Ticaret A.S. (Turkey)

Hunan Xiangjiang Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. (China)

Cosco Kansai Paint & Chemicals (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. (China)

22 other companies

Information on Our Website
For more details, please visit the websites below.

Corporate website:
https://www.kansai.com/

IR information:
https://www.kansai.com/investor-relations/index.html

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2021 
(April 1, 2020–March 31, 2021)

Fiscal year ended March 31, 2022 
(April 1, 2021–March 31, 2022)

Cash flows from operating activities
Income before income taxes and non-controlling interests 40,826 43,836
Depreciation and amortization 14,319 14,291
Impairment loss 755 —
Loss on withdrawal from business 517 —
Insurance claim income — (953)
Amortization of goodwill 3,501 3,724
Increase (decrease) in allowance for doubtful receivables (169) 227
Increase (decrease) in net defined benefit liability 108 (1,409)
Interest and dividend income (2,155) (1,969)
Interest expense 1,585 1,533
Equity in earnings of unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates (4,802) (5,411)
Gain on sale of investment securities (6,261) (1,070)
Write-down of investment securities 4 —
Gain on sale of shares of subsidiaries and affiliates (294) (24)
Gain on sale of investments in capital of subsidiaries and affiliates (1,634) —
Loss (gain) on sale or disposal of property, plant and equipment, net 322 (4,332)
Increase in trade notes and accounts receivable (5,006) (3,039)
Increase in inventories (2,972) (17,340)
Increase in trade notes and accounts payable 5,943 8,056
Other, net 2,504 (8,377)
Subtotal 47,091 27,740
Interest and dividends received 4,726 5,440
Interest paid (1,596) (1,547)
Income taxes paid (7,574) (17,061)
Proceeds from insurance income — 953
Net cash provided by operating activities 42,647 15,524

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments into time deposits (3,386) (3,296)
Proceeds from withdrawal of time deposits 5,055 4,367
Net decrease (increase) in securities (4,759) 7,222
Purchase of property, plant and equipment (10,592) (14,569)
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment 124 4,573
Purchase of intangible assets (724) (1,268)
Purchase of investment securities (202) (48)
Proceeds from sale of investment securities 8,774 1,901
Payments of loans receivable (235) (99)
Collection of loans receivable 1,101 257
Proceeds from settlement of derivative, net 2,842 —
Other, net 1,492 (1,128)
Net cash used in investing activities (507) (2,087)

Cash flows from financing activities
Net increase (decrease) in short-term borrowings (12,116) 1,849
Proceeds from long-term debt 43,575 135
Repayments of long-term debt (2,586) (51,173)
Purchase of treasury stock (14) (10)
Cash dividends paid (7,746) (7,746)
Cash dividends paid to non-controlling interests (3,575) (4,826)
Proceeds from share issuance to non-controlling shareholders 165 —
Purchase of shares of subsidiaries not resulting in change in scope 

of consolidation (19) (1,419)

Other, net (851) (907)
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 16,828 (64,100)

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents (1,185) 1,994
Increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 57,782 (48,667)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 50,594 108,377
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period 108,377 59,709

(Millions of yen)

Corporate Information (As of March 31, 2022)

Capital ¥25,658 million

Number of Employees 
(consolidated)

15,670

Fiscal Year From April 1 to March 31

Outline of Operations •  Manufacturing and sale of  
paints and coatings

•  Color design
•  Manufacturing and sale of bio-

related products and electronic 
materials-related products

Net Sales (consolidated) ¥419,190 million
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Share Information
Listing Tokyo Stock Exchange, Prime Market

Stock code 4613

Total number of shares 
authorized to be issued

793,496,000 shares

Total number of  
shares issued

272,623,270 shares (including 
treasury stock: 14,422,400 shares)

Number of shareholders 12,019

Major Shareholders

Notes: 1. The number of shares held is rounded down to the nearest thousand shares.
 2. The shareholding ratio is calculated excluding treasury stock (14,422,400 shares).
 3. The company, which holds 14,422,400 shares of treasury stock, is excluded from the above list of major shareholders.

Name of shareholder Number of shares held 
(Thousands of shares) Shareholding ratio (%)

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (trust account) 43,953 17.02

Nippon Life Insurance Company 12,490 4.83

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited 12,485 4.83

Custody Bank of Japan, Ltd. (trust account) 11,278 4.36

State Street Bank and Trust Company 505223 9,880 3.82

Toyota Motor Corporation 8,355 3.23

DAIDO LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 7,607 2.94

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking Corporation 6,163 2.38

MUFG Bank, Ltd. 5,221 2.02

Kansai Paint Employee Stock Ownership Plan 5,087 1.97

Breakdown of Shareholders by Type

Trends of Share Price and Volume

Investor Relations (As of March 31, 2022)
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(Yen) (Thousand shares)

For the year ended March 31 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Total shareholder return (%) 106.0 91.7 90.8 130.0 89.7

Comparable indicator: TOPIX Dividend included 115.9 110.0 99.6 141.5 144.3

 Share price (left)  Volume (right)

Graphic artist, born in Osaka in 1967.
After graduating from Nara College of Arts, he worked 
as an in-house illustrator for an advertising company in 
Minneapolis, USA. After returning to Japan, he founded the 
graphic unit Tune Grafik and has been working on art 
direction and illustration since. He has worked on many designs 
in the field of entertainment, and is one of the world’s leading 
illustrators, having created posters for Disney’s science fiction 
blockbusters Star Wars: The Force Awakens and Star Wars: The Last 
Jedi, which sold out. In addition to his work as a graphic artist, he is 
currently a lecturer on the Design Course at Nara College of Arts, his alma 
mater, and a professor at the Design Department, Osaka University of Arts, 
where he provides guidance to students by teaching them how to think and 
create designs in ways like a professional working in a studio.

This illustration, which also appears in this report, is an original work that we commissioned 

the world-renowned illustrator Kaz Oomori to create as one of the commemorative 

events marking our 100th anniversary in May 2018. It depicts our founder, Iwai 

Katsujiro, surrounded by the employees who make up the company, who are 

working actively in their respective fields under a solid business strategy with 

an eye to the future. The Kansai Paint Group will pursue profits by 

promoting business based on Growth Strategy, Good to Great, 

contribute to society, bring about the growth of the entire group, and 

pursue happiness for all stakeholders, employees and their 

families through paints.

● Artist Profile
Kaz Oomori

“Good to Great”

Epilogue

IWAI Katsujiro, Founder

Original Illustration

Shareholding ratio

Treasury stock
14,422 thousand shares
5.3%

Individuals and others
21,893 thousand shares
8.1%

Foreign companies, etc.
76,879 thousand shares
28.2%

Other domestic companies
43,452 thousand shares
15.9%

Financial instruments 
business operators
4,107 thousand shares
1.5%

Financial institutions
111,868 thousand shares
41.0%
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6-14, Imabashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku,
Osaka 541-8523, Japan
Tel: +81-6-6203-5531

Fax: +81-6-6203-5018
Sustainability Promotion Committee

Published October 2022

Japanese: https://www.kansai.co.jp/
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